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North American Bighorns for more than five generations have benefited from the work and
dedication of Dr. William "Bill" Graf. Bill worked with bighorns from the southern deserts of
Nevada to the northern tundras of Alaska.
Two of his most outstanding contributions to bighorn welfarewere: (1) teaching basic biology
of all wildlife species to thousands of students in such a manner that they were inspired to be
true conservationists, and (2) constant consultation with researchers and field workers to
encourage the highest of professional decision making with "non-compromised" decisions for
the benefit of wildlife.
Bill was a past president of the Desert Bighorn Council; he lived to teach the basic principles of
wildlife management; he was a true sportsman of the strongest calibration; and he did his
utmost to manage and perpetuate habitat for wildlife.
During the summer of 1975 while on an excursion in the wildernessof Alaska, Bill slept his last
night out on the open tundra with all the wildlife.
The Desert Bighorn Council hereby dedicates the 1976 Transactions to Dr. William "Bill" Graf
in recognition of his work and inspiration to professional wildlife management.
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PROGRESS REPORT FROM
CALIFORNIA
Bonnar Blong
California Department of Fish and Game
Idyllwild, California 92349

The Hatchet Mountain Range, in extremesouthwest New Mexico,
contains an estimated 35 to 50 individuals. The Dona Ana
Mountain Range, just west of the San Andres Range and north of
Las Cruces in south central New Mexico, contains an estimated
10 individuals, for a total of approximately 400 bighorn sheep in a
wild state.

Considerable progress was made within the past year in the
acquisition of bighorn habitat into public ownership. This
occurred primarily in the Santa Rosa Mountains. Portions of this
prime habitat have been threatened by real estate speculation and
residential development. The basic problem is that every other
square mile in these mountains has been in private ownership,
with the alternating sections primarily undertheadministration of
the Bureau of Land Management.
Approximately 38 sections of land have been acquired in public
ownership because of a ioint effort bv the followina aaencies:
Bureau o i Land ~ a n a ~ e m e n~ta, l i f o r n j a~e~artment-of
Fish and
Game, California Department of Parks and Recreation, Riverside
County Parks Department and the U S . Forest Service. Since
these are alternating sections with existing public lands, twice
this amount of area has been blocked up in public ownership.
The water development program was enhanced by the donation
of a portable horizontal well drilling rig from the Shikar Safari
International. T o date three wells have been drilled and 17 wildlife
drinkers each having a 4,500 gallon capacity have been installed
in bighorn habitat by the California Department of Fish and
Game.

-

-

-

BIGHORN TODAY:
NEW MEXICO'S DESERT
BIGHORN PROGRAM
William 0. Montoya and Edward Munoz
New Mexico Department of Game and Fish
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503
The initial phase of New Mexico's Desert Bighorn Program
started in 1972 when five pregnant ewes were captured in the
vicinity of Puerto Libertad in Sonora, Mexico. These five ewes
were placed in the Red Rock bighorn enclosure and, within three
weeks time, had all given birth. The first lamb was left with the
female and died shortly after birth; thereafter the lambs were
taken and hand reared. All four of the remaining lambs survived.
Since that time, there have been various introductions to the
enclosure from the San Andres National Wildlife Refuge in
southern New Mexico. Presently, there are 37 bighorns, with the
possibility of 43, of Mexican and New Mexican origin, or their
crosses, in the enclosure.
Table 1. Captive bighorn i n the Red Rock, New Mexico, enclosure
as of 4/1/76
Males - Adult
Yearlings
Females
Yearlings
Lambs

5
2
13
5
12 to 18'

'At present, there are 12 lambs in the enclosure. There is a
potential of 18 if the yearling females are bred.
In addition to the captive herd at Red Rock, population estimates
for bighorn in New Mexico are as follows: The San Andres
National Wildlife Refuge, located in south central New Mexico,
contains an estimated hunted population of 350 desert bighorns.
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TEXAS BIGHORN SHEEP
REINTRODUCTION
STATUS REPORT
Jack Kilpatric
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Marfa, Texas 79843
Abstract. Efforts are being made to re-introduce bighorn sheep
into their former ranges in Texas. This report describes problems
with predation by mountain lions and control measures taken.
The Texas bighorn sheep reintroduction program continued to
have problems in 1975 with mountain lion predati0n.A female lion
entered the Black Gap brood pasture in May of 1975 and was
responsible for killing at least seven sheep (three adults and four
lambs). This lion was caught with theaid of dogsanddisposed of.
After this loss, predator control measures which had been
prohibited in November of 1974 were reinitiated on a restricted
scale. Control measures for large predators consist of steel traps
and dogs being employed within a radius of four miles of the
brood pasture. Five lions have been cauqht in the first four
months of this year. In addition, we are in theprocess of adding an
18 inch extension, at a 45 dearee anale,
- . to the Dasture fence in an
effort to discourage lion enGy.
It appears that predation has taken its toll of free ranging bighorns
on Black Gap, as well as those inside the Dasture.In Novemberof
1971, 20 head of sheep were released inio the area surrounding
the sheep pasture on Black Gap. During the past year, sightings
of these free-ranging sheep became infrequent. A muleback
survey during February of this year accounted for only four
sheep, and it is believed that fewer than 10 free-ranging bighorns
are left in the Black Gap Area.
The mountain lion population is at an all time high in the Black
Gap Area since the bighorn reintroduction effort was initiated in
1956. We know of at least 15 mountain lions on the 102,000-acre
management area and are estimating five more in ereas we
cannot get into. Mule deer are censused on thearea by a spotlight
technique. During the past three counts, 14 lions- have been
sighted.
The Sierra Diablo reintroduction effort was not hampered by
predation, but no reproduction was experienced during 1975.
This was a result of losing the herd ram inside the holding pen to
pneumonia in September of 1974. This ram was replaced in early
1975 by a ram from the Black Gap pasture.
Presently there are eight adult sheep and two new lambs in the
Black Gap brood pasture, five adult sheep and one new lamb in
the holding pen on Sierra Diablo, five free-ranging sheep in the
Diablo Mountains, and fewer than 10 free-ranging sheep
estimated on Black Gap. A total of four lambs areexpected in the
Black Gap pasture and four in the Sierra Diablo pen.

THE STATUS AND
MANAGEMENT OF
BIGHORN SHEEP IN
COLORADO
Richard N. Denney
Colorado Division of Wildlife
Denver, Colorado
Abstract. This paper summarizes the status and management of
bighorn sheep in Colorado, and represents an update of data
presented, in part, at the First North American Wild Sheep
Conference by Sandfort and Rutherford (1971).

Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis candensis)
have occurred in Colorado for at least the last 900 years, as
evidenced by Indian petroglyphs and pictographs of the
Basketmaker I l l Era located from the Mesa Verde area of the
southwest to the Lodore Canyon-Brown's Park area of the
northwest and the Carrizo Canyon of the southeast. However,
recent documented history only goes back t o 1807, when
Zebulon Pike first observed bighorns in Colorado. There is little
doubt that there are far fewer bighorn sheep in Colorado today
than there were historically. The largest known population of
bighorns occurred around 1922 when Seton (1929) estimated that
there were approximately 8,000 head. Compare this to the
currently projected population of 2,500 in the state.
The Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep represents several things to
Colorado. First, it was established as the state animal by the
Colorado General Assembly on May 1, 1961, and as the official
emblem of the Division of Wildlife by the commission o n July 7,
1961. As such, it represents the lofty objective of achieving the
maintenance and perpetuation of this species in the wildlife
spectrum for future generations. Secondly, the bighorn
represents the wild, free spirit of big country and wilderness for
the non-consumptive public who wishes to photograph or just
view this unique animal. Furthermore, the bighorn represents the
ultimate big game trophy, and provides many recreational days
for the sport hunter who pursues it.
MANAGEMENT AND STATUS
The 1952-53 die-off of bighorn sheep focused attention on an
emphasized the philosophy that high density wildlife
populations, particularly on limited or restricted ranges, are
susceptible to an epidemic, and that sound wildlife management
dictates that measures be expedited to disperse or reduce such
concentrations before an epizootic builds up i n virulence to the
point that it all buteliminates thepopulation.Thisepidemic, then,
was the catalyst that led to establishment of the first bighorn
sheep season to be held in the state in 66 years. The rationale for
opening a season at this time was to break up and disperse other
bighorn herds before the parasitic load became so heavy that it
would result in die-offs similar to those experienced in the
Tarryalls, Kenoshas and Pike's Peak, and at the same time allow
the utilization of a limited number of animals considered surplus
to the breeding needs of the herds, which might otherwise be
wasted through disease mortalities.
Hunting Seasons. Bighorn sheep hunting in Colorado is limited to
residents only. The licensefeeestablished by statuteand ineffect
during 1953 through 1967 was twenty-five dollars ($25.00), but
this was raised by the legislature, effective July 7, 1967 through
1975 to forty dollars ($40.00). In 1975 the General Assembly
raised the license fee to seventy-five dollars ($75.00), effective
January 1, 1976.

Presented at the Second North American Wild Sheep
Conference, Airport Holiday Inn, Denver, Colorado, April 22-23,
1976.
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With the initiation of bighorn sheep hunting by an 11-day season
in 18 designated areas in 1953, a total of 24 years of sequential
seasons has been set. Table 1 lists the lengths of seasons, the
number of areas open, and the curl requirements from 1953
through 1976. The numbers of areas open to hunting in any one
season has ranged from 12 in 1972 and 1973 to 22 in 1954 and
1961, with an average of 18 areas open per year. Length of season
has varied from 9 to 51 days, with a mean of 22days. Beginning in
1958 late seasons were held in one to four areas, except in 1970,
and none was established for 1976. These late seasons have

averaged 10 days in length. The majority of areas have required a
half-curl ram; there has been an average of seven areas requiring
a three-quarter curl; and one year in which the requirement was
for a full-curl in all but three units. In recent seasons, the general
curl requirements have been for three-quarter or better on most
eastern slope areas, and half-curl or betteron mostwestern slope
units. In 1954, 1957 and 1958 either sex was authorized on the
Buffalo Peaks unit (12), and an either sex season has been
established for the Pike's Peak area (6) in 1976.

Table 1. Summary of bighorn sheep rifle season regulations in Colorado, 1953-76.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Total
Average

Year
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

Regular Season
No. Areas
No. Days
18
11
22
9
20
9
19
9
18
16
19
16
16
16
19
16
22
16
21
17
21
16
20
37
19
23
20
22
17
18
18
23
21
23
16
24
13
23
12
23
12
23
13
23
13
36
13
51

17.7

21.8

Late Season
No. Areas
No. Days

1.5

Hunting seasons, in general have tended to become more
restrictive during the course of the 24 years, but during the last
three years the balance between half-curl and three-quarter-curl
areas has evened out. Full-curl requirements in 1970 were
coupled with the second lowest number of licenses (98)
authorized.
Successful applicants were restricted, beginning in 1963, to
applying for and receiving a bighorn sheep license every other
year. Effective in 1970, it was regulated that any license holder
who harvested a bighorn sheep in Colorado during 1970 or
thereafter would never be eligible to participate in any
subsequent drawing for bighorn sheep licenses in futureseasons.
Beginning with the 1974 season, unsuccessful applicants for
bighorn sheep licenses were issued a rejection slip, which could
be submitted with a subsequent application forasheep Iicenseto
establish a priority. It is possible, therefore, that applicants
unsuccessful in both 1974 and 1975 could submit two rejection
slips with their 1976 applications and have first priorities. The
rejection slip system replaced theevery-other-yearsystem which
began in 1963.
In 1972 the first bighorn sheep season was established, in one
area, for archer only. In 1973 there were four areas for archers
only, and from 1974 through 1976 six areas have been so
designated. The archery seasons have ranged from 18 to 51 days
in length, averaging 29 days (Table 2).
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9.8

Number of Areas
Rams
1/2-curl
3/4-curl Full-curl
18
21
20
19
17

11.1

7.3

0.5

Either
Sex
1
1
1

0.2

Table 2. Archery bighorn sheep seasons and hunting data, 1972-76
Permits
Bag
No. Season
YearAuthorized Issued (ram) Areas Length Hawest Success
1972
20
20 314-curl 1
22
0
0

Total
Average

Harvest. A total of 4,022 bighorn sheep licenses has been issued
during the 23-yearperiod of 1953 through 1975. During the period
1959 through 1975 there were 9,851 applications for 2,828
licenses, a 17-year average of 3.5 applications per license. This
may be somewhat misleading, in that interest and demand for
licenses has increased from 1.7 applicants per license at the
beginning of this period to almost 10.1 in 1975 (Table 3).
A total of 953 sheep has been harvested over these 23 years,
ranging from 15 in 1970 (full-curl requirement in all but three
areas) to 79 in 1954, with a mean of 41 sheep per year. Success
ratios have ranged from 11.6 per cent in 1966 to 34.3 per cent in
1953, averaging 23.7 per cent over 23 years (Table 3).
Archers have not availed themselves of the number of licenses
authorized (Table 2). During the four years of separate archery
seasons, two kills were made in 1973 (6.1 per cent success), and
three in 1974 (7.5 per cent success). No kills were made in 1972 or
in 1975. In summary, five bow hunters out of 135 have been
successful over a period of four years.

in the Buffalo Peaks area to obtain specimens and data on the
impact of lungworms on that herd. A total of 180 licenses issued in
these seasons yielded a harvest of 89 bighorns, of which 36 were
rams, 45 wereewes, and8 were lambs (Table4). Thesuccess ratio
was relatively constant for the three seasons, averaging 49.4 per
cent. Almost 60 per cent of the harvestwas composed of ewes and
lambs. Surprisingly, there was not as much opposition to the
either sex regulations on this herd as there was initially to the
opening of a bighorn sheep hunting season in 1953 after66years
of closure.
Bighorn Sheep Populations. Figure 1 illustrates the bighorn
sheep management units in thestate, as well as thedistribution of
known populations which have not been hunted outside of these
management units. The latter represent populations in three
National Park administered areas, as well as some remnant herds
not largeenough to justify hunting, oron which sufficient dataare
lacking. A translocation made in January 1976 in the Greenhorn
Mountain area of the Wet Mountain Valley is not shown on the
map.

Until 1976 Colorado has held only three hunts for either sex of
bighorn sheep. Theseseasons, in 1954,1957 and 1958, were held
Table 3. Bighorn sheep rifle hunting applications, licenses issued and Harvest i n Colorado, 1953-1975.

Total
Average

Year
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
23

Animals
Harvested
58
79
45
34
60
51
25
40
45
61
66
59
40
33
36
32
37
15
24
26
27
32
28

Licenses Issued
(No. Hunters)
169
239
179
177
218
212
148
176
210
229
228
207
205
285
205
131
145
98
93
98
114
129
127
-

No. of
Applications
237
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
317
234
297
361
485
529
501
596
748
579
462
552
426
515
633
743
925
1,265
9,851
579.5'

-

Success

(W

34.3
33.0
25.1
19.2
27.5
24.0
16.9
22.7
21.4
26.6
28.9
28.5
19.5
11.6
17.6
24.4
25.5
15.3
25.8
26.5
23.7
24.8
22.0
-

Table 4. Buffalo Peaks area (S12) either sex bighorn sheep hunting data, 1954, 1957-58.

1954
1957
1958
Total

Permits
70
60
50
180

Rams
12
15
9
-

Harvest
Ewes
18
15
12
-

Lambs
3
2
3
-

Total
33
32
24
-

Success
47.1
53.3
48.0
-

36

45

8

89

49.4

Estimates of bighorn sheep populations are based primarily on
ground counts by Division personnel, supplemented with
information from federal agencies, hunters and other sources.
Aerial bighorn sheep counts have all but been abandoned at this
time in Colorado, due t o erratic and inconsistent data obtained in
the past, difficulties of observation and classification, hazardous
flying conditions caused by terraine and the vagaries of the
weather, and restrictions on the flying budget.
Numbers of Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep in Colorado are
calculated to range between a low of approximately 2,OOOanimals
to a high of 3,500, with a most likely estimate of 2.500 sheep in 39
herds.
DESERT BIGHORN COUNCIL 1976 TRANSACTIONS

As of January of 1976,76 per cent of these herds are considered to
be on an upward and/or static trend compared to the past fiveyear average.
The Mount Evans (200), Sheep Creek-Trickle Mountain (175),
Pike's Peak (180) and Poudre Canyon (165) herdsare rated as the
largest and, generally, most vigorous sheep herds i n thestate (see
later discussion on the Pike's Peak herd). In addition, the
McCurdy Mountain-Tarryall herd and the Webber Mountain herd
are indicating a healthy build-up.
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9.
Attempts are underway to obtain more complete and extensive
counts of bighorn sheep in Colorado through improvement of
census techniaues and development of population trend data so
that herd stat& can be more ;ealisticaliy evaluated.
Restoration. It is interesting to speculate what the status of
bighorn sheep in Colorado would be in the Bicentennial year if it
had not been for the foresight of, and positiveaction taken by, the
Game and Fish Department management and research personnel
in the seven short years before theTarryall die-off. It can truly be
said that the Tarryall herd is the mother herd of Colorado
bighorns.
After initiation of the Federal Aid Project to trap and translocate
bighorn sheep in 1944, a total of 207 sheep was trapped from the
Tarryall herd alone and released into 12 different areas from 1945
through 1952. One of the most successful of the Tarryall
translocations was 15 sheep released in theTrickleMountain area
of Saguache Creek in 1951. This new herd has supplied stock
totalling 93 animals for release in six areas.
With the severe decimation of the Tarryall herd from lungworm in
1952-53 no furthertranslocations were attempted until 1970 when
eight sheep from Pike's Peak were introduced to the Sapinero
Mesa area (Lake Fork of the Gunnison). This translocation was
supplemented in 1975 with 16 sheep from Trickle Mountain, and
is rated as successful. Only seven other areas have received
introductions or supplemental releases during the period 1970
through .February 1976.

From 1945 through February 1976 a total of 356 bighorns has
been introduced in 27 release sites. Only two of these are rated as
unsuccessful: the Rifle Hogback supplemental release resulted in
agricultural damage and 17 were trapped and moved to Lodore
Canyon four years later; and the Brush Creek supplemental
release apparently failed to bolster the declining remnant
population. Two other herds are considered as marginally
successful: the Rampart herd has been decimated by lungworm,
but is struggling to make a come-back; and the Glenwood
Canyon herd is still hanging on with a few wilder sheep while the
semi-tame sheep at the mouth of Grizzly Creek were moved to the
Little Hills experimental pastures in 1970. The number of sheep,
the source and release sites, and the status of the introductions
are provided in Table 5.
Research. Research has played, and is playing, a vital role in the
restoration program for bighorn sheep in Colorado. Since
specific research details and results are to be presented at this
conference, only a few will be mentioned here.
Continuing chemotherapeutic treatment of bighorns for
lungworm involved the capture, treatment, marking and release
on site of 99sheep on Pike'sPeak and 450n theRampart Range in
1974 (Schmidt, 1975; Gill, 1975),and 16 on the Rampart Range in
1975 (Schmidt, 1976). In addition, 45 sheep on Pike's Peak were
treated in 1975 with apple mash bait containing vermicide
(Schmidt, 1976a).

Table 5. Bighorn sheep translocations in Colorado, 1945-76.

Trapped
Tarryall
Tarryall
Tarryall
Tarryall
Tarryall
Tarryall
Tarryall
Tarryall
Tarryall
Tarryall
Tarryall
Tarryall
Tarryall
Tarryall
Rifle Hogback
Pike's Peak
Pike's Peak
Trickle Mtn.
Pike's Peak
Glenwood Canyon
Trickle Mtn.
Trickle Mtn.
Trickle Mtn.
Poudre River
Trickle Mtn.
Trickle Mtn.
Trickle Mtn.

Release
Site
Geneva Cr.
Geneva Cr.
Sangre de Cristo
Mesa Verde Natl. Park
Rampart
Georaetown
~eorgetown
Poudre River
Glenwood Canvon
Rifle Hogback
Gore
Brush Creek
Trickle Mtn.
Lodore
Lodore
Lake Fork
Lake Fork
Lake Fork
Taylor River
Little Hills Exp. Sta.
Little Hills Exp. Sta.
Frying Pan River
Elk Creek
Poudre Narrows
Greenhorn Mtn.
Cebolla
Cebolla

Date
March 1, 1945
Jan. 16, 1948
March 15, 1945
Jan., 1946
Feb., 1946
Oct. 29, 1946
March 3, 1949
Dec. 6, 1946
Dec. 5, 1947
Jan. 16, 1948
Jan. 16, 1948
March 9, 1950
Feb. 15, 1951
Jan. 29, 1952
Feb. 19, 1952
Jan.-Aug., 1970
Sept. 23, 1970
Jan. 14, 1975
Sept. 23, 1970
Dec., 1970
Jan., 1972
Jan. 8, 1972
Jan. 15, 1974
Jan. 21, 1975
Jan., 1976
Jan., 1976
Feb., 1976

Number Released
Rams Ewes Yearlings Lambs Total
5
16

Status of
Introduction
Successful
Successful
Successful
Marginal
Successful
Successful
Marginal
Unsuccessful
Successful
Unsuccessful
Successful
Successful
Successful
Successful
Successful
Successful
Successful
New
New
New
New

(I) Initial introduction in historic but unoccupied habitat, or suitable new habitat.
(S) Supplemental release in currently occupied range (historic or introduced).
Other research investigations involve evaluating the nutritional
requirements of bighorns (Keiss, 1976), manipulation of sheep
range vegetation through fertilization (Bear, 1976),the extension
of distribution and range (Bear and Schoonveld, 1976), and the
spontaneous diseases of bighorn sheep (Hibler, 1976).
The 1976 Hunting Season. The only departure from the normal
course of hunting seasons since 1958 has been theestablishment
of the limited either sex season on the Pike's Peak area in 1976.
This herd has experienced three sharp population declines from
1885 through the 1950's comparable to the Tarryall history.
Beginning in 1969 another downward trend started, reducing the
population of approximately 300 to 165 in 1974-75. Besides adult
sheep mortalities, no lambs were surviving past the age of three
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months during this period. In 1972-73, 26 sheep were trapped,
treated, collared and released, followed by 80 in 1973-74 and 118
in 1974-75, totalling 224. The lamb survival rose from zero for
three years to 10 in 1973,40 in 1974, and 70 in 1975, confirming
that the chemotherapy prevented or reduced to tolerable levels
the transplacental infection of foetuses.
It appears that when the Pike's Peak bighorn population reachesa
threshold of around 300 head, the lungworm larvae have
increased proportionately and the sheep carry such heavy loads
of the parasites that they succumb to verminous pneumonia,
which decimates the herd. The objective for this herd is to
stabilize its population somewhere around 200 to 225 head and
maintain it in a vigorous condition (Morris, 1976). Trapping and

restocking with sheep from this herd is not considered feasibleat
this time because they are still infected with lungworm, as are all
the herds; but there is a three-year gap in the age-classes of this
herd, resulting in the fact that most oftheewesareeightyearsold
and older. Though it is controversial, it was felt that these older
ewes were less suitable for release in new areas because of their
shorter potential reproductive life. If this, and other herds, are to
be properly managed in relation to their carrying capacities, it is
necessary to reduce their numbers by management of the
producing portion (the ewes) of the herd, instead of waiting until
natural, and sometimes catastrophic, losses occur. Partly to
assess such control, then, and partially for research objectives, 15
either sex licenses were established for this season in 1976. To
assure that older ewes might be taken, a minimum horn length of
six inches was imposed, and all license holders are required to
attend a Division conducted orientation school to explain the
objectives,
justifications
and
recognition
techniques.
Considerable public reaction is anticipated in opposition to this
experimental season, particularly from those who feel that the
bighorn should be totally protected or classified as an
endangered species. However, the season is based on biological
facts and rational resource management, for we have more
specific data on this herdat this time than any other in the state.
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management they performed on Colorado's bighorn sheep
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appreciation is also extended to the too-numerous-to-mention
biologists and field personnel of the Division who haveworked on
bighorn sheep during the past 15 years.

Under our once-in-a-lifetime harvest conceptforthisspecies, any
hunter taking a ram will not be eligible to apply or participate in
any future bighorn seasons. Under the provisions of this
experimental season, however, any hunter taking a ewe will not
have this applied to the once-in-a-lifetime requirement and hewill
be eligible to apply and participate in a future ram hunt. It is
predicted that the success ratio for this hunt will be approximately
50 per cent (seven to eight sheep), and based on our previous
either sex experience, will be composed of four or six ewes.

Hibler, C. P. 1976. Spontaneous diseases of bighorn sheep. Colo.
Fed. Aid Proj., W-4143-25. Game Res. Rept. (Jan.), p. 75-114.

Future Management. A master plan for bighorn sheep
management was adopted in 1971. It's basic provisions call for:
1. The identification of occupied ranges and determination of
the status of each bighorn herd.
2. The identification of areas where additional sheep are
indicated.
3. The capture and translocation of bighorns to all suitable
areas.
4. The identification of unproductive areas, the determination
of limiting factors, and the improvement of herd status.
5. The obtaining of data for these objectives through field
research.
6. The utilization of the resource through appropriate
management.

Morris, J. 1976. Justifications for Pike's Peak either sex sheep
season. Colo. Div. Wildl., Denver, Colo. Mimeo., 3 p.

The objectives of this plan are basically production and
utilization, the former to be attained primarily through
translocation, disease control and range improvement. Research
is continuing in all three activities. In relation to translocation, a
three year plan is being prepared which indicates that
approximately 475 sheep can be trapped from 20 herds and
translocated to 23 new or historic ranges.
The utilization aspect of management will include:
1. Selective harvest by herd unit based on improved population
data.
2. Evaluation of biological data in relation to curl requirements
on rams, and the justification for and impact of either sex harvest.
3. Determination of the best season of the year and length of
hunting seasons.
4. ~n assessment of the rolethat bighorn sheep fill in providing.
both consumptive and nonconsum~tiverecreational oaoortunitv
,
and enjoyment.

.

The future of bighorn sheep in Colorado is going to depend a
great extent on the wholehearted support of the public in our
program, the cooperation of the federal land use agencies in
approval of translocation sites and habitat management, and the
development and application of modern technology to the
management of our oldest natural renewable resources- wildlife
and its habitats.
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THE STATUS AND TREND
OF BIGHORN IN NEVADA
Robert P. McQuivey
Nevada Department of Fish and Game
Las Vegas, Nevada 89158
Abstract. The Nevada Department of Fish and Game is currently
20 months into a three year research project funded in part by the
Shikar-Safari International. Information to date suggests that
populations of desert bighorn (Ovis canadensis nelsoni) in
Nevada are mostly stable to increasing on a short term basis.
The Shikar-Safari International recently contributed a
considerable sum of money to the Nevada Fish and Game
Department for bighorn sheep research. The two primary
objectives of the project are to produce a species management
plan by mountain range and to provide the necessary information
for a statewide bulletin on the status and trend of bighorn in
Nevada. No single document presently describes the state's
bighorn populations.

factor affecting poor reproductive rates and lamb survival in
desert sheep. Data from Nevada suggest there is no single factor
limiting bighorn ranges. Some populations are limited because of
severe competition by livestock for both forage and water
(Highland and McCullough Ranges), some from competition by
feral horses and/or burros (Silver Peak and Gold Butte Ranges),
and still others because of heavy human encroachment (Red
Rock Area).
Most sheep populations in Nevada, however, have stabilized
based on the carrying capacity of each respective range. It is
extremely doubtful that ranges such as Lone Mountain, River
Mountains, or the Mormon Range have ever supported many
more sheep than they do at present. Estimated densities for these
areas range between 4.0 and 7.7 sheep per square mile of habitat
which is obviously high for large mammals in a desert type of
environment.
The short term increase in statewide population levels as
evidenced by aerial survey data is undoubtedly a result of
favorable habitat conditions during the past four years. If
favorable conditionscontinue, we can expect population levels to
remain relatively high; however, as conditions reverse, the
production, survival, and population levels will undoubtedly go
down.

METHODS
Since 1969 the primary means of collecting data on sheep
population parameters has been with the aid of a helicopter.
Intensive surveys conducted during the past two years have
greatly increased our knowledge of population levels, dynamics,
and limits of seasonal distribution of bighorn in Nevada.
Habitat analysis has included photographing, indexing, and
evaluating all known water sources as they relate to sheep,
compiling lists of plant species for each mountain range, and
evaluating topographical features as an index of escape cover for
sheep. These habitat components also are being analyzed in
other areas of the state considered as potential release sites for
bighorn introductions.
RESULTS
Much historical information is available indicating that bighorn
populations reached their lowest levels of abundance during the
peak mining years of the early 1900s. They remained dangerously
low until the mid 1930s when thedisappearanceof thewandering
prospector, increased law-enforcement activities, and general
public awareness enabled populations to gradually increase.
Aerial surveys conducted in Nevada since 1969 have resulted in
the classification of 5,287 sheep. A total of 1,683 sheep were
observed from the air during the past year of which 1,398 were
classified by sex and age. The ram/ewe/lamb ratio during the past
year was 66/100/40as compared to the overall average since 1969
of 59/100/31. This marks the fourth year in succession of above
average lamb production and resultant survival in Nevada sheep
populations.
Most individual populations in Nevada have teen increasing
steadily since 1972 as evidenced by production figures and the
resultant increased percentage of young animals in the
population. Of the 541 rams observed from the air during the past
year, 52.5O/0 were estimated to be between one and three years of
age.
To the casual observer, the proportionately higher percent of
young rams in the population might suggest over-hunting of the
older age class animals or even a decrease in population levels.
However, when average harvest figures are compared to
estimated population levels (conservativeestimates), we find that
less than three percent of the rams and less than one percent of
the total population is being harvested annually. This minimal
legal harvest could not possibly affect the age structure on a
statewide level.
DISCUSSION
For the past several years, desert bighorn biologists from
throughout the western United States have been looking for the
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BIGHORN SHEEP RANGE,
POPULATION TREND
AND MOVEMENT
--

James W. Bates, Jordan C. Pederson, and Steven C. Amstrup
Utah State Division of Wildlife Resources
Abstract. This report summarizes results of a two year study in
which population trends and movements of desert bighorn sheep
were investigated. The effectiveness and efficiency of the
immobilizat6n drug M-99and its reversal antagonist M 50-50also
were studied. This ~aDersummarizesthe iob completion report of
Project w - ~ ~ - R - D - z $
Job A-2.
The emphasis of this study was directed toward range, population
trends and movements of Desert Bighorn Sheep. Several other
ramifications involved in capture are reported also.
M-99 was used successfully during the project to immobilize and
capture 33 bighorn sheep. The mean immobilization time of 14.6
minutes for female sheep was greater than that for male sheep
(7.5 minutes). Males were immobilized for an average of 56.4
minutes as opposed to 76.8 minutes for females. There was no
significant difference between sexes on length of time to
immobilize, or reversal of immobilization. There was no
correlation between immobilization time and recovery time.
The first 12 sheep were transmittered with a mercury cell unit in
1972. Five transmitters were non-functional and the other seven
operated over a range of 77 to 268 days for an average of 184.5
days. The transmitters used in 1973 were a combination of
Lithium Chloride, Solar Lithium Chloride, and Solar Nickel
Cadmium. These transmitters were all functional for a range of
196 through 585 days: Solar Lithium 499 through 585 days; and
the Solar Nickel Cadmium 196 through 551 days. There was no
significant difference between the three types in length of
transmission time.
Twenty-six sheep were captured and instrumented in the
principal study area and seven in Canyonlands National Park.
Eight sheep in the study area along with the seven in
Canyonlands Park were located too infrequently to permit data
analysis. The remaining 18 sheep were located 292 times and
provide the basis for the movements in the report.
Sheep became highly excited when pursued by helicopter, and
short term disturbance was evident; however, sheep were often
found in locations where they had been pursued only hours or
days before. Sheep seemed to prefer hiding under rocks and

vegetation, to fleeing. The prevalance of hiding rather than
fleeing and the absence of long movements from disturbed sites,
suggest that investigator-induced alterations of sheep
movements were minimal.
Movements between relocations were larger during each season
of the yearfor males thanforfemales, butthedifferences were not
significant. The seasonal breakdown of relocation distances
followed similar trends for male and female sheep. Relocation
distances were shortest during winter and summer, longerduring
spring and longest during autumn.
While relocation distances of rams and ewes did not differ
significantly, areas of their home ranges did. Large home ranges
of rams that overlap the ranges of many females would increase
male fitness. No evidence of mutually exclusive home ranges of
individuals or groups were detected.
Rams utilized more major drainages than did ewes. Overall, rams
occurred at higher elevations than ewes. Rams occupied the
6,000 plus foot zone less often than expected during the winter
and more often than expected during the summer.
Aerial surveys have halped document that the sheep herds are
located principally in the White, Red and Glen Canyon areas. The
highest densities of sheep occur in theseareasand aerial surveys
have indicated an increase in sheep numbers since 1969. The
steady increase in number of sheep observed per hour of effort
could be a result of change in observer, familiarity with sheep
habitat, better census techniques, or from other factors. During
the 1974 survey only eight of 25 marked sheep wereobserved out
of a total count of 147.
Returns of marked sheep indicate an overlap of home ranges and
that several animals may occupy the same range, but not
necessarily at the same time. Frequency of herd size in the Red
Canyon-White Canyon area as opposed to the Glen Canyon area
indicates a significant difference exists. The average herd size in
Red Canyon-White Canyon is 4.2 as opposed to 7.4 in the Glen
Canyon area.
The ewe-lamb ratio has improved over the past few years from 33
lambs/100 ewes in 1969 to 67 lambs/100 ewes in 1975. Lambs are
healthy and the survival rate is good.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE
PROGRAM FOR
PROTECTION OF
BIGHORN SHEEP IN
BAJA CALIFORNIA
Eliseo Araujo M.
Direccion General De La Fauna Silvestre
Mexicali, B. C. Norte
Abstract. The program of protection for bighorn sheep in the
State of Baja California is coordinated with the Federal
government, state government and the Commission of Arid
Zones. The protection program includes all of the Peninsula;
there are 40 persons involved in this program. Equipment
includes 13 vehicles, a small plane and a launch. A biologist will
carry out studies on bighorn sheep during the entire year. He will
work on growth, improvement of natural watering places and in
the construction of small storage facilitiesforwater in critical and
necessary places for enhancement of the bighorn sheep.
This paper is being presented to make the Council aware of the
interest and, also, to give credit to the individuals responsible for
creating the interest and protection of the desert bighorn
population in Baja California.
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The interest and protection created in Baja California is due
mainly to the enthusiasm of Governor C. Lic. Milton Castellanos
E.,Game Department Director Mario Luis Gossio G., and the
initiative of our Ing. Hector Garcia G. ltwas possibleto coordinate
the three offices which have an interest in, and are funding the
conservation, protection and guarding of bighorn sheep. They
are: (1) Department of Game, (2) Government of thestateof Baja
California North, (3) National Commission for Desert Areas. The
State of Baja California North was given the responsibility to
undertake natural resources management with maximum
efficiency. Due to the characteristics of the desert area, and the
variety of fauna that permit a rational exploitation, it was thought
necessary to establish a coordinated system between the
~overnmentof the State and the Game ~epartmentto carry out
the double olan of increasina and orotectina the huntablesoecies
importan<econbmic benefits for the ~ t i t and
e
so as to
Federal governments, as well as for the residents of the areas in
which these species are found.
In total, there are 13 vehicles and 40 people employed in the
program by the Stategovernment, including two four-wheel drive
vehicles, six patrolmen, and a program coordinator. The Federal
Game Department has nine vehicles, 23 patrolmen, two area
chiefs, one executive chief, and a program administrator.
The National Commission for Desert Areas has two vehicles, a
squad chief, and a five-member squad devoted to the
rehabilitation of waters, through construction of dams. The squad
also works to enhance natural water "ensolvados"where, at some
time, water was stored. This work is intended to ensurethat those
waters which animals have traditionally frequented do not
disappear, thus avoiding migrations or path changes for animals.
The protection consists of a coordinated system of air and ground
travel, all units of which are equipped with two-way radios. There
are bases in Mexicali, Baja California North, Hermosillo, Sonora,
and Loreto, Baja California South. f he vehicles cover a specified
overlapping area between mobile units. Also included is a
horseback- team having capabilities of patrolling areas
c
inaccessible to vehicles, auardina both ranchesand ~ u b l ilands.
Other groups are located in thehexicall Valley to protect game
birds and small mammals.
In Baja California, we recognize that we have problems with feral
goats, which are responsible for the introduction of new diseases
and parasites and which compete for the food of sheep and deer.
Likewise, numerous b,urrosnot only compete for food but destroy
the scarce natural watering areas.The burrosaredisappearing we don't know how, but we are delighted.
The plan for hunting of bighorn sheep is carried out in the
following manner: After appropriate interest is aroused, an
authorization or permit is given for an adult male, preferably an
old ram which is reproductively inert and of no use to the
population. The hunter is accompanied by a biologist of the
Game Department, a professional guide responsible forthe hunt,
two spotters entrusted to find animals, two porters employed to
transport supplies, water and sleeping bags, and a cook. Oncethe
trophy is obtained, the biologists take measurements and
samples which serve for our study and evaluation of the species.
Considering that the cross-country races, traditional in sheep
areas, have caused so much disturbance, it has been agreed that
races will not be allowed in bighorn sheep areas. Vehicles will be
allowed only on routes chosen for the races with the intent of not
damaging even these areas.

COMPARATIVE
MORPHOLOGY,
CHROMOSOME TYPES,
TRANSFERRINS AND
HEMOGLOBINS OF IRANIAN
AND NORTH AMERICAN
DESERT WILD SHEEP
Thomas D. Bunch
International Sheep and Goat Institute
Utah State University
Logan, Utah 84322
Raul Valdez
Department of Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843
Abstract. Desert forms of lranian wild sheep comprise four
distinct genetic types. Genotypic classifications are based on the
external morphology of the ram (horn configuration, presenceor
absence of a white saddle patch, coloration and location of a neck
ruff, and the presence or absence of a bib), and both sexes vary in
chromosome number and transferrin (Tf) type. American desert
bighorn exhibit one basic horn type and lack a saddle patch, ruff,
and bib. Two of the four forms of lranian desert sheep are
chromosomally polymorphic (2n = 54 or 55), whereas all
American wild sheep have a 2n of 54. TransferrinsA+, B+, B, C-, D
and E are found in lranian desert sheep populations, whereas
only Tfs D and E have been identified in American desert
bighorns. Although Tf E is the most common transferrin in
American desert bighorns, it rarely occurs in lranian desert
sheep. Hemoglobin B is common to both American and lranian
desert wild sheep populations.
Depending on the taxonomist's interpretation of the systematics
of the genus Ovis, wild sheep have been categorized into groups
of one or two genera or subgenera, one to 17 species and eight to
37 subspecies (Nadler etal., 1973). Groupings of such have been
based on external characteristics, horn configurations, behavior,
blood chemistry, and cytogenetics. Even today, the systematics
of Ovis remains controversial. Possible reasons for this are
twofold: first, wild sheep are extremely variable genetically, and
phenotypic variations evolved rapidly. The genetic plasticity of
sheep is evident in the more than 850 breeds that have been
developed since sheep were domesticated about 10,000 years
ago. Secondly, although polytypic wild sheep populations have
been separated geographically for thousands of years, gene flow
between populations appears not to be impeded when physical
barriers are broken.
Variability in lranian wild sheep presents a difficult systematic
problem. Seven distinct phenotypes of lranian wild sheep
presently are recognized.These may vary in one ora combination
of several characters, such as chromosome number, external
morphology, and blood chemistry. Of these seven types, the
Armenian, red, and urial formscomprise the northern Iranian wild
sheep populations, and the Kavir, Esfahan, Larestan, and Kerman
represent the southern desert forms (Valdez, Nadler, and Bunch,
unpublished).
Northern wild sheep populations are represented by two major
groups (Nadler et a]., 1971). (1) the urial group (Ovis orientalis
arkal), of northeastern Iran, is identified by a diploid chromosome
number of 58, and rams having horns that curl alongside the head
(homonymous), a full-length, white neck ruff, and a white bib (a
voluminous tuft of hair that grows on the throat only). (2) The
Armenian group (0. o. grnelini) is characterized by a 2n of 54, and
rams having horns that flare upward behind the neck,
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(supracervical or heteronymous), a low, short, black neck ruff,
and a distinct white saddle. In the central Alborz where these two
types converge, a hybrid zone exists where chromosome
numbers and morphological characteristics are intermediate or
are a combination of the two. The hybrids, though varying
phenotypically and karyologically, have been lumped together as
one subspecies, the red sheep (0. o. erskinei).
The desert forms of lranian wild sheep (taxonomy undetermined)
present the greatest diversity. The Kavir type is an isolated
population 60 kilometers south of the red sheep range and
apparently isa hybrid form having chromosomenumbers ranging
between 54 and 56, though only 2n's of 54 and 55 have been
identified. Unlike the red sheep hybrids, the Kavir sheep possess
stabilized morphological characters, consisting of homonymous
horns, a full-length black ruff and a white saddle patch (Valdez,
Nadler, and Bunch, unpublished).
Esfahan wild sheep are located approximately 225 kilometers
south of theKavirtype.They differ from the Kavirtypeprimarily in
that the horn tips of the rams grow inward toward the neck.
The Larestan wild sheep populations, which are located 300
kilometers south of Esfahan, consistently are characterized by a
2n of 54. The rams, however, have homonymous horns and the
ruff is restricted to the lower extremity of the neck.
Kerman wild sheep, which are located east of the Larestan-Shiraz
region, comprise another distinct population. Cytogenetically,
this wild sheep type is polymorphic with a 2n of 54 and 56,
although only 211s' of 54 and 55 have been identified (Valdez,
Nadler and Bunch, unpublished). The rams have homonymous
horns and variable neck ruffs.
Blanford's urial (0. o. blanfordi) is located further east, in the
Baluchistan Province of southwestern Pakistan, and has a 2n of
58 (Bunch, unpublished data). Most likely, the Kerman wild sheep
is a hybrid between the southern lranian genotype(s) and
Blanford's urial, although this can not be substantiated on the
small number of sheep sampled to date. A hybrid zone, similar to
the red sheep population, may exist along the extreme southern
mountain range between southeastern Iran and southwestern
Pakistan where Blanford's urial comes directly in contact with
lranian wild sheep populations.
lranian desert sheep differ in several aspects from American
desert forms. Morphologically, most lranian desert forms are
hybrids, possessing variable characters pertaining to size, horn
configuration, extent and coloratim of ruff, and the presence or
absence of a saddle and bib. In contrast, American desert sheep
are phenotypically stabilized and do not haveasaddle, ruff or bib.
Chromosomally lranian sheep are polymorphic (2n = 54 to 58),
the desert forms having 2n's of 54and55. All North American wild
sheep have 54 chromosomes.
lranian and American desert sheep also differ in reproductive
potential. Twinning is common in Iranian sheep (Valdez, 1976),
but rare in American bighorns.
Transferrin analyses indicate that American desert bighorns are
more stabilized than the lranian desert sheep types. In all desert
bighorn examined to date, only Tfs D and E were observed, Tf E
occurring most frequently (Table 1). In contrast, lranian desert
sheep possess Tfs A+, B+, B, C-, D and E, Tf D being the most
common. The presence or introgression of these additional
alleles into the Iranian desert sheep gene pool isexpected, since
the desert sheep are believed to be hybrids from the northern
populations of wild sheep that commonly express Tfs A+, A, B+,
B, C, D, E, and E- (Lay et a/., 1971). In addition, assuming that
Blanford's urial has hybridized with southern populations of
lranian wild sheep, then the exogenous gene flow from the urial
would contribute to the heterogeneity. Two Blanford's urials,
sampled in southwestern Pakistan, expressed Tfs A, B and D
(Bunch, unpublished data). The high occurrence of Tf D in both
American and lranian desert sheep may be a genetic marker for
desert wild sheep forms.
Hemoglobin analyses, which include all types listed in Table 1,
plus northern populations of Iranian wild sheep, the Punjab urial
(0. o. punjabensis) from Pakistan (Bunch, unpublished data),
dallidalli,
and the dall. mouflon, and Rocky Mountain biahorn (0.
0. rnusimon, and 0. canadensis-canadensis) i~adleretal.,1971),
respectively, indicate that only the B type hemoglobin occurs in

Asiatic wild sheep. The only known exception to these findings is
the mouflon (0. musimon). Of 12 ewes maintained at Utah State
University, two are heterozygous for Hb AB (Bunch, unpublished
data).
I n summary, lranian desert sheep may be considered recently
evolved forms which have not yet stabilized phenotypically nor
genotypically. This instability is reflected in the considerable
variation exhibited by the Esfahan, Kavir, Larestan, and Kerman
populations. In contrast, American desert bighorns, especially
Nelson's bighorn ( 0 . c. nelsoni), which is considered the most
primitive southern North American bighorn (Geist, 1971), has
undergone considerable stabilization in thousands of years of
isolation.

Table 1, Transferrin allelic types and frequencies for desert forms of
American, lranian and Pakistani wild sheep.
Tfs
Origin

Species

No. of
Specimens

Ovis orientalis
Kavir
Esfahan
Shiraz
Kerrnan

lran

Ovis orientalis blanfordi

Pakistan
a,b
U.S.A.

Ovis canadensrs nelsoni
Nevada
Utah

A+

A

B+

B

C-

D

E

2
1
3
5
2

16
13
b,c

Ovis canadensis mexicana

U.S.A.

12

a~unch
et al., 1972.
b ~ p i l l e tet
t al., 1975.
' ~ a d l e r et a/., 1971.
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BIGHORN IN CANYONLANDS
NATIONAL PARK
H. Clay Dean and J. Juan Spillett
Utah Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit
Utah State University
Logan, Utah 84322
Abstract. Bighorn distribution i n Canyonlands National Park is
discussed i n relation t o physiographical barriers, livestock
grazing, and deer use. Behavioral and migratory patterns of
bighorn rams in Canyonlands National Park also are presented.
There have been three intensive studies, all directed by the Utah
Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, on the desert bighorn in
southeastern Utah. This paper presents some results of the third.
Wilson (1968) conducted the first study on desert bighorn in
southeastern Utah, and determined that the subspecies i n the
Red Canyon area (26 km south of Canyonlands National Park)
was Ovis canadensis nelsoni. His results emphasized that the
availability of water influenced daily movements and lamb
mortality of the bighorn. lwine (1969) conducted the second
ecological study on bighorn in the Red Canyon area.
Objectives of the present study, which was conducted in
Canyonlands National Park, are: (1) to determine thedistribution
and abundance of bighorn in the Park, and (2) toevaluate bighorn
distribution and habitat with respect to vegetation, livestock
grazing, deer use and activities of man. Some aspects of the study
which have implications t o other populations of bighorns are
presented i n this paper. Although the impact of livestock grazing
upon bighorn distribution is discussed frequently, the role of
physiography in this interaction generally has been neglected. It
became evident during this study that physiographical barriers
enabled bighorn to remain in canyons where livestock grazing
occurred. Certain aspects of bighorn behavior and movement
also were recognized. Geist (1971) provides an excellent
description of Rocky Mountain bighorn (0. c. canadensis)
behavior, and terminology used by him also is used i n this paper.

Canyon Type I l l (Fig. 3) has vertical cliffs, which occupy the
upper 5% of the total canyon. More than 80% of the total canyon
area is involved i n benches, including both the level areas and the
steep or vertical slopes. Slickrock may occupy from 5% t o 60% of
the benches. Access to the river and the bottoms in this canyon
type is restricted by vertical jumps.
Canyon Type IV (Fig. 4) is similar to Type II, exceptthat access to
the river is relatively unrestricted.
By noting past and present land use, as well as bighorn and deer
distribution within each of the canyon types, trends concerning
relative use wereevident. Thesecould becorrelated to conditions
in other districts of the Park and, to some extent, helped explain
the presence or absence of bighorn.
RESULTS
Habitat Use. Canyon Type I consists of steep walls and wide
floors, which provide ready access to the rivers. The vegetative
cover is absent on the vertical cliffs, 0-10% on the steep slopes,
and 10-15% on the level areas. Two of the three canyons of this
type in the study area had been grazed heavily by livestock. No
bighorn were observed i n this canyon type. The canyon of this
type which had not been grazed by livestock, was used commonly
by deer. Deer frequently utilize canyons of this type and their
associated river bottoms.
Canyon Type II consists of vertical cliffs, steep slopes, a broad
level area, and a vertical jump in the canyon bottom, which
restricts access to the river. Vegetative cover is absent on the
vertical cliffs, 5-10% on the steep slopes, and 10-15% on the level
areas in canyons of this type. Twenty bighorn sightings (42 rams,
11 ewes, and 1 lamb) were recorded for the two canyons of this
type in the study area, whereas neither deer nor signs of livestock
use were observed in either of these two canyons.
Canyon Type I l l consists of vertical cliffs having practically no
vegetative cover, numerous benches having approximately 10%
vegetative cover, and a vertical jump restricting access to the
rivers. Slickrock may occupy 5-60% of the bench areas. Very little
livestock grazing has occurred i n the threecanyons ofthis type in
thestudy area, whereas32 sightingsof bighorn (39 rams, 37 ewes,
and 3 lambs) were recorded on it. Although deer were seen
infrequently along the White Rim above these canyons, they
never were observed in the three canyons comprising this type.

DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA
Canyonlands National Park is located in San Juan and Grand
counties i n southeastern Utah. The Park contains more than 1300
km2. The Green and Colorado Rivers divide the Park into three
districts: the Maze, the Island in the Sky, and the Needles.
Between the level of the river (1,333 m) and the mesa tops (2,000
m), the Park is what its name implies - rugged and isolated
canyons. Precipitation varies from 17.8 to 22.9 cm per year,
occurring primarily i n the forms of winter snows and summer
cloudbursts. Vegetation in the Park is typical of the Lower and
Upper Sonoran Life Zones described by Merriam (1898), and is
dependent, to a great extent, upon the physiography of the
canyons.
METHODS

Fig. 1. Canyon Type I is characterized by vertical cliffs, steep
slopes, and a broad floor, which is essentially o n the same
elevation as the river.

Representative habitat types were surveyed on a seasonal basis
during a 12-month period. Although a 4-wheel drive vehicle was
used when possible, the ruggedness of this canyon country
necessitated that much of the area be surveyed on foot. Physical
features of the canyons and their vegetation were noted, as was
wildlife and domestic livestock use.
The canyons in the Island i n thesky Districtcan beclassified into
four types. Canyon type I (Fig. 1) has vertical cliffs, whichoccupy
the upper 10% of the total canyon area. In this type, steep slopes
occupy 40% of the canyon area, while the canyon floor is broad
and level, occupying 50% of the canyon area. The canyon floors
are at the same elevations as the rivers, providing unrestricted
access t o the rivers and the river bottoms.
Canyon Type I1(Fig. 2) hasverticalcliffs, which occupy theupper
10% of the total canyon area. Steep slopes occupy 35% of this
canyon type. A broad, level areaoccupies 55% o f the totalcanyon
and is at a higher elevation than the rivers. Accessto the river and
adjacent bottoms is restricted by vertical jumps.
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-River Level
Fig. 2. Canyon Type II is characterized by vertical cliffs, steep
slopes, a broad level area, and restricted access to the river.

infrequently in pairs, dispersed to higher elevations. During
October, solitary rams searched for ewes, although on rare
occasions they appeared to search in pairs. The average group
size for bachelor bands during this time was 1.3 animals (n = 29).
Theaveragenumber of rams in company with eweswas 1.9 rams.

-River Level
Fig. 3. Canyon Type Illis characterized by vertical cliffs, benches,
and restricted access to the river.

Fig. 4. Canyon Type IV ischaracterized by verticalcliffs, benches,
and unrestricted access to the river.
Canyon Type IV is characterized by vertical cliffs having no
vegetativecover, numerous benches having about 10% vegetative
cover, and level access to the river. Slickrock may occupy as
much as 60% of the bench areas. Eighteen bighorn sightings (10
rams, 26 ewes, and 12 lambs) were recorded in this type.
Livestock and deer use on this type was confined to the flats
above the canyons and the washes in the canyons.
DISCUSSION
Men who worked in the Canyonlands National Park area during
the 1920's claim that bighorn occupied all of the canyon types in
the Park prior to the advent of heavy livestock use. By contrasting
Canyon Types I and IV, which received heavy livestock use, one
element becomes clear. The physiography of Type I enables
livestock to utilize the entire canyon, and allows deer to move
from the river bottoms to the canyon floor. In contrast, livestock
and deer inType IV, are confined tothewashes. Bighorn continue
to use this type because of the abundance of escape terrain and
because they have access to areas having sufficient, suitable
forage capable of supporting them for long periods. Although
escape cover is assumed to be an important requirement of
bighorn habitat, the specifics of escape terrain rarely are
considered. Results of this study indicate that essential factors of
bighorn escape terrain include sufficient water, vegetation, and
space to support bighorn for long periods of time- perhaps even
decades. Since much of the native vegetation still remains in
Canyon Type I areas in Canyonlands, behavioral interactions
probably played a role in the departureof bighorn from canyons
of this type. The propensity of bighorn to eat both browse and
grass, much of which also is used by deer, would indicatethatthe
niche diversification between deer and bighorn occurring in
Canyonlands is the result of a space requirement, rather than
feeding preferences.
Movement Patterns. No migration was observed for ewe groups.
Their home ranges were centered in thecanyons below the White
Rim. Nine ewe groups were observed on the blackbrush flats
adjacent to the eastern portion, never more than 300 m from the
Rim. When frightened, however, they immediately retreated to the
canyons below the White Rim.
Ram movements followed a seasonal pattern, particularly in the
southern portion of the Island in the Sky. During the late winter
and spring, bachelor bands averaged 4.7 animals (n = 33). These
groups moved laterally through four canyons, remaining at
similar elevations. In late June, the rams, individually or
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Behavior. Welles and Welles (1961) claimed bighorn formed a
matriarical society. Geist (1971) challenged this view, and
claimed the neonetization theory. Oneaspect of this theory is that
the largest-horned rams are the dominant animals and the most
commonly followed. Order is maintained by the dominant rams
treating subordinate rams and ewes in the same manner. Initial
observations during this study supported the matriarical concept
wherein ewes lead their groups. However, as more undisturbed
groups wereobserved, thedata indicated thatthe rams played the
role of leader. It became apparent that when frightened, the first
animal that fled stimulated the restof thegroup to flee in thesame
direction. Ewes and lambs are the most easily frightened. Thus,
they usually are the first to flee, which gives the false impression
of herd leadership by ewes or occasionally lambs. In undisturbed
groups, the largest animal is followed most frequently. This
appears to be a function of their independence (Geist, 1971;
Welles and Welles, 1961).
A cursory look at some of the behavioral patterns which exhibit
dominance might be helpful. When ram bands are grazing, the
largest-horned ram in the group will assume a posture Geist
called the low stretch (Fig. 5 ) . In this posture, the ram stretches
out his neck and lowers the head, tilting it to the right or left.
Younger rams then invariably moveaway, allowing theolder rams
to pass without conflict. Rams assume the low stretch when
approaching ewes during the rut. The best evidence that the low
stretch is a dominance, rather than an appeasement sign as
Welles and Welles (1961) believed, is typified by the following
interaction: Seven rams (between three and 10 years old) were
bedded down. An unattached three-year old ram approached the
group, assuming a low stretch posture and directly approaching
the only three-year old ram in thegroup, whileavoiding the larger
rams. This indicatesthat the horns arethedominancesymbol and
are recognized on sight.
Rams perform a "twist" in the presence of subordinate animals
(Fig. 6). Geist (1971) describes the twist as "an intensified low
stretch." This was observed primarily in ram-ewe interactions.
The ram stands directly behind theeweand dips his head toeither
of the ewe's haunches. Little, if any, contact takes place. In one
segment of ram-ewe interaction, the ram performed the twist 30
times in less than 10 minutes.
Rams will perform a front kick to both younger rams and ewes
(Fig. 7). The ram kicks the subordinate with either front leg and
may exhibit this behavioral trait when two animals are standing
together or when one is lying down.
Also, dominant rams will mount subordinate animals
spontaneously, regardless of sex. Only on one occasion did a
subordinate mount a dominant. This occurred during a huddle
(Fig. 8) of five rams, where indiscriminate head butting and
mounting occurred. Geist (1971) proposed that the huddle is a
learning experience in which ones horn size is evaluated.
The butt and clash are the most dramatic of the dominance
behavior patterns. They most often occur between animals of
similar rank which are unable to determine dominance through
horn displays. The butt occurs when the rams are close,
beginning with the butting of heads, and may end up with thetwo
rams resting their heads against each other. The clash usually
occurs when the rams raise up on their hind legs and charge,
concentrating their blows upon the base of the horns. On some
occasions, rams will direct the clash towards the side of an
opponent. A strange ram entering an established group will
initiate fighting not only between himself andan original member
of the group, but between the original members themselves.
How the above behavior patterns are exhibited and the role they
play can be demonstrated by the following example. The group
was composed of ram #1 (6-7 years of age), ram #2 (4-5 years of
age), ram #3 (3 years of age), and an adult ewe. Ram #1 guarded
the ewe and continually positioned himself between the ewe and
d low stretch when herding theewe
the other rams. ~ e e x h i b i t e the
and when the other rams ae~roached.The subordinates auicklv
if thesubordinate rams did n i t
submitted in most cases.

ever,

submit, ram #1 occasionally would threaten all three ofthem with
a butt, and the younger rams then invariably would retreat. Ram
#1 employed the front kick to force the ewe to rise, and the twist
seemed to stimulate the ewe to urinate. Asshe urinated, he would
sniff the urine and do a lip curl. On three occasions, this action
was followed by a mount, which caused the ewe to run. This also
stimulated the younger rams to enter the chase. Ram #1
immediately would threaten them with the low stretch or, in
extreme cases, with a butt. (Only once was there a head-on clash
between ram #1 and #2). After retreating, ram #2 wouldapproach
ram #3 in a low stretch postureand perform thefront kick until the
younger ram moved away. On two occasions, ram #2 mounted #3.
There were no discernible differences in the reactions of the
subordinant animals to the dominant ones. Only one noticable
difference occurred in the actions of the dominant rams.
Although ram #2 would perform the twist when interacting with
ram #3, he more readily jostled horns and placed his head overthe
back of ram #3. Whereas, ram #1 never behaved in this manner
towards the ewe. The jostling of horns and head positioning were
observed frequently in bachelor bands and were initiated by all
age classes of rams.

Fig. 7. A ram performs the front kick by lifting his front leg into the
chest of another ram.

Fig. 8. Rams positioned in a huddle with their heads together.

CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

Fig. 5. A ram performing the low-stretch with an extended neck
and the head slightly tilted.

This study indicated that livestock grazing has significantly
affected bighorn distribution in Canyonlands National Park. Prior
to heavy livestock grazing pressure, bighorn occupied much of
the Park. Today that range is restricted to canyons which were
~solated from livestock grazing or canyons where the
physiography prohibited livestock from grazing the entire
canyon. A similar interaction between deer and bighorn has
occurred. Deer prefer a less rugged physiography than bighorn.
Consequently, bighorn currently use the marginal habitat of the
rugged canyons or canyons whicn deer are unable to use due to
limited water supply or barriers which prevent access to the river
bottoms. The canyons in the Maze District are good examples of
deer-bighorn interaction. Here, the sheer slickrock walls allow
vegetation to occur only in the washes. Thus, grazing is limited to
these washes. When domestic sheep or deer use the washes,
there is no suitable terrain or vegetated habitat for the big horn to
retreat to. This has resulted in the absence of bighorn as
permanent residents of the Maze District. The necessity of
suitable physiographical barriers - steep slopes or vertical cliffs
- should be kept in mind when selecting potential reintroduction sites.
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Fig. 6. A ram performing the twist, touching the ewe with his
muzzle.
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STATUS OF
DESERT BIGHORNS
IN BAJA CALIFORNIA
Ticul Alvarez
Direccion General de la Fauna Silvestre
Mexico, D.F.
Abstract. This paper summarizes observations of technicians of
the Direccion General de la Fauna Silvestre who participated in
the census of desert sheep i n Baja Californiaduring February and
March of 1974. The principal topographical and vegetational
characteristics are described for areas on the peninsula that are
inhabited by desert bighorns. Population estimates are based on
279 man-days during which approximately 2,000 km 2 were
covered. Minimum sheep density per km 2 in the study areas is as
follows: La Asamblea, 0.54; San Juan, 0.90; Matomi, 1.5; and Las
Virgenes, 0.39. Considering averages of densities obtained, and
the suitable areas that desert sheep inhabit in approximately
12,000 km2, a rough estimate of the desert bighorn population in
Baja California is between 4500 and 7800. This can be considered
only as an approximation which may have a considerable margin
of error due to our lack of knowledge concerning the exact
distribution of desert bighorns in Baja California.
Because the desert bighorn is one of the most important big game
species in Mexico, i t is essential to know its numerical status,
reproductive potential, and living requirements. Until now there
has been much speculation on the number of desert bighorns in
Baja California. We know for certain thattheir numbers have been
declinin g gradually during past years, even to critical numbers in
states like Coahuila and Chihuahua; however, in Sonoraand Baia
Californ~a there still are an adequate number capable of
supporting explo~tation.
The census that until now have been conducted in the states
mentioned above always have been based on studies having
other primary considerations; or, the prior censuses have lacked
precise data that would have allowed an accurate estimation of
the populations. For this reason, the Direccion General de la
Fauna Silvestre has, since 1974, assigned a technician t o
accompany every hunter in order to count the animals seen.
In the 1974season we had theopportunity toaccompany hunters
during 40 hunting excursions. Each excursion was for 10 days
and there were four distinct hunting periods; therefore, we havea
mean of 400 man-days of field work which forms the basis of this
report.
We know that population estimates based on simple field
observations conducted by technicians having littleexperience in
this type of work has many errors. Generally more animals are
counted than exist, but as has been mentioned previously, this is
the first time that a census based on field observations has been
conducted. Wewill avoid mathematical calculationsand formulas
for determining population estimates and present only data
obtained by our technicians.
Observations were conducted i n different regions, whose areas
were determined planimetrically from maps to aid in calculating
the relative density of desert bighorns. Vegetational data were
obtained from a report presented to the Direccion General de la
Fauna Silvestre by biologist Aurora Montufar, who based that
report on field observations and on numerous photographs taken
by technicians.
The peninsula of Baja California has a length of approximately
1,300 km from Tijuanato Cabo, with a maximum width of 220 km
and a minimum width of 30 km. Its approximate area is 1,444,092
km 2. In general it is formed by a great blocksituated longitudinally
and inclined toward the west, having a series of cliffs on the gulf
versant and a gentle slope toward the Pacificversant. Of the three
tectonic entities which form the peninsula, the eastern marginal
one known as Macizo corresponds to the mountainous Cordillera
which traverses the peninsula, and is known by various names.
From north to south they are Juarez, Sierra San Pedro Martir,
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Sierra San Miguel, Sierra de La Asamblea, Sierra de La Giganta
and La Laguna.
The Sierra de San Pedro Martir isagranitic batholith thatextends
south of Calmali, and again appears in the mountains in front of
Loreto and Sta. Rosalia, and disappears below the accumulation
of Miocene volcanic materials of the Comandu formation. The
region o i Las Virgenes is a Quaternary volcanic formation
existing upon a Pleistocene block which forms marine terraces
like the Sierra de la Reforma where there are three distinct
terraces. La Giganta is a formation of accumulated volcanic
materials that cover discontinuous Cenozoic marine formations.
The maximum altitudes are found in the Sierra San Pedro Martir
at 3,800 m on the peak of Encantada and in the southern region,
La Giganta Sierra reaches an altitude of 1,930 m. The volcanos of
Las Virgenes to the north of Santa Rosalia reach a height of 2,180
m.
In Baja California, the following principal types of climate are
reported: Temperate, Arid, Dry, and Desertic with rains in winter
and fall. Rains are very scarce; there are regions where it does not
rain in three or four consecutive years. Temperate climates are
restricted to the highest areas in the mountains; deserticclimates
are found in lower areas having elevations of less than 1,500 m in
the greater part of the peninsula in the coastal and littoral plains;
arid-dry climates are found in the central and northeastern parts.
ARROYO GRANDE AREA
The area of Arroyo Grande is situated approximately 50 km
northeast ~f San Felipe, Baja California Norte, in theSan Miguel
Sierra that forms part of the extension of the San Pedro Martir
Sierra. The area has been surveyed on two occasions in exactly
the same area, for a period of eight days each.
The bighorn zone that was studied was a relatively small part of
the extensive mountains that occur from the American border to
San Pedro Martir. In total approximately 90 km2were covered.
The physiography of the area is formed by small hills, some of
which are no more than 60 to70 m i n altitude, formed principally
by the erosion of small arroyos. The maximum elevation
encountered was 1,300 m down to 450 m in the arroyo beds.
Except forthe sandy arroyo areas, and the rock cliffs, all the land
is covered by small rocks which literally cover hills.
Except for the gallery vegetation along large arroyos, the
vegetation in general is very poor and increases in abundance
with elevation. On theother hand, in the lower cliffs thevegetation
is very scarce and is formed by a reduced number of species.The
principal herbaceous vegetation is noticeably abundant i n small
depressions or level areas between mountains. The sides of
mountains are generally covered by cacti, among which the
century plants stand out noticeably. In this area, a community
having the following dominant species isobse~ed:Agavedeserti
and Agave sp. which probably occur in association. Encountered
with these are Fouquieria splendens, Olneya tesota, Ferocactus
sp., Opuntia bigelovii, Franseria durnosa, Encelia farinosa, and
some grasses of the genus Stipa. Based on the abundance of
century plants, the zone is classified as Matorral Desertico
Rosetofilo (Gonzalez, 1974).
It is necessary to emphasize that much of the data presented were
taken from photographs, from personal communication with
personnel that were i n thearea, and from small collections made
by these personnel.
Waterholes are scarce, although it is possible that due to the
broken nature of the terrain waterholes may exist which are
unnoticed by man, but which may be utilized by desert bighorns.
This is deduced from the few cacti that are eaten by the bighorns,
which is not the case in other areas.
As previously mentioned, two eight-day excursions were
conducted during which a total of 42 sheep were observed. Of
these, 29 were sexed asfollows: 14 males, 11 females, and 4 lambs
or 48, 38, and 14 respectively.
It is noteworthy that during the second excursion when
approximately the same area was covered, the number of sheep
seen was similar to that seen previously. Ten females and 12
males were sighted. If weadd two specimenscollected during the
first hunting season we get a total of 24 seen in this area. A
disproportionate sex ratio was noted in favor of males perhaps

due to this being the season when the sexes form separate groups
and perhaps due to chance that more male groups were sighted.
It is difficult to obtain population estimates in the total area
covered, due to the rugged natureof the terrain. In orderto obtain
an estimate of population density we planimetrically calculated
the area to be 90 Km2 which gives us a density of .45 sheep per
Km 2 or 1 sheep per 2.14 Km2.
AREA OF MATOMI
The region of Matomi is situated to the south of San Felipeand to
the east of Puertecitos. The physiography of the area is
characterized by large plains at different altitudes and these are
separated by large geologic faults that form steep ridges.
The coastal plain increases in elevation until it reaches600 m and
from here forms ridges from 500 to 600 m and extends to another
plain having an elevation that fluctuates between 1,000 and 1,200
m. On this great plain arise various small mountains which
contain the two highest peaks known as El Canelo and the Cerro
de Matomi, having elevations of 1,600 and 1,800 m.
In general the vegetation is characterized by an abundance of
Larrea tridentata (creosote) which grows on alluvial grounds
such as slopes and mountains. Larrea is found together with
Encelia farinosa, Franseria dumosa, Fouquieria splendens,
Cercidium microphyllum, Olneya tesota, Bursera microphylla,
Bursera hindsiana. Chorizanthe SD.. Krameria? SD., Eu~horbia
antisiphylitica, E. eriantha. On ali of the slopes 'are observed
Ditaxis, Pachycereus pringlei, Lophocereus shottii. These
species of large cacti are better represented in the large valleys
among specimens of creosote, iron wood, palo verde, and
scattered yuccas, Mammillaria sp., Opuntia sp., Echinocereus
sp., Agave deserti etc.
The species of Bursera are conspicuous on the eroded surfaces
of gulleys which emanate from the mountains; also to be found
are Olneya tesota and Cercidium microphyllum. Toward the base
of the mountains where the soil is sandier and deeper one
frequently encountered Stegnosperma halimifolium, Calliandra
californica, Abutilon sp., Simmondsia Ditaxis sp., Euphorbia
polycarpa, Solanum sp., Hyptis emoryi, Astragalus sp., Phacelia
sp., Oenothera sp., Heliotropium sp., Chenopodium sp.,
Franseria sp., etc.
In the principal arroyo into which all the smaller arroyos drain,
there is a great abundance of Holacantha, together with Hyptis
emoryi, Prosopis juliflora, Encelia sp., Cercidium microphyllum,
Olneya tesota, Lycium andersonii, Bursera microphylla,
Washingtonia sp., etc. This vegetation is of a Motorral Desertico
Microfilo (Gonzalez, 1974) which is characterized by the
abundance of plants having small leaves (Larrea, Cercidium,
Olneya).
In this area the following excursions were undertaken: During
April of 1974 the area covered during eight consecutive days
included the precipitous terrain from the high plain to the coast.
At this time approximately 23 km werecovered in the higher parts
of the precipitous mountains toward thesouth andabout30 km in
the lower regions in the northern portion. A total of 59 km2were
covered.
In the survey conducted toward the south from the highlands
toward the lowlands, 48 rams were located; in the survey of the
lower part of the cliffs, 88 animals were located. It should be noted
that it was possible that the same animals may have been counted
more than once and in order to arrive at afigureforthe number of
animals sighted, we have included the minimum number of
sighted animals, which are:
Males
Females
Lambs

Maximum
25
100
8

Minimum
15
68
6

Taking the minimum, the percentageof males, femalesand lambs
is 16.8, 76.4 and 6.8 respectively and the relative density in the 59
Km2area is 1.5 sheep per Km2or 1 sheep per each 0.66 Km2 (see
Table 1).
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Table 1. Summary of bighorn sheep observed in four study areas
in Baja California, during February and March of 1974.
Males

Max. 25
Min. 15

%

Females

%

Lambs

%

Density/Km2

MATOMI
59 Km2 covered; 9 man field days
100
8
16.8
68
76.4
6
6.8

LA ASSAMBLEA
412 Km2covered; 115 man field days
Max. 144
183
43
Min. 78 34.7
115
51.1
32
14.2

1.50

0.54

Max. 59
Min. 30

SAN JUAN
1,179 Km2 covered; 115 man field days
138
28
28.3
61
57.5
15
14.2

0.09

Max. 25
Min.10

LAS VIRGENES
114 Km2 covered; 25 man field days
48
26
22.2
25
55.6
10
22.2

0.39

TOTALS
1,734 Km2Covered
627
129
39.0
59.3
84

0.65
0.38

Max. 327
Min. 184 28.0

12.7

AREA OF LA ASAMBLEA
The area of La Asamblea, also known as the Sierra of San Luis, is
situated north of Los Angeles and in front of the north point of
Angel de la Guardo Island. The zone is perhaps the most
extensive and better known of all the bighorn regions in Baja
California. This region is characterized by a series of mountains,
ridges, and hills that extend from sea level toapproximately 1,800
m in the La Asamblea or Mezquitito and which are situated
approximately 40 km from the coast. From there the terrain
gradually decreases in elevation in a multitudinous series of
hiqhlands and peaks which form perfect habitat for desert
bighorns. The vegetation of the highest elevations consists
orinci~allvof oaks and Dines as well as an abundant herbaceous
stratum which changes into an association of cacti where
ocotillo, mezcal, and palo verde predominate. Waterholes are
abundant in this zone although many of them are saline which,
makes the water unpotable, at least for humans.
There are extensive valleys at 300 m covered by alluvial terrain on
which Pachycereus pringlei and ldria columnaris form the
principal plant cover. Near these plants grow Machaerocereus
gummosus, diverse species of Opuntia, Prosopis juliflora,
Fouquieria splendens, Bursera microphylla, Echinocereus sp.,
Ferocactus sp., etc.There is also a vegetationcarpet represented
basically by Franseria dumosa and F. chenopodiifolia (near San
Luis at an elevation of 500 m).
The presence of Juniperus californica, is notable in small
depressions up to an elevation of 700 m in association with
Bernardia sp., Berberis sp., Nolina sp., Washingtonia filifera,
Eriogonum fasciculatum, Castilleja sp., etc.
Toward the north at an altitude of 1,000 m over shallow terrain,
there is a zone having relatively abundant plants of Agavedeserti,
Krameria grayi, Fouquieria sp., ldria columnaris, various species
of Opuntia and rare and small individuals of Pachycereus
pringlei, Ferocactus sp., Pachycormus discolor, etc.
In the arroyos, various plants are observed including specimens
of Washingtonia filifera. In this site the following individuals were
collected: Lupinus, Dalea, Lotus, Astragalus, Lepidium,
Euphorbia, Stipa, Bouteloua, Abutilon, Oenothera, Eroduir,
Mohavea, Castilleja, Haplopappus, Erigeron, Senecio, Encelia,
Baccharis, and Helianthus.
At an elevation of 1,700 m, specimens of Pinus monophylla were
collected. It should be mentioned that the Marmol, Bursera
microphylla, is very conspicuous on slopes and rough hills
covered with stones; this species occurs with Ferocactus sp.,
Pachycereus pringlei, Fouquieria splendens, Acacia sp., and
Prosopis juliflora.

In the western part of the La Asamblea area, on alluvialstrataand
at about 500 m (near the San Borja), there is an extensivevalley of
Pachycereus pringlei, Yucca valida and ldria columnaris. Among
these there was also found Lemaireocereus thurberi,
Machaerocereus gummosus, Lophocereus shottii, Opuntia sp.,
Opuntia ramosissima, 0. molesta, Olneya tesota, Prosopis
juliflora, etc.
With an increase in elevation, the yuccas began to disappear and
the ldrias became scarce. At 700 or 800 m, it is difficult to find
yuccas. Cacti dominate the area and there is an occasional Idria.
Above this altitude it is not feasible to distinguish the large cacti,
only small individuals of Opuntia molesta, Echinocereus sp.,
Mammillaria sp., etc. among Fouquieria splendens, Agave
deserti, Ferocactus sp., Agave sp., Acacia sp., Calliandra
californica, Dalea sp., etc.
The collection of plant specimens at 1,100 m was made in an
arroyo and the following species were collected: Prunus ilicifolia,
Vauquelinia sp.. Ayenia sp., Janusia sp., Arctostaphylos sp., etc.
At the top of one of the mountains at 1,400 m, specimens of
Bernardia sp., Senecio sp., Dodonaea sp., Allium sp., Dudleya sp.,
Polvgonum SD.. Sphaeralcea sp., Sidalcea sp., Abutilon sp., and
~ u p h o r b i asp'., were collected.

these are plants which were common in the region and which
grow best in this place due in part to the humidity.
In the arroyos there is an arboreal stratum represented by
Prosopis juliflora, Olneya tesota, Cercidium peninsulare,
Cercidium microphyllum, Bursera microphylla, Jatropha cinerea
ficus, along with Stignosperma halimifolium, Eucalde cereus,
Lycium sp., Cucurbita palmata, Cardiospermum corindum,
Schoepfia californica, Senecio sp., Cassia sp., etc.
The dominant visible plants are cacti (Machaerocereus
gummosus, Lophocereus shottii, Pachycereus pringlei,
Lemaireocereus thurberi, Lemaireocereus sp.) which frequently
are found with abundant century plants, ocotillos, and legumes.
This certainly forms part of the Desertico Crasicaule.
A minimum of 12 surveys were conducted in this region, by
various technicians. As in La Asamblea, some of the sightings
may be duplications. Approximately 1,079 Km2 were covered and
a maximum of 225 animals were counted. A minimum of 106
sheep were counted, of which 28.3% were adult males, 57.5%
females, and 14.2% lambs. These figures give us a density of one
sheep per 11.1 Km2 or 0.08 sheep per Km2.
REGION OF LORETO

A panoramic view of this area would show various botanic
communities. I t is significant that the majority of the plants are
spiny. This community can be designated as the Matorral
Desertico Espinosa Community. Within this community can be
included the Matorral Desertico Crasicaule, the Matorral
Desertico Microfilo and Matorral Desertico Rosetofilo. The first is
represented in the valleys dominated by cacti near Bahia de 10s
Angeles. The second and third are not well differentiated in this
area (the community of Bursera in the area of Marmol could well
be considered as Matorral Desertico Microfilo, particularly
Caducifolio).

This region encompasses theextensionsof thenLaGiganta" in its
southern limits and includes the places known as "La Esperansa",
"El Datil", "El Cable", "El Tabor", "Canon de Tecomaja", etc.

A total of 115 days were spent in this area by various technicians
and the possibility exists that on many occasions thesamesheep
were counted more than once, resulting in an erroneousestimate.
La

Within the mountain range which bears the same name as this
region, the areas were located wheresheep had been hunted. The
photographs of this area show the following plants as dominant:
Lysiloma candida (Palo blanco), accompanied by
Lemaireocereus thurberi and Cercidium peninsularis. Notable
are some species of Opuntia, Pachycereus, Myrtillocactus,
Bursera microphylla, Fouquieria, Amaranthus, and some grasses
and palms, Washingtonia.

These figures give us percentages of 34.7, 51.1, and 14.2
respectively. The density of this population is 1.83 sheep perKm 2
and 0.54 Km2 per sheep.

In this area more than any other, the population estimates were
more difficult to ascertain since, as indicated, the vertical
canyons presented a difficult relief for which to estimate the total
area. A total of 15 days were spent in this region and resulted in
the sighting of 301 animals and an estimated maximum of 194 of
which 51 were males, 122 females, and 21 were lambs, or 26.7,
63.3, and 11 percent respectively.

Considering what has already been stated about
Asamblea-San Luis, the following were encountered:
Males
Females
Lambs

Maximum
144
183
43

Minimum
78
115
32

Like all the rest, the La Giganta is verysteep and formed by high
elevations isolated by canyons which are in most cases
characterized by vertical walls. This makes accessibility and
hunting difficult in these regions. The vegetation is completely
subtropical and covers all the slopes and canyons. This also
makes sighting of sheep more difficult sincesheep can disappear
amonst the vegetation.

REGION SOUTH OF BAHlA DE LOS ANGELES
This zone encompasses the mountains known as Paredones,
Agua deSoda, La Capilla, San Borja, LaSandia and San Jeronimo
among others. The physiography is a combination of that found
in Matomi or in La Asamblea; that is, there exists a great ridge
known as Paredones and a series of mountains that form small
Sierras like the Agua de Soda, San Borja and San Jeronimo.
The vegetation on the alluvial plains is represented principally by
Larrea tridentata along with Prosopis juliflora, Fouquieria
macdougalii, Cercidium microphyllum, Olneya tesota, Acacia
greggii, Dalea sp., and various forbs of the families Compositae,
Nyctaginaceae,
Leguminosae, Sapindaceae, Solanaceae,
Malvaceae etc.
On the slopes of small hills there are cacti: Pachycereuspringlei,
Lophocereus shottii, Macilaerocereus gummosus, Opuntia sp.,
Opuntia cholla, Opuntia ramosissima, Ferocactus sp.,
Mammillaria sp., along with Fouquieria macdougalii, Bursera
microphylla, etc. At the highest elevations and on the peaks near
1,000 m, these cacti become scarce and Lemaireocereus sp., and
L. thurberi along with Pachycereus and Ferocactus begin to
appear. Small agaves, Agave deserti (A. nelsonii), and Fouquieria
splendens are abundant and the shrubs present are Calliandra
californica, Acacia greggii, Astragalus sp., Euphorbia sp.,
Cucurbita sp., and Dalea sp.
On the cliffs are forbs and shrubs including mallows,euphorbias,
berries, and legumes (Phaseolus, Acacia greggii). In summary,
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REGION OF LAS VIRGENES
The region of Las Virgenes is situated northeast of Santa Rosalia
and encompasses the volcanic highlands known as "Las Tres
Virgenes" which as indicated by the name are volcanic cones
having a gentle gradient and where the major part of the terrain is
formed by lava flow. This region also includes the Sierra de la
Reforma which is a mountain massif adjacent to the coast. Its
configuration is similar to the rest of the mountains of Baja
California; that is, a combination of small plains and canyons
having steep walls. Between the Reforma and LasVirgenes there
is a small mountain which unites both and known as El
Portezuelo, a place which is frequented by bighorn hunters.
The plants, as indicated by photographs, are represented by
Pachycereus pringlei, Opuntia sp., some legumes and
Machaerocereus gummosus, which grow over a rock covered
ground. These species could well form part of the Matorral
Desertico Crasicaule; however, it is not possible to confirm this
based only on the photographic evidence.
The area covered during the bighorn hunting season comprises
approximately 114 Km2and the count was conducted during 25
field days by one person of the Direccion General de la Fauna
Silvestre.
The literature designates this zone as part of the Bosque
Subtropical Caducifolio which is represented by the following
dominants: L. candida, L. micr@.ohylla and Cercidium

peninsulare; common species are Lemaireocereus thurberi,
Machaerocereus gummosus, etc.
In total, a maximum of 99animalswerecounted and a minimum of
45 of which 10 were males, 25 females, and 10 lambs which
represent 22.2% 55.6%, and 22.2% respectively. It is calculated
that there is one sheep for every 2.5 Km2 or 0.37 sheep per Km2.
CONCLUSION
Considering that the distribution of the desert bighorn in Baja
California is not completely known, a bighorn population
estimate is difficult and imprecise. However, based on the
information aathered bv the techniciansof the Direccion General
de la Fauna silvestre dhring the hunting season of February and
March 1974 in which approximately 1,700 KmZ were covered
during 279 man-days, there is an estimated maximum of 6.38
sheep per Km2 and a minimum of 0.65. This allows a rough
estimate of bighorn sheep in Baja Californiaof between 4,560and
7,800, taking into consideration that the area inhabited by
bighorn covers an area of 12,000 Km2.

ANALYSIS OF
STOMACH CONTENTS
OF BIGHORN SHEEP
IN BAJA CALIFORNIA
Rebeca Sanchez Dominguez
Laboratorio De Fauna Silvestre
Direccion General De Fauna Silvestre
Mexico, D. F.
Abstract. This report presents results obtained from analyses of
stomach contents from 20 bighorn sheep collected in different
localities of Baja California. The data demonstrate that the major
foods taken are grasses (30 to 60%) and representatives of the
family Leguminoseae. No difference was observed between
localities studied, although a considerable variation was noted in
volume of ingested grass and shrubs for the three different
months. Precentages of identified material collected in the
different localities and months are tabulated.
The following information is based on analyses of 20 stomachs
collected during the bighorn hunting season in Baja, California.
These samples originated from the following localities: Arroyo
Grande (3); El Mormol (1); La Asarnblea (11); Las Virgenes (2);
Loreto (3).
Based on the known distribution of thetwosubspecies that live in
Baja, California, Ovis canadensis cremnobates, Elliot 1904, and
Ovis canadensis weemsi, Goldman 1937, the samples examined
were from both subspecies. The material was processed in the
laboratory using the following method: 1. From the total samples
received, a representative part was taken to be processed. 2. The
contents were passed through screens having different
aperatures, for the purpose of separating the material by sizes;
running water was used. 3. The separate parts wereoven dried. 4.
A manual separation was made. 5. Identification was done by
comparing the basic material to photographs of known species
from different textbooks, Martin and Barkley (1961); Munz (1970);
and Musil (1963); also by comparison with specimens that were
collected in the same places where the samples were collected.
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The results demonstrate that food ingested by the bighorn sheep
consists mostly of grasses and shrubs (Table 1). Grasses were
encountered with major freqyency. From 20 samples, 17, or 85%
contained grasses, which comprised 30 to 60% of the total of each
sample examined. Muhlenbergia seeds were identified in two
stomach samples, and some Panicum in another. The rest was
composed of stems and leaves which were classified as
unidentifiable material, but possibly correspond to the species
mentioned previously. Martin, Zim and Nelson (1951), reported
that in California the bighorn sheeps' diet is composed of 25-5O%
grass.
Table 1. Plants ingested by Bighorn Sheep according to
their presence in 20 Examined Stomachs.

Grarnlneae
Muhlenbergfa (seeds)
Panfcum (seeds) 1
Unldentlfled (leaves, sterns)
Legurnmoseae
Lys~lomacandfda (leaves, vlnes, seeds)
Astragalus (seeds)
Lotus (seeds)
Olneya tesota (leaves)
Cercfdfurn penfnsularfs (leaves, seeds)
Callfandra (leaves)
Unidentified (leaves, pods)
Euphorblaceae
Acalypha calffornfca (seeds)
Euphorbfa (seeds)
Solanaceae
Solanum (seeds)
Solanum mongyra (frults, seeds)
Physalfs (seeds)
Arnaranthaceae
Amaranthus (seeds)
Cactaceae
Opuntra (seeds)
Mammfllarfa (seeds)
Ferrocactus (seeds, flowers)
Unldentlfled
Nyctaginaceae
Boerhaavfa erecta (seeds)
Aceraceae
Acer
Polygonaceae
Antfgonum leptopus (seeds)
Errogonum folfosum (seeds)
Buxaceae
Sfmmondsfa chfnensfs (leaves)
Malvaceae
Sphaeralcea (seeds)
Chenopodlaceae
Airfplex (seeds)
Moraceae (leaves)
Cruclferae
Lepfdfum (seeds)
Convolvulaceae
lpomoea (seeds)
Cornposlteae
Unclassified

Presence
20
2

% Occurrence
100

17
19
1
1
1
2
3
3
8
9
6

3
8

2
3

3
8
8
8
1
1
3

3
7
7
6
6
3
3
1
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

The Leguminoseae constituted asignificant partof their diet, with
95% of the samples containing species of this family. We were
able to identify,'because of the p;esence of leaves, stems, pods
and seeds, the following: Lysiloma candida, Astragalus, Lotus,
Olneya tesota, Cercidium peninsularis, and Calliandra, the last
three being the most abundant. Cacti were present in eight
samples (40°/o), and were represented by Opuntia, Mammillaria,
and Ferrocactus. Browning (1971) cites Russo as stating that
cacti are utilized because of the water quantity accumulated in
them; it serves in part to supply water for bighorn in the fall.
The Euphorbiaceae were represented by species such as
Acalypha californica and Euphorbia, which occurred in 45% of
the samples studied. Other plants of the herbacious types which
form part of the nourishment for sheep are Solanum sp, Solanum
mongyra, and Physalis. These were identified in eight samples
(40%). According to Browning (1971), Merriam examined
stomach contents of sheep from Sonora and also registered the
presence of seeds and shells of Physalis.
Amaranthus, a genus of considerable importance in the
nourishment of desert bighorn sheep, was equal to the

Table 2. Percentage of Plants Ingested by the Desert
Bighorn Sheep for Different Localities and Months.
ARROYO GRANDE

Three (3) Stomachs
Weedy Plants

- November

Amaranthus
Boerhaavia erecta
Solanum, sp.
Acalypha caiifornica
Gramineae

Because all the samples were collected during the sameseason, it
is not possible to establish seasonal differences in food
preferences; however, a comparison can be made between
months and localities. There was a noted variation in the
ingestion of weeds for the months of October and November,
diminishing as much in volumeas in variety. This is evident in the
contents from La Asamblea and Loreto (Table 2). The herbage
present most frequently in all the months and localities was
Arnaranthus, and representatives of Solanaceae, such as
Solanurn and Physalis. The use of grasses was more or less
constant in all localities, although a sharp reduction in use was
observed in the month of November, possibly due toavailability.
(See Table 2.)
Shrubs were present in a similar percentage in the month of
October in the localities of El Marmol and Loreto. A general
increase in selection of shrubs was observed in November. The
legumes were most utilized; these form a very important part of
the flora characteristic of these regions (Wiggins, 1960).

Herbaceous Plants

Calliandra
Oineya tesota
Unidentified

Cactaceae

One (1) Stomach
Weeds

- October

EL MARMOL

Amaranthus
Boerhaavia erecta
Physalis
Eriogonum foliosum
Gramineae
Muhlenbergia
Shrubs

Cercidium peninsularis
Cactaceae

LA ASAMBLEA
Number of
Weeds

Stomachs - 11

2 September

Acatypha cahformca
Astragaius

Lep~d~um

Sphaeraicea
lpomoea
Unldentlfled
Lotus
Grammeae

Muhlenberg~a
Panfcum

Un~dent~f~ed
Shrubs

Cerc~d~um
pen~nsuiarrs
Calhandra
Oineya tesota
Atrrpiex
Acer
Un~dentlfied

Cactaceae

Ferrocactus
Opunba
Mammillar~a
Unident~f~ed

Number of
Weeds

Stomachs - 2

4 November

Shrubs
Lysiioma candida

Acer
Simmondsia chinensis
Unidentified
Cactaceae

Mammillaria
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Amaranthus
Astragalus
Antigonum leptopus
Grarnineae

In conclusion, it is possible to establish that the bighorn sheeps'
diet is highly varied, but is conditioned by the abundance of the
material and the opportunity to obtain it.

48.0
12.0

LAS VIRGENES
2 November

Gramineae
Shrubs

Number of Stomachs-3
Weeds

The samples indicated a utilization of diverse species of cacti in
November in La Asarnblea. It is not possible to make a more
detailed study due to the small number of samples from each
region. Samples from Septemberand October, also indicated that
there was considerable ingestion of cacti in those months,
possibly as a water source.

Wiggins, I. L. 1960. Investigation in the Natural History of Baja
California. California Acad. Sciences. 30():1-45.

Amaranthus
Solanum
Unidentified
Acer
Simmondsia chinensis
Moraceae (Unidentified)

5 October

30.6
9.5
5.0
2.1
3.4
3.0
3.1
5.6
2.0
1.4
1.5
3.0

Amaranthus
Boerhaav~aerecta
Physal~s
Soianum, sp
Solanum mongyra
Euphorb~a

Solanaceae previously mentioned, occurring in 40% of the
samples. Boerhavia erecta was separated from seven samples,
Acer from six, Antigonurn letopus in three, as was Sirnrnondsia
chinenesis. Other plants encountered in minor frequency are:
Sphaeralcea, Atriplex, Eriogonurn foliosurn. Lepidiurn, Ipornoea.
and an unidentified comp&ite.

2 October
17.9

1 November

5.8

Remainder

4.3
13.6
55.0
27.4
18.0

5.8
30.0
22.3

1.8
7.6
5.3
5.3

15.3

7.0
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DETERMINATION
OF THE AGE
OF THE BIGHORN SHEEP
Manuel Gonzales E.
Wildlife Laboratory
General Office for Wildlife
Mexico, D. F.
Abstract. The intent of this project was to establish ages of
bighorn sheep killed during March and April of 1974 in Baja
California. Two different methods were used - the number of
annual rings on the horns of the animal and agedetermination by
means of cementum annuli on the teeth. It was necessary to
section teeth by established techniques and to study thesections
microscopically at 125X. Aging by means of counting annual
rings on the hornsutilized photographsand enlargements. Based
on the ages established by the previously mentioned methods,
the general pattern of wear on the incisors and on the molariform
teeth was established for each age. The results obtained are
presented in tabular form. The present work was based on 14
specimens obtained during the period of March and April, 1975
from the following five localities in Baja California arranged from
North to South (number of specimens in parenthesis): Matomi
(I), La Asamblea (5),SierradeSan Juan (4), LasVirgenes (3), and
Sierra de la Giganta (1). The present observations are based on a
small sample, but these will serve as a base for other studies that
are being continued for other hunting seasons.

A. DETERMINATION OF AGE BY THE RINGS OF GROWTH OF
THE INCISORS.
It has been possible toaccurately determine the age of avariety of
animals by counting rings on the teeth, which are accumulations
of cementodentine formed during development and growth.
Sections of thetoothare made by cutting ittransversely by means
of a saw. These cuts are polished with carborundum and are
attached to a glass microscope slide by synthetic resin. Polishing
continues until the section is very fine and transparent. The
section is then washed and placed in Canada Balsam.
Observations are accomplished with a microscope having a
minimum magnification of 125X. The success of such a method
depends on the thickness of the cross sections which determine
the clarity of the annuli. I wish to show individually the basic
results obtained from observations of sections of incisors from
bighorn sheep.
Example 1: Twelve rings wereclearly observed, butthere are light
marks that show two rings, possibly indicating 14 years of age.
Example 2: Fourteen years of age.
Example 3: Eight years of age.
Example 4: Eight years of age.
Example 5: Six ringsare clearly observed, but there is another one
which is not very clear, for a possible total of seven years of age.
Example 6: Eight years of age.
Example 7: Eight rings are clearly observed but indications of
another ring also are observed.
Example 8: Ten years of age.
Example 9: Eight rings are clearly visible but there also is another
which is not very clear.
Example 10: Five years of age.
Example 11: Six rings are observed, but there are indications of
another ring.
Example 12: Five years of age.
Example 13: Five years of age.
Example 14: Ten years of age.
In some of the examples therewereadetermined numberof rings
but one of them was not very clear. This ring may correspond to
growth laid down in just a few additional months.
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B. DETERMINATION OF AGE BY MEANS OF THE RINGS OF
THE HORNS.
Assuming that growth of the horns has a nutritional origin and
that the variations in rings are a result of seasonal diet, it is
possible to age the specimen. Wear of the horn tip must be taken
into account. Determination of age by thismethod was done from
photographic material obtained in the field by technicians of the
Federal Game Department. It was possible to determine the ages
of only 10 individuals.
The following isa presentation of basic resultsobtained by theaid
of photographs:
Sample 1: Eleven rings are clearly observed, but due to horn
brooming, it is possible that the animal may be 10 or 12 years of
age.
Sample 2: Fourteen years of age.
Sample 3: Eight years of age.
Sample 4: Eight years of age.
Sample 5: Five rings are clearly visible but due to brooming of the
horn tips, it is possible that the animal may be from six to seven
years of age.
Sample 6: Eight years of age.
Sample 7: Nine years of age.
Sample 8: Eight rings areobserved, butdue to the brooming of the
horns it is possible that the animal may be nine to ten yearsof age.
Sample 11: Eight years of age.
Sample 13: Five years of age.
In addition to these methods that I have described, I sampled
molariform teeth in each jaw of the animals mentioned. These
were arranged in groups that correspond to different determined
ages. This method only was used to try to establish wear patterns
of the molariform teeth. This method of aging yields only a
relative age, contingent upon the amount of abrasive material in
the food consumed by the animal. It was observed that wear is
more obvious in the central part of the rami and more evident on
the first molar. This characteristic, along with others, has served
to separate the samples into groups according to wear class.
The following is a description of the first molar and its sequence
of wear across different age groups. The first molar occupies the
fourth position in the mandibular series, and is bilobate. The
anterior lobe is smaller than the posterior. The faces of the lobes
are conical with the apex oriented toward the external side. In the
anterior lobe, as well as in the posterior, there are two semilunar
facets; the anterior is smaller. The internal cusp of the posterior
lobe is higher than that of the anterior lobe and both internal
cusps are higher than the external ones, forming aslight declivity
from the internal to the external.
Group No. 1 is characterized by the internal cusps of both lobes
losing their apex, converting into a round form. The semilunar
facets are reduced longitudinally and at the same time become
slightly widened. Included in this group are samples No. 10,13,4
and 12.
Group No. 2 is characterized by the gradual rounding of the
internal cusps of both lobes at theapex until they are only slightly
higher than the rest of the lobes. The semilunar facets of the
anterior lobe continue to widen and become reduced in size. It at
first appears to have turned lengthwise and nearly oval until it is
hardly noticeable. The facet of the posterior lobe continues
widening and is reduced in length. In this group are included
samples 11, 6, 9, 3, 8 and 5.
Group No. 3 is characterized by rounding of apices of the internal
crest of the lobes until they completely disappear.Thelobes then
are completely flat. The o;al facets of i h e anterior lobe disappear
completely and the posterior lobe transforms into a long facet
which little by little diminishes in size until itdisappears, and until
the occlusal surfaces of both lobes become completely flattened.
In this group are included samples 2, 7 and 1.
The above were checked by comparing the estimated ages with
ages determined by cross-sectioning of the incisors (Table 1).

Table 1. A comparison of reiatlve age estimations of bighorn
sheep determined by tooth wear with ages determlned from
annuli in the incisor cementum.

Tooth Wear
Group #1

Group #2

Group #3

Specimen
#lo
#13
# 4
#12
#11
# 6
# 9
# 3
# 8
# 5
# 2
# 7
# 1

incisor
Cementum Annuli
5
5
8
5
7-8
8
8-9
8
10
6-7
15
8-9
12-14

Average
Age

5.75 years

8 years

11.83 years

It is evident that some samples are not close to the arithmetic
mean of the group in which they belong. This may becaused by a
number of reasons, such as a deficiency of calcium or
abrasiveness of food eaten.
Table 2 compares the methods used to determine age of desert
bighorn sheep.
Table 2. A comparison of three methods utilized for determining
ages of bighorn sheep from Baja Cailfornia.

Specimen No.

Age
Cementum
Annuli
12-14
14
8
8
6-7
8
8-9
10
8-9
5
7-8
5
5
10

Horn
Rings
12-13
14
8
8
6-7
8
9
9-10
7-8

5

Wear Class
of
Molars
3
3
3
1
2
2
3
2
2
1
2
1
1

in conclusion, we can say that the average age of the samples
taken during the season is 8.38 years as determined by the
cementum annuli; and 8.8 years as determined by the horn rings.
The youngest specimen is 5 years and the oldest is 14 years.
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BEHAVIOR OF
THE DESERT BIGHORN
(Ovis canadensis weemsi)

IN BAJA CALIFORNIA
Mario C. Lopez Fonseca
Victor M. Orihuela Gonzalez
Programa Borrego Cimarron en Baja California
Direccion General de Fauna Silvestre
Mexico, D. F.
Abstract. The present study is based on preliminary data
concerning the behavior of desert bighorn (Ovis canadensis
weemsi). Daily activities of sheep are ruled by the seasons, with
marked variations during thesummer and winter; in autumn these
variations are very subtle. Their average daily activity period lasts
12 hours, most of which is devoted to feeding and resting. In
summer, they have a feeding period from 6 to 10 a.m. and a
second one from 4 to 7 p.m. Between these periods, they rest and
water. During winter, they do not have such defined feeding and
resting periods.
In Baja California, Mexico, the behavior of the desert bighorn has
been little studied. For this reason, the Direccion de Fauna
Silvestre initiated studies which began in June, 1975. This report
presents observations made in Northern Baja California, between
parallel 28" and 29" latitude North and 114' longitude East.
BEHAVIOR
The behavior at the group level is focused on the oldest male,
principally in reference to his safety; for this reason we can
consider him as the dominant within the group's hierarchial
ranking. In all groups, one encounters two well-defined roles
which are that of leader and that of lookout; in all types of
activities the group is directed by a leader - a function which is
generally performed by a female or a young male. The lookout
can be a female, a male, or several individuals which must bealert
to give the alarm in case of danger.
The leader is always at the head of the group. The lookouts
assume lateral positions when the group moves to areas not often
frequented by them; the lookouts persevere to be in front
inspecting the route of the group in which case we can consider
that the lookout also functions as a leader.
Three sectors can be identified in large groups: that of leader or
leaders, that of the lookouts, and a group that generally consists
of females, which protect the oldest male by surrounding him.
During resting periods when the male is lying down, he has a
female nearby, usually an old one, and at a major distance to
these are found the rest of thefemales, which can be considered a
hierarachial order of ewes.
Resting can be considered attwo levels: collectiveand individual.
In the first case there are two variations - one in a situation in
which they consider themselves to besecure, which is usually at
higher elevations. In this case, the animals assume closer
positions amongst themselves and almost all face in the same
direction. The other variation is when they are in relatively low
areas; the distance between each member is great in order to have
escape routes in case of danger and also to enlarge the area of
visibility and assume a strategic position. They frequently form a
half moon, depending- on the topographical characteristicsof the
terrain.
Individual rest is less prolonged and is determined by the needs of
the individual. i n this case, oneor various members leave or stay
behind the groups and bed down to rest while the others graze.
When this type of behavior terminates they assume more distant
positions without order. The period devoted to resting varies
according to the seasons. In summer, resting is more prolonged
and in shaded areas and facing thewind. in winter, therearemore
resting periods, but of shorter duration occurring in sunny areas
and at relatively lower elevations and protected from the strong,
cold winds.

Nutritive requirements can be satisfied in a small or large area
depending on the abundance or scarcity of food, and this factor
also regulates the time utilized in feeding. The method employed
to obtain food depends on the area and whether they are
scattered or not. When they arescattered, they generally eat from
branches which are adjacent to their trails, whereas if they settle
down in one place they eat uniformly from all plants. When
engaged in feeding, part of the group usually moves ahead of the
leader. If this happens, the leader moves to another side and one
assumes that he does this with the intention of reaffirming his
function as guide.
The feeding periods are more marked in the summer than in the
winter and in the winter bighorns utilize most of theday feeding in
sunny areas. In the summer they are found in sunny areas only in
the morning. In all cases they preferareas inwhich thevegetation
affords good visibility.
When going to water, two types of behavior have been observed.
In one, they are wary and cautious. First they reach a high point
near the water source, and a lookout makes a minute inspection.
If the lookout shows no signs of nervousness the group moves to
the drinking source. Generally the oldest male is the last to
appear, but nevertheless he is the first to drink. When others drink
water first they are displaced aggressively by him because they
interfere in the established hierarchy.

THE BIGHORN SHEEP
OF THE STATE OF SONORA
Jorge Mendoza Valverde
Dirrecion General de Fauna Silvestre
Hermosillo, Sonora
Abstract. The population estimate of Desert Bighornsheep in the
State of Sonora, based on personal experience of the author, is
approximately 1,000 individuals. These are distributed in the
following mountains: Del Viejo, 350; Posada-Pico Johnson, 300;
Tordilla, 25; Punta Cirios y Las Cuevitas, 20; Los Mochos, 75; El
Plomito, 30; El Pinacate, 30; El Marmol, 20 and Del Chino,35. The
principal factors affecting Desert sheep populations are:
poachers, domestic animals and drought. Among the natural
predators the principals are the puma and thegolden eagle. The
coyote destroys sheep when they are moving from place to place
in plains areas.

The other behavior observed is that in which no caution is
exhibited, and they go directly to drink.Thisoccursatwater holes
frequented by them, whereas in the previously described
behavior they spend a major time inspecting and approaching.

The bighorn sheep, considered as one of the most important and
interesting mammals in America, has been the subject of
numerous studies. Nevertheless, until the present, very little has
been published with respect to this desert species in Mexico.This
report is a general synopsis of the status of desert bighorn in
areas of the State of Sonora.

The thrashing of trees is an interesting part of their behavior.
These trees are principally those that are thick enough to resist
horning, which can be considered an aggression releaser. It has
been observed in groups in which the ram is not interacting with a
rival and even though it is morefrequent in males, it also has been
observed in females. In other instances, butting occurs during
disputes over strategic areas assumed by lookouts. Disputes over
bedding sites, leadership position, and hostilitiesduring drinking
when water is scarce also precipitate butting.

The bighorn sheep from Sonora belong to the subspecies (Ovis
canadensis mexicana). This subspecies formerly existed in
northern Mexico; northern parts of Sonora, Chihuahua, Coahuila
and Nuevo Leon; today, it is only possible to find them in the
northeastern part of Sonora, including 20 specimens
transplanted in January of 1975 on Tiburon Island, where it
probably existed previously.There isalsosome knowledgeof two
groups composed of 5Oto6O individuals, found in Chihuahuaand
Coahuila.

Play is determined by the characteristics of the terrain, age
similarities, sex, and climatic conditions. Bighorn prefer areas
having gradual slopes and loose soil. These games can consist of
lateral butts, chases, running, leaping over their hind quarters,
and body contortions. It has been observed that in male groups
with a ewe, the ewe does not participate in play activities.

This scattered distribution and reduction in numbers is the result
of population pressure. Bighorn sheep areconcentrated in desert
areas where there is more protection and less struggle for food
with domestic species.

Concerning intercommunication, the following have been
observed: light kicking of rocks with the forelegs, lateral and
vertical movements of the head, and alarm postures. Alarm
postures manifest themselves when signalling danger or
something strange to them.
The defense mechanisms employed by this species against its
natural enemies are their adroitness and agility with which they
can seek shelter in areas less accessible to their enemies, their
selection of areas devoid of vegetation which augments their
visibility, as well as their cryptic coloration which makes their
detection difficult.
The mating period begins with the first rains of summer; after the
beginning of the rains one observes premating activity with more
frequency in groups which until then had not exhibited these
activities. The timing of the rut permits the female, after six
months gestation, to have obtained adequate nutrition which
affords better lactation for the young. Mating and parturition are
characterized by excessive aggression by males toward the
females. It has been observed that when in groups, males exhibit
traditional sexual aggression such that the winner mates with the
ewe although it has been observed that while two rams are
fighting over a ewe, the ewe sometimes will mate with another
ram.
In some instances a younger ram will attempt to participate in
mating activities; older rams usually ignore younger ones
although fights between unequal size rams have been observed.
Courting is characterized by continuous attention to the female
who constantly flees. The female may momentarily leave the
group, but never permanently.
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The habitat of desert bighorn in Sonora can be defined in the
following manner: mountains of volcanic origin, covered by at
least 75% microphilic plants of a zerophytic type, supported by
annual rainfall of less than two hundred millimeters. Common
vegetation in this area, besides scarce grasses, is Larrea
tridentata, known as white rama, Encelia farinosa, Palo Verde de
Torotes (Cercidium microphilum), Sahuaros (Carnegiea
gigantea), Palo fierro (Olneya tesota), Mezquite (Prosopis
juliflora); other common plants are the Nopales and Chollas,
Pitahaya, as well as the Ocotillo (Fouquieria splendens) and the
Jojoba (Simmondsia chinensis), all of which are principal foods
for this species.
Present Habitat. Presently, bighorn sheep in Sonora are found at
a median altitudeof 700 meters along thechain of mountains near
the ocean, from Bahia Kino (Kino Bay) toward the border to the
north.
The largest groups are found in mountainous areas having high
elevations, which are comprised of deep valleys and narrow
passageways, such as the Sierra of Posada y Noche Buena (in the
southern end of the above described area) and the Sierra del
Viejo, in the northern part. Other areas also havesomesheep; the
most significant of these are: La Tordilla, Las Cuevitas, Punta de
Cirios, Los Mochos, El Plomito, El Pinacate, El Marmol and the
Sierra del Chino.
The present population estimate has been obtained through my
personal visits, and is subject to correction. Such surveys have
been based on direct visual contact and by talking with local
residents and local hunters, plus a few accounts from hunters
from various parts of Mexico.
The work force in the ranches that lie or border the sheep areas
affirm that at present one can observe groups of sheep in their
natural and preferred habitat in these mountains more frequently
than before hunting seasons were establis_hedin the State. From

:his, wemay concludethat thedesired carrying capacity has been
achieved.
There are two excellent sheep areas in the State that at the
>resent time support approximately three hundred individuals
3ach; these are the Sierra Posada-Pico Johnson, and the Del
diejo mountains. Lately, we have discovered isolated groups, or
:olonies that have developed due to the proliferation of
ieighboring roads and common lands (large common farms).
Such groups occur in the following places: La Tordilla (20
w~imals),Los Mochos (75), El Plomito (30), El Marmol (20) and
the Sierra del Chino (85), which brings the total to 935 for the
sntire State of Sonora. These are conservative estimates.

Factors that Affect Population Increase. We can assume that the
principal .factors affecting sheep populations are: hunting
pressure, reproductivefactors, food availability, adverse weather,
availability of fresh water, and predators.

In the State of Sonora, as well as in all areas where these sheep
live in Mexico, there is a false idea that there is plenty of available
Forage. The principal limiting factor is hunting, especially by
inhabitants of rural areas. The sports hunter has changed in a
positive manner, and it is gratifying that day after day, the "meat
hunters" are fewer. There are more illegal trophy hunters, but
their activity has diminished within the past two years, a period
during which vigilance has been increased in the sheep zones.
Another factor that is very important is the demographic
pressure, but this is nothing new. Man and his dogs have been
more destructive in this respect than any other species; therefore,
we should not be surprised at the situation of the bighorn sheep,
when we consider that most of thesheep areas aresurrounded by
farms, and especially common farm lands.
This gives rise to another important factor that has already been
mentioned; the struggle for existence with domestic animals. In
actuality, i t is very rare that one travels through sheep areas
without coming across flocks of feral goats that have reached this
stage without the ranch owners doing anything to eliminate the
devastation to which their habitat is subjected - thereby
accelerating the process of turning these areas into barren
deserts. In addition, feral livestock may transmit diseases to wild
species.
Another factor that limits the population is the amount of
available fresh water, which should not seem strange, when we
consider the small amount of rainfall. There are extremes of
temperature; from below zero, during hot summer days in the
black volcanic areas. Ampligying this, we can consider the
statistics obtained by John P. Russo, who studied bighorn sheep
in the Arizona desert, and documented average rainfall during
fifty years (1900-1950) in the area of Yuma, Arizona. These
averages show annual rainfall of 90.5 millimeters, and they also
show that the greatestamount of rainfall took place in 1928, with a
total of 290 millimeters; the least rainfall took place in 1905, when
there were only 11.9 mm.
The rainy season in sheep areas can be divided into two parts:
monsoon summer rains which are real storms, preceded by dust
storms, and the rain storms "equipatas" that take place from
October to February, sometimes being heavy rains. This leads us
to the conclusion that "watering holes" are not constant in these
sheep areas. During six years of traveling through these areas, I
have only found five "watering holes" (three in theSierraPosada,
one in thesierradelviejoandone in thesierradel Chino); to date,
we have no information on one of these bighorn drinking water.
The Puma or Mountain Lion (Felis concolor) is the most
important predator because of its destructive action during the
whole year especially in eliminating animals that are sickly or
have some deficient condition and are, therefore, easy prey. The
golden eagle (Aguila chrisaetos) is especially formidable during
the lambing season. I personally witnessed an attack on recently
born lambs in February, 1975, in the Sierra Posada. Coyotes and
bobcats attack the young, especially when they migrate from one
sierra to another and are forced to cross large plains.
We again come to the principal problem of the bighorn sheep;
man, especially miners, colonizers, farmers, highway employees
and cowboys from the ranches far from thegreat cities, that make
this species the principal source of protein in their daily diet.This
is why the bighorn will slowly disappear, unless ways of
effectively protecting it are implemented. Such as happened in
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the Cerro del Canero, Sierra Aquituna, and is happening in the
Pinacate Range, where the only thing to be found are twenty-two
caliber shells.
Increase i n the Number of Animals. In this respect, it is good that
during the recent hunting season, the old males of little
reproductive capacity have been eliminated, thus giving the
younger males with strong sexual capacity the opportunity to
carry on efficiently.
In other areas, where groups are smaller, the increase is small
because of a disproportionate sex ratio. You can find groups of
five or six females, accompanied by a male that has not yet
reached sexual maturity.
There is a great deal to be done to protect the bighorn sheep
within the State of Sonoraand, fortunately, there are more people
taking an interest in doing this. It is recommended that hunting of
this species be prohibited for at least three years, and that the
watering places be improved. It is also necessary to eliminate the
wild goats that are plentiful in bighorn sheep areas and compete
for the food.

SKULL MEASUREMENTS
OF MALE DESERT BIGHORNS
FROM BAJA CALIFORNIA,
MEXICO
Pablo Dominguez Gonzalez
Laboratorio De Fauna
Direccion General De La Fauna Silvestre
Mexico, D.F.
Abstract. Measurements from 31 skulls and 38 jaws of desert
bighorns are presented. Specimens were obtained during the
hunting seasons of 1974 and 1975 in six areas of Baja, California,
which from north to south are: Arroyo Grande, Matomi, La
Asamblea, San Juan, Las Virgenes and La Giganta. The
measurements of samples from the different localities were
analyzed without finding a marked difference between them, with
the exception of an isolated specimen from the northern-most
locality. Differences are found between these measurementsand
those given by Cowan (1940).The material studied is inadequate
for definitely determining thetaxonomicstatusof desert bighorns
in Baja California.
This paper presents the results of desert bighorn cranial and
mandibular measurements from skulls obtained as hunting
trophies during the 1974 and 1975 hunting season in various

regions of Baja California where two subspecies have been
described. Their separation may be more geographic than
taxonomic, one being from Estado Norte of Baja California, Ovis
canadensis cremnobates Elliot with type locality Sierra de San
Pedro Martir and the other from the south, 0. c. weemsiGoldman
with type locality the Sierra de la Giganta.
The publication of Cowan (1940, Amer. Midl. Nat. 24505-580) is
used as the basis for the cranial measurements taken, and his
tables are used to compare the measurements presented here.
Measurements are in millimeters. A plastic ruler was used for
large measurements and vernier calipers for smaller ones.
The measurements taken were: basilar length; greatest length of
nasals; width of nasals; orbital width; zygomatic width; palatal
breadth at PM2; palatal width; length of upper molar series;
prealveolar length; and basioccipital width.
The following were taken from mandibles: total length; breadth of
diastema; width of the ramus behind M3, and length of lower
molar series.
A total of 31 craniums and 38 mandibles were measured; the
majority were incomplete. The number of measurements from
each locality are specified in Table 1. Femalesand young animals
are not included in this study.
The specimens are from six zones, two from the north: Arroyo
Grande and Matomi; two from the central zone: Sierra San Juan
and La Asamblea; and two from the south: Las Virgenes and La
Giganta.
Figure 1 shows measurements of each locality from north to
south and represent the ranges (horizontal line) and means
(vertical lines).

Figure 1. Means and ranges of cranial and mandibular measurements, in rnrn., of bighorn sheep from selected localities in Baja
California, arranged from north to south. The number of specimens is shown for each graph.
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Table 1. Cranial and mandibular measurements, in mm, of bighorn sheep from selected localities in Baja California

Arroyo Grande, Northern Baja California

Variable

No. Mean Range

Matomi,
Northern Baja California
No. Mean Range

Basilar Length
Length of Nasals
Width of Nasals
Orbital Width
Zygomatic Width
Maxillary Width at M'
Mastoid Width
Palatal Breadth at M3
Palatal Breadth at PM2
Palatal Length
Molar Series Length
Prealveolar Length
Post Dental Length
Basioccipitai Width
Mandibular Length
Diastema Breadth
Ramus Width Behind M34
Molar Series Length

3
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La Asamblea,
Northern Baja California
No. Mean Range

Sierra San Juan,
Northern Baja California
No. Mean Range

Las Virgenes,
Santa Rosalia,
Southern Baja California

La Giganta, Loreto,
Southern Baja California

No. Mean Range

No. Mean Range

The results observed in the graphs and analyses of each of the
variables are the following: Basi1arLength.-The Matomi sample
is distinct and the rest form a cline which increases from north to
south i.e., from La Asamblea to Giganta.
Length of nasals. -Could not be compared because of paucity of
measurements.
Width of nasals. - This variable exhibits little variation; however,
two groups can be differentiated; one in the north, Matomi and
Arroyo Grande, and the other from the rest of the localities with a
slight clinal tendency toward the north or La Giganta.
Orbital Width. - Not taken.
Zygomatic Width. -We find a great similarity in the groups from
different localitias as well as a tendency to form a decreasing cline
from north to south.
Mastoid Width. - The Arroyo Grande Sample is comparable to
the La Giganta sample.
The rest exhibit a decreasing cline from north to south, i.e., from
Matomi to La Giganta.
Palatal breadth at MI. - Here we find two distinct groups, one
formed by the Arroyo Grande, Matomi, La Asamblea, and San
Juan with little variation and the second group formed by the
southern populations of Las Virgenes and La Giganta.
Palatal breadth at M3. - It is uniforrn and representsadecreasing
cline from north to south.

CONCLUSIONS
We worked with small samples, but this doesnot makethis type of
study less interesting. We cannot reach definite conclusions
relative to defining the taxonomic status of the subspecies of
desert bighorn in Baja California, but this is only a preliminary
study of a longer and more complete work.
The measured specimens are grouped into six localities which
are arranged from north to south as follows: Arroyo Grande,
Matomi, La Asamblea, San Juan, Las Virgenes, and La Giganta.
Upon comparing the measurements of the different localities
already mentioned, it was found that there was a great similarity
and stability in such measurements as the height of the coronoid
process and length of the lower molar series, the differences
being minimal in all the localities studied as well as in certain
cranial measurements such as length of upper molar series,
basioccipal width, and palatal breadth at M3.
In post dental length, mandibular length, and diastema breadth,
there is a marked decreasing cline from north to south. A similar
phenomenon is found in zygomatic width with the mean of the
Arroyo Grande sample being thesmallest.This measurement can
be considered distinctly different rather than resulting from the
small sample.
Some measurements represent relationships between groups
and some, such as basilar length and prealveolar length show a
decreasing cline from north to south. The measurements from
Matomi exhibit a very high arithmetic mean which deviates from
the cline; but this may be due to the small sample size.
Mastoid width presents a similar sequence with a decreasing
cline from north to south, with the specimen from Matomi being
the smallest.
There are two distinct groups in palatal length, maxillary width at
M1,and nasal and palatal widths. The two groups are different in
each measurement, i.e., there is no correlation between the
measurements.
In palatal length, there is a group formed by the Arroyo Grande,
Matomi and Las Virgenes populationswith a mean length of more
than 150mm. The second group is formed by the La Asamblea,
San Juan and La Giganta populations with a mean length of less
than 130mm.
In nasal width, the measurements of Arroyo Grandeand Matomi
can be grouped and in another group are the rest of the localities
with very little variation. The specimen from Matomi is distinct in
palatal breadth at PM2.
In palatal breadth at Mi, there is a great similarity between the
means of thetwo. The first group is formed by thespecimensfrom
Arroyo Grande, Matomi, La Asamblea andSan Juan populations,
having a mean of 80mm and the second group from the south
consisting of Las Virgenes and La Giganta having a mean of
78mm.
The pterygoid fossa has an oval shape in specimens from Arroyo
Grande, Matomi and La Giganta, is somewhat more square in
specimens from La Asamblea and San Juan. In the three
specimens from Las Virgenes it forms a sharp V-shape.
Cowan (1940) mentions that the cranial measurements between
0. c. cremnobates and 0. c. weemsi are very similar. When
comparing the means of our specimens with those listed in
Cowan's tables for the two subspecies, we find marked
differences in some and in others the measurements are not
within the ranges listed by him.
The large differences which we find do not follow a pattern or
sequence, but instead present an indiscriminate form in the
diverse localities. Because of the small sample, we cannot make
catesorical conclusion relative to the validity of 0. c.
cremnobates and 0. c. weemsi, but we suspect that the two
subs~ecies
are not valid since there isno sharp break in the northsouth cline which delimits the boundary of the two subspecies.
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STRESS: IS IT LIMITING
BIGHORN?
James R. DeForge
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona
Pomona, California
Abstract. Bighorn were numerous in North America at the
beginning of the nineteenth century, numbering between
1,500,000 to 2,000,000 animals. Today, however, the bighorn is
being displaced by man; man's impact on sheep habitat results in
stress on the bighorn, forcing it to adapt socially, if it can. Stress
appears to be the major limiting factor in the bighorn's struggle
for survival. The adaptations of the bighorn have been highly
successful, evolving basically outside the influence of man. This
ice age mammal has become very specialized. It is this
specialization and man that is testing its survival. Numbering less
than 25,000 bighorn in all of North America today, it will take a
better understanding and the willingness of man to alleviate
competition if our last remaining bighorn populations are to
su~ive.

The bighorn has distinguished itself as a wilderness animal
inhabiting some of the most rugged terrain found in North
America. It lives where few other mammals its size can survive,
thus reducing its contact with potential competitors. Today man
with his modern day progress and need to "get away from it all",
has pushed deeper and deeper into the bighorn's domain,
entering into direct competition with the bighorn for space. This
competition places the bighorn under stress, forcing it to adapt
socially.
The bighorn is a species which has declined through time. Their
past history indicates that they were a most successful ice age
mammal. They survived and spread to most major mountain
ranges in the northern hemisphere, thus implying that sheep are
successful dispersers and colonizers. Today, however, sheep
have shown an inability to disperse and colonize as they did so
successfully in the past.
Sheep appear to have been numerous in Asia and North America
up to the last century, and to have occupied a much greater range
than that which exists today. Their numbers have dwindled from
approximately 2,000,000 to about 25,000. Buechner (1960) in his
work, The Bighorn i n the United States its Past, Present, and
Future, documents that sheep and their habitat have been
drastically reduced. Today bighorn are found only in some of the
most rough and remote areas left in North America. He suggests
three major causes of our bighorn decline:
1. Competition from livestock.
2. Diseases introduced by domestic sheep.
3. Indiscriminate hunting.
In the United States steps were taken to either protect sheep or
control hunting of them wheresheep were still common. Despite
this protection, sheep have not spread to form'er ranges and their
numbers continue to dwindle.
With this in mind we need to ask ourself what is it that has altered
the evolution of the bighorn from that of a successful colonizer
and disperser to what it is today. We know sheep are obviously
capable of migrating great distances, yet there appears to be
something which holds them back. Geist (1968) states two main
reasons for this: the opening of the west which brought a human
invasion into their living space; and second the very nature of
their way of life.
Sheep are highly social animals which use the same range year
after year. Home ranges are inherited by young sheep from their
parents through learning behavior. Unlike many species, bighorn
do not appear to explore for new territory but rather seem content
to live as their ancestors have in the past (Geist, 1971). In a sense if
a problem evolves the bighorn cannot leave it but must learn to
cope with it or else.
If something happens to drive the sheep from a portion of their
home range (harassment by man in particular), or if themigratory
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routes are destroyed, the area will be "forgotten" for usually no
surviving adult will return to an area with which it is not familiar.
With loss of habitat in one area a congregation of sheep results in
an adjacent area. The problem now is whether or not this new area
can support the added population. Thus over-population brings
about stress which in many species of ungulates and other
mammals would cause dispersion. But again we know sheep
generally will not disperse but rather appear to be locked into
their environment, so when a problem evolves social stresses are
built up.
How does stress work in limiting bighorn numbers? To begin,
social stress is brought about by too many contacts and conflicts
with other members of a population. This in turn causes excessive
stimulation of the endocrine system, in particular the adrenal
glands. In order to produce sufficient hormones to regulate the
body chemistry the adrenal cortex enlarges under stress
conditions. A point is reached, however, beyond which further
increased production is impossible. When this occurs, an
additional social stress such as that brought on by the onset of the
rutting season can cause a sudden complete breakdown in the
endocrine mechanism with death resulting.
Mammals appear to avoid the hazard of destroying their
environment and thus prevent their own extinction. It appears
that density-dependent mechanisms have evolved to prevent
such an occurrence, thus many mammals seem to have a built in
behavioral-physiological self-regulating mechanism which
operates to control population growth. (Christian and Davis,
1974). Bighorn appear to be no exception.
Stress thus appears to be a major limiting factor in the bighorn's
struggle for survival. Loss of habitat, drought, overgrazing by
domestic livestock, competition from burros, and human
encroachment are all serious stressful situations facing the
bighorn today. All can produce excitability leading to excessive
stimulation of the endocrine system.
Now lets look at some effects of stress:
EFFECTS OF STRESS
Produces excessive stimulation of the Endocrine System.
A. Increases mortality.
1. Lowers resistance.
a. Disease.
b. Parasitism.
c. Infection.
d. Shock disease.
B. Inhibition of Reproduction Functions.
1. Sexual maturation delayed or inhibited.
2. Delayed spermatogenesis.
3. Estrous cycle prolonged.
4. Ovulation and implantation reduced.
5. Intrauterine mortality of fetus increases.
(Possible resorption of embryos)
6, Inadequate lactation.
C. Behavioral disturbances.
1. Perverted behavior passed on to young.
2. Development of brain impaired.
Thus we see sheep have evolved habits of range retention and
group association which in the past were highly desirable for the
survival of the species. Over the years behavioral patterns evolved
which reduced competition and stress. As a result sheep have
become very specialized. Today however man is the major
instigator of these stressful situations. Man has continually taken
away the bighorn's habitat by introducing such artifacts as
highways, ski lifts, and trails. He has relentlessly preyed upon the
bighorn in years past, and poaching still exists today. He has
introduced the burro into the bighorn domain and in sodoing has
further limited the amount of available food and water, thus
causing overcrowding and a reduction of resources in analready
harsh environment.
In consideration of thesestressful situations affecting the bighorn
one should be concerned with the outright obstruction of normal
movement of the population, deflection away from important
resources or denial of access to part of their normal range. Of
equal concern is delay. Delay and disturbance can have an
important effect upon the energy budget of the bighorn. Herding
for example, apparently causes disruption of feeding, resting and

rumination. It may increase the intake of poisonous plants and
reduce grazing selectivity, (Kiley, 1974). Furthermore, Cowan
(1974) states that even mild harassment in domestic sheep
increases fighting, hypersexual mounting and wounding, and
depresses milk production. Vincent (1971) and others have
shown that stress imposed on wild adult females during late
pregnancy led to serious losses of adult and newborn animals.
Hansen (1971) states that overcrowding situations cause bighorn
to be more susceptible to new diseases (disease is usually a result
of high population numbers rather than the primary cause of
death - thus it is stress related).
Bighorn have developed a very complicated social behavior
which appears to provide the necessary testing and response
mechanism for self-regulation of population density and
dispersion of these animals (Banko, 1963). Under undisturbed
environmental conditions bighorn herds can be expected to stay
relatively stable. However, if a segment of the habitat is removed,
sheep will crowd together thus affecting their social patterns.
They will then experience losses through natural mortality,
because the high population density will trigger their selfregulatory mechanism. These losses could be accelerated and
prolonged beyond the normal rate by rapid increases in numbers
when entire herds are dislodged from their normal range through
the loss of water or forage resource. Or a herd could be kept in a
continual state of stress by the cutting of roadsand trailsthrough
their home range and man's continual use of them (DeForge,
1972). Thus we see that the introduction of a wide variety of
surprises induces avoidance reactions and excitability leading to
a greater energy demand and inefficient use of habitat.
Formerly bighorn were able to move about to secure their entire
food and water requirements, but today with fences, roads,
livestock, building developments and people, their range is
limited (Oldemeyer, 1970; Wilson, 1968; DeForge, 1972).All these
circumstances thus concentrate bighorn and produce in them
conditions similar to an overpopulated situation.
If the circumstances described above are valid and the loss of
bighorn is truly due to stress conditions similar to an
overpopulated situation, then the bighorn's decline over the last
150 years can be more intelligently understood. Man is the
greatest predator on earth. He has brought about extinction of
many life forms and is now seriously threatening the survival of
the bighorn. In conclusion, we can see that if the bighorn is to
survive the encroachment of man, itwill take a concerted effort by
bighorn managers to help the public understand the problems
and to reduce stressful situations throughout remaining bighorn
areas. Most mammals require food, water, cover and space in
order to survive. The bighorn's requirements, however, extend
beyond this. They need solitude.
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STUDIES OF BIGHORN
IN JOSHUA TREE
NATIONAL MONUMENT
Charles L. Douglas
Cooperative National Park Resources Studies Unit
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Nevada 89154
Abstract. The bighorn population of Joshua Tree National
Monument is stressed by having fewer water sources than it
formerly had, and by humanencroachment on the habitat. Earlier
research efforts and surveys concentrated on defining bighorn
habitat, water sources, and numbers of sheep in the Monument.
Present research utilizes time-lapse cameras for censusing.
Results from the 1974 and 1975 camera censuses arediscussed. A
telemetry program will be conducted in the 1976-77 to determine
movements.

The season most affected has been from January through March
(Fig. 2). It should be noted that precipitation during thesemonths
is vital for filling tanks and charging springs (and guzzlers) for
summer use by wildlife.

The bighorn research and management programs at JoshuaTree
National Monument could be considered as a salvage operation.
The bighorn habitat has been divided by roads andencroached
upon by campgrounds, hiking trails and parking lots. Park
visitation in the past ten years has increased from 350,000 to
550,000 or more, per year. The human population in communities
adjacent to the Monument has increased markedly through time.

JANUARY MARCH

In 1950, powerful mining interests succeeded in convincing
Congress that the Monument's boundary should be revised and
that parts of the Monument should be removed from Park Service
control in order that mining could be conducted. These 289,500
acres were removed from the Monument; they also were, and are,
important parts of the bighorn habitat. To add insult to injury, the
climatic regime began to change toward increased aridity. Longterm weather records indicate that the Monument has been
experiencing a drought over the past 10-20 years (Fig. 1).
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Figure 2. Seasonal precipitation in Joshua Tree National
Monument, California, by ten-year periods, from 1936 through
1975.

Figure I . Average annual preclpltatlon in Joshua Tree National
Monument, California, by five-year periods, from 1936 through
1975.
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In the mid-l950's, somespringswithin the Monument had already
gone dry, and many others were beginning to produce less water.
Figure3 shows historic water sources in Joshua Tree National
Monument, whereas Fig. 4 shows the few remaining sources that
provided water for wildlife in 1974 and 1975. The severity of this
problem is exemplified by the history of Stubbespring which has
long been a major water source for bighorn. In 1948 the spring
produced 222 gallons per day, by 1964theflow was reduced to96
gallons; in 1967 the flow was only 15gallons perday. In 1968 the
spring was flowing intermittently and was virtually useless to
bighorn. A five-year spring rehabilitation program led to the
construction of a collecting system and guzzler at Stubbe Spring
In 1968. Two additional guzzlers and collection aprons were
installed in 1970, and an adit was constructed in the Coxcomb
Mountains in 1971. A walk-in drinkeralsowas constructed in Lost
Palms Canyon in that year.
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A large number of wildlife biologists have been involved in
surveys of bighorn, in evaluating bighorn habitat, and In spring
developments in the Monument. One of the early surveys of
bighorn habitat was conducted by Lowell Sumner in 1957.
Bighorn distribution and abundance were studied by Welles and
Welles from 1963 through 1965. These studies also provided the
Monument staff with data on spring locations and rate of flow.
One of the important results of the Welles' study was the
development of a Water Source Book fortheMonument, inwhich
each spring or tank is located precisely on a topographic map,
and is described in detail. Photographsof thespring and periodic
inspection reports are recorded on a separate page. This Water
Source Book is an invaluable tool for managers. Personnel
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turnover is high in National Park Service areas, therefore
permanent records becomeextremely important. Because of the
rugged terrain in the Monument, some water sources are
exceedingly difficult to find, even with good locality information.
A Monument-wide evaluation of springs was conducted in 1967
by Robert Cowell, a retired employee of the California
Department of Fish and Game, and by members of the National
Park Service. In 1974 and 1975, a second Monument-widespring
evaluation was conducted by Don Cornell, Resource
Management Specialist, and other members of the Monument's
staff.

Waterhole censuses of bighorn by Welles and Welles indicated a
population of between 100 and 200 sheep within the Monument.
The Welles saw approximately 70 sheep, 14 deer and 2000 quail
utilizing Stubbe Spring in 1965. At the time of their census in late
June of 1965, the spring flow was 72 gallons per day. Studies by
Ken Baker revealed that only about 10 sheep utilized Stubbe
Spring in the summer of 1968, the year the guzzler was installed.
The water consumption by sheep and other wildlife at that time
was about 16.5 gallons per day.

Habitat evaluation for bighorn wascompleted by William Dengler
in 1959, utilizing the classification system of Hansen. In 1974, we
reexamined bighorn habitat throughout the Monument from the
ground and by helicopter surveys. The helicopter also permitted
examination of water sources in remote oartsof the Monument. A
contracted study of vegetational communities was begun in 1974,
and will becompleted thisSorina.The helicooteralso was used to
provide the botanist access towremote p a r k of the Monument
.
products of this
such as the Coxcomb and Eagle ~ o u n t a i n sThe
study will be a detailed vegetational map for the Monument. olus
quantitative data on the composition of each vegetational
community. Park records were used to plotthe distribution of all
bighorn sightings within the Monument (Fig. 5). These records
coincide well with the habitat evaluation map prepared by
Dengler.

Waterhole counts of sheep at Stubbe Spring from 1960 through
1964 indicated a low lamb count of 19:100 ewes (Welles & Welles,
1965). Welles' census at Stubbe Spring in 1964 revealed ratios
(recalculated) of 12 lambs per 100 female sand 3 yearlings per 100
adults. Considerable concern was generated over the seemingly
low numbers of lambs and yearlings. Counts at Stubbe Spring in
the late 1960's and in 1972 also produced low numbers of lambs.
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Figure 6. Age grouping of bighorn sheep recorded by camera
census in 1974 and 1975 at Joshua Tree National Monument,
California. The data were derived from eight springs in 1974, and
ten springs in 1975.
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Figure 5. Areas of Joshua Tree National Monument, California, In
which bighorn sheep have been observed. Bighorn obsewations
from 1950 through 1975 are coded by numbers of observations
per area.
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In 1974, we began to utilize time-lapse cameras for censusing
sheep at waterholes, as I reported upon last year (Douglas, 1975).
The 1974 effort was made shortly after the cameras arrived, and
prior to the completion of our evaluation of water sources.
Consequently, we considered that summer's census to be an
experimental effort. Figure 6 shows the age groupings of sheep
recorded at eight springs or tanks in 1974. Although the data do
not represent a good statistical sample, and are inadequate for
projection, the relatively large numbers of young individuals and
the breadth of age groupings gave us cause for optimism. In late
June of 1975, we were ready for a census of all water sources in
the Monument. We had resolved some minor problems with the
equipment, and the evaluation of water sources was complete.
Despite our enthusiasm for the 1975 census, the weather failed to
cooperate, and the entire summer was unusually mild. As a
consequence, we recorded even fewersheep at ten watersources
than we had recorded at eight sources the previoussummer. This
was indeed a disappointment. Nevertheless, the young
individuals were again well represented (Fig. 6).
Several important facts have emerged from our studies to date.
Welles (1965) reported 49 Palms Canyon to be a stronghold for
bighorn in the early 1960's. A paved road and parking lot were
developed in the late 1950's which led to increasing visitor usage
of the 49 Palms Oasis. Welles and Welles decried the
environmental degradation that had occurred by 1964 along the
trail and in the Oasis. They reported that sheep no longer came
into the Oasis to water, but they counted 36 sheep watering at a

large pool in a drainage above the Oasis. We placed a camera at
this pool in 1974 and recorded no sheep use, although somevery
old droppings were present. That summer, Superintendent
Homer Rouse closed the road about 1-1/2 miles from the Oasis
parking lot in order to decrease usage of the Oasis during the
critical summer months. Thesame management action was taken
in 1975, and the road remained closed from late May through late
August. It is significant that a band of bighorn, including several
lambs and yearlings were recorded at the pool above the Oasis in
1975. 1 feel strongly that closure of the road was instrumental in
decreasing human usage of theoasisand in allowing thesheep to
return to the water source they have historically visited.
Another point that has appeared during past and present
research concerns sheep use of Stubbe Spring. Lowell Sumner
noted, in 1957, that trails radiate in all directions from Stubbe
Spring and that sheep appear to come from unusually long
distances to this water source. Our aerial surveys confirm
Sumner's observations, and this factor may indicatewhy the lamb
count at Stubbe has been low for many years. It is interesting to
note that we have recorded no deer usage atstubbespring forthe
past two years, although the Welles reported 14 deer using the
spring in 1965.
The third point to emerge is that film in the time-lapse cameras
does not record clear images of animals at Stubbe Spring in the
early morning and late evening at minimal light intensities. I
suspect that we may be losing significant data, especially in the
early morning end of therecord. Resolution of this problem might
help explain why we are recording so few ewes and yearlings at
other locations. In order to compensate for this problem at
Stubbe Spring, one is faced with the choice of selecting a smaller
F-stop, which would allow better exposures at lower light
intensities, but would wash out the image at mid-day. Or, one
could use observer and camera data from the same water sources
on the same dates to calculate an adjustment factor for the film
records. Another possibility would be to install two cameras
having different F-stop settings.
Our plans for 1976 include a Monument-wide census at water
sources by means of time-lapse cameras. In addition, observers
will be utilized at Stubbe Spring. We also plan to use a nightviewing device at Stubbe Spring to detect any possible night
watering by bighorn and other wildlife.
The most ambitious undertaking this yearwill be a telemetry and
marking program. ln cooperation with the ~ a l i f o r n i a~ e ~ a r t m e n t
of Fish and Game, we plan to install radio telemetrvcollarson ten
individuals for the study of movements. Most of the sheep will be
trapped at Stubbe Spring by means of a trap supplied by the
Nevada Department of Fish and Game. Knowledge of the
movements of individuals utilizing Stubbe Spring is critical for
proper placement of another guzzler in the Little San Bernardino
Mountains. Knowledge of present movements is especially
important because other springs that formerly were utilized by
bighorn have been dry for so long thatthere may be no individuals
left in the population that remember having utilized them.
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PARASITISM OF
BIG HORN SHEEP IN
ANZA-BORREGO DESERT
STATE PARK, CALIFORNIA
Terry L. Russi and R. E. Monroe
Department of Zoology
San Diego State University
San Diego. California 92182
Abstract. Four peninsular bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis
cremnobates) from two study areas in the Anza-Borrego Desert
State Park, California, were examined for parasites. Data from
these examinations were supplemented by the examination of
627 fecal and stomach samples from the same areas. Only two
samples were positive for parasitic larvae. The parasites
recovered included one species of tick, Dermacentor variabilis,
three unidentified tapeworms, a nematode tentatively identified
as Skrjabinema sp., and the first stage larvae of a lungworm,
Muellerius capillaris. The records of D. variabilis and M. capillaris
are apparently the first from bighorn sheep.
During the last half of the nineteenth century the total population
of bighorn sheep, Ovis canadensis, declined drastically due, in
part, to combinations of factors such as the introduction of
livestock, restriction from winter range, and over hunting as
described by Buechner (1960). Also,surveys by Jones (1950) and
Packard (1964) indicate that entire populations of bighorn were
destroyed by scab mites, Psoroptes equi var. ovis, possibly
introduced by domestic sheep. Now concentrated in
mountainous areas, bighorn still contend with the pressure of
decreasing availability of habitat and problems from parasitism.
The prevalence of parasites among bighorn sheep has been well
documented by Allen (1955,1962,1971), Allen and Erling (1964),
Buechner (1960), Blood (1963),Forrester and Senger (1964) and
Becklund and Senger (1967). Little information, however, is
available concerning numbers and diversity of parasites present
in the three races of bighorn sheep in California.These racesare:
the California bighorn sheep, 0. c. californiana Douglas, located
in the Sierra Nevada Mountains; the Nelson bighorn sheep, 0. c.
nelsoni Merriam, found in the Colorado desert, Death Valley,
Joshua Tree National Monument, Mojave desert and Owens
Valley regions; and the peninsular bighorn sheep, 0. c.
cremnobates Elliot, having a large population centered in the
Anza-Borrego Desert State Park (Buechner, 1960, and Barrett,
1965).
In brief studies by Clark (1970) and Dunaway (1970) only the
infective larval stage of the thread-necked trichostrongyle,
Nematodirus filicollis (Rud., 1802), was found in the California
and Nelson bighorn. McCullough and Schneegas (1966) found a
lungworm, Protostrongylus sp., in bighorn from the same regions
studied by Clark and Dunaway. Although lungworms are known
to cause high mortality among bighorn in other states (Buechner,
1960) only asingle mortality caused by lungworm is recorded for
California (Brunetti, '1960). The only other known record for
lungworm in bighorn frcm California comes from Allen (1971)
when 3 of 13 fecal samples collected in the Santa Rosa and Old
Woman Mountains were positive for this parasite.
The peninsular bighorn located within the c o n f i n s of the AnzaBorrego Desert State Park has an estimated population of 392
animals (Jorgensen andTurner, 1973) and isoneof the remaining
large groups of free rangirlg bighorn whose parasitic fauna is
almost totally unknown. Only two cases of parasitism are
recorded. Turner (1973) recovered the fringed tapeworm,
Thysanosorna actjnioides Diesing, and a tick, Derrnacentor
hunteri Bishopp, during post-mortem examination on two
bighorn from Riverside County. D. hunteri was also collected by
Jenner (1968) from an animal in the Anza-Borrego area. An
investigation into the parasites of the peninsular bighorn will not
only help determine possible historical relationships with other
races of mountain sheep, but also may provide needed
DESERT BIGHORN COUNCIL 1976 TRANSACTIONS

information to state park personnel in formulating an effective
management program.
This reportconcerns parasitesfound in peninsular bighorn sheep
inhabiting Anza-Borrego Desert State Park.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Peninsular bighorn sheep, Ovis canadensis cremnobates Elliott,
were studied in the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park, San Diego
County, California between 2 February 1974 and 30 March 1976.
Distribution of the peninsular bighorn apparently is determined
by vegetation type and density in the higher elevations (4,000 feet
or above) and by available water in the lower elevations; thus,
bighorn inhabit only a small part of the park area. Between May
and September bighorn are concentrated within one to two miles
of the few water sources that remain, and are widely dispersed
and difficult to find from October through April.
Two areas were used to investigate the parasitic fauna of the
peninsular bighorn. There was a separation of ca. 21 miles
between the study areas, hereafter known as the northern area
and the southern area. Geist (1971) has reported that bighorn are
reluctant to move across open country away from their normal
habitat. Therefore, the probability for collecting data on any one
animal in both areas was very slight.
In the northern area (Figure I ) , bighorn were found in significant
numbers in the San Ysidro Mountains and the low elevation hills
of theSanta Rosa Mountains rising to the North of CollinsValley.
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Figure 1. Study area for the northern group of peninsular bighorn
sheep in Anza-Borrego Desert State Park, San Diego County,
California.

Few bighorn were observed in the Pinyon Mountains and the
Pinyon Ridge area. The animals studied in the southern area
(Figure 2) were found mainly in the In-KO-Pah Mountains. Few
bighorn were observed in the Jacumba Mountains.

water, sedimentations and decantations were made to reducethe
amount of fine plant debris and to allow for easier examination of
all the washings of stomach material. The same technique was
used on thesmall and large intestine.The intestinal tract was then
everted and examined for cestodes and nematodes.
Fecal samples that could be collected within 15 minutes after
being dropped were placed in a 2.5% potassium dichromate
solution and examined microscopically for coccidia.
In searching for helminth eggs in feces and stomach contents a
zing-sulfate centrifugal floatation method (Faust, 1939) was
performed.
RESULTS
Necropsy findings for four animals found dead and in a relatively
undecayed state were presented in Table 1. The American dog
tick, Derrnacentor variabilis (Say), was the only ectoparasite
recovered during the study. The highest numberof ticks found on
any of the threeanimals with theseectoparasiteswas 83 on a ewe.
A ram had 73 while a lamb had seven. A roundworm, possibly
Skrjabinema sp., was recovered from a ewe and threetapeworms
from a lamb were the only endoparasites recovered.
Table 1. Results of necropsy findings on peninsular bighorn
sheep in Anza-Borrego Desert State Park, San Diego County,
California.
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Date of Death Age Sex
July 11, 1974 6 mo F

Location
Comments
Middle Willows Ectoparasites
recovered were
7 Dermacentor
variabilis from the
head and ears.
Three tapeworms
were found lying
in the stomach
contents of the
rumen.

July 18. 1974

6 mo M

Middle Willows No ecto- or
endoparasites
were recovered.

Dec. 3, 1975

4 yr

M

Salvador Cy.

Feb. 22, 1975

4 yr

F

__--------t

5

Slatule Mller

Figure 2. Study area for the southern group of peninsular bighorn
sheep in Anza-Borrego Desert State Park, San Dlego County,
California.
Fecal samples were collected.from frequently used areas suchas
waterholes, rock escarpments and mountain tops. Individual
samples were placed in paper bags and marked with the date of
collection, locality, and sex and age classification of the
particular animal if ~ossible.Due to the behavioral characteristics
of bighorn ( ~ e i s t ,1971) the establishment of permanent
collection sites was impossible, therefore, collections were not
always made in the same locality of a study area.
Dead bighorn, when found in a relatively undecayed state which
allowed a complete necropsy, were examined for ectoparasites
then returned within 5 hours to the laboratory where the carcass
was inspected for endoparasites. When animals were found in an
advanced state of decomposition the stomach content and fecal
material were collected, when possible, and placed in sealable
plastic bags to prevent further moisture loss.
Both study areas were examined for terrestrial gastropods with
special attention given to places frequently used by bighorn.
Bighorn feces were examined in the laboratory by a modification
of the Baermann technique for the isolation of helrninth larvae as
described by Blood (1963). Larvae were placed in a watch glass
under a dissecting microscopeand counted. Thesame technique
was used on the stomach content and fecal material collected
from badly decomposed animals.
Necropsy of animals involved examination of the lungs, liver, gall
bladder, bile ducts, rumen, reticulum, abomasum, omasum, small
intestine and large intestine. Lungs were incised along the routes
of the major bronchi and bronchioles and examined for larval and
adult lungworms. Nodulesand discolored areas located on and in
the lungs were excised and examined under a dissecting
microscope. The liver, gall bladder and bile ducts were examined
for cestodes. The stomach com~artmentswere separated and
then contents washed into containers. Repeated suspensions in
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73 D. variabilis
were recovered
from the ears.
No endoparasites
were noticed.
Blackwater Spr.83 D. variabilis
were recovered
from the head
and ears.
One roundworm.
Skrjabinema sp.,
was recovered
from the midportion of the
large intestine.

Table 2 summarizes the results of fecal examinations for parasite
larvae. In randomly collected samples40of 367from the northern
area and 17 of 170 from the southern area were positive for larvae.
One sample from each study area contained a single first stage
larva of the lungworm, Muellerius capillaris Cameron.
Table 2. Results of fecal sample examinations for parasite laNae
from peninsular bighorn sheep i n Anza-Borrego Desert State
Park, San Diego County, California.
No. of Samples
Park Location
Northern Area
Southern Area

Total
367
170

Positive for Parasites
40 (10.9%)*
17 (1 O.O%)*

'Included one sample positive for the first stage larvae of the
lungworm, Muellerius capillaris.

Results of the examinations for parasite larvae from feces
observed to be dropped by a specific animal are given in Table 3.
No larvae were found in 63 and 10 samples collected from the
northern and southern areas, respectively.
Table 3. Results of fecal sample examinations for parasite larvae
from specific peninsular bighorn sheep in Anza-Borrego Desert
State Park, San Diego County, California.
No. of Samples
Park Location
Northern Area
Southern Area

Total
63
10

Positive for Parasites
0
0

Results of stomach content samples examined for larvae from
decomposing animals are presented in Table 4. Larvae were
found in three of eight samples from the northern area and two of
nine samples from the southern area. The probable identification
of the larvae found in fecal and stomach content samples
presented in Table 2 and Table 4 will be explained under
Discussion.
Table 4. Results of stomach content samples examined for
parasite larvae from peninsular bighorn sheep in Anza-Borrego
Desert State Park, San Diego County, California.*
No. of Samples
Park Location
Northern Area
Southern Area

Total
8
9

Positive for Parasites
3 (37.6%)
2 (22.2%)

'Stomach contents were obtained from animals found in an
advanced state of decomposition which did not allow complete
examination of the carcass.
Table 5 summarizes the results of examinations of fecal and
stomach content samples for parasite eggs. In 71 samples
collected from the northern area, none was positive for parasite
eggs. Onesample from thesouthernarea was positive. Only afew
eggs were found and no identification was assigned.
Table 5. Results of examinations for parasite eggs in fecal and
stomach content samples from specific peninsular bighorn sheep
in Anza-Borrego Desert State Park, San Diego County, California.
No. of Samples
Park Location
Northern Area
Southern Area

Total
71
19

Positive for Parasites
0
1 (5.2%)

Examination of feces revealed no coccidial infections.
DISCUSSION
The number of peninsular bighorn sheep available for necropsy
was insufficient for drawing definitive conclusions about their
parasitic fauna. The data suggest that the bighorn in the AnzaBorrego Desert State Park have an ectoparasite (tick) population
which is more prevalent than the endoparasite fauna.
There is little published information pertaining to ticks found on
bighorn sheep. Becklund and Senger (1967) report four species,
Derrnacenter albipictus, D. andersoni, D. hunteri, and Otobius
rnegnini, from Rocky Mountain bighorn. D. albipictus and 0.
rnegnini also have been reported by Allen (1955) and Blood
(1963) from New Mexico desert bighorn (0. c. rnexicana) and
California bighorn, respectively. In Nelson bighorn of Nevada,
Allen (1962) found only D. hunteri present on all seven animals
during post-mortem examination, while Jenner (1969) recovered
D. hunteri, 0. megnini and lxodes sp. from a ewe in California.
Although ticks could be seen on the head and ears of several
bighorn observed during this study it is uncertain to what extent
ectoparasites and any accompanying problems which might
result from ectoparasitism occur in the total sheep population.
Rodents are commonly found in both study areas and probably
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serve as hosts for the immature stages of D. variabilis (Bishopp
and Trembley, 1945). D. variabilis has not previously been
reported from bighorn sheep although it is widely distributed in
California and parts of Oregon and Montana (Bishopp and
Trembley, 1945).
According to the work of Becklund and Senger (1967) the
tapeworms Moniezia sp., Thysanosoma actinioides, Wyominia
tetoni and the cysticerci of Taenia hydatigena are widely
distributed among the Rocky Mountain bighorn. Only the
cysticerci of T. hydatigena has been reported from the New
Mexico desert bighorn (Allen, 1955), while T. actinioides and W.
tetoni were recovered by Allen (1971) from deseit bighorn in
Arizona and Nevada.
Unfortunately, the tapeworms recovered from the lamb in this
study have not been identified due to the absence of internal
structure in the proglottids. As mentioned in the Introduction,
Turner recovered a single specimen of T. actinioides from a
peninsular bighorn; however, the specimens recovered in this
study do not have the characteristic fringed posterior proglottis
borders of T. actinioides.
Pinworms (Skrjabinema) are commonly recovered and normally
the most ubiquitous intestinal roundworm in bighorn sheep.
According to Allen (1962) they have been recovered from all
groups of desert bighorn. Becklund and Senger (1967) do not
report Skrjabinerna from 18 ramsexamined in Montanaalthough
it is included in their checklist from bighorn in other states. The
only species of pinworm recovered from bighorn is Skrjabinerna
ovis which is also found in domestic goats and sheep. The only
other species known from North America isskrjabinema parva as
reported by Schad (1959) from mule deer (Odocoileus
hemionus).
Skrjabinema has not been previously reported from the
peninsular bighorn and the finding of only one worm in thisstudy
makes positive identification difficult. Of the ten morphological
features that could be measured from the worm recovered, nine
fell within the ranges given by Schad (1959) for females of the
North American species of Skrjabinema. Thus a tentative
identification of Skrjabinema sp. has been assigned to the worm.
In view of the fact that Muellerius capillaris has never been
reported from bighorn sheep, it was surprising to find a
characteristic first stage larva in two fecal samples. Subsequent
sampling from the areas were both fecal samples were collected
have not revealed any more hair lunoworm larvae. Althouoh
extensive efforts were made, no terrestrial gastropods, which
might serve as intermediate hosts, were located durina thestudv.
It must be assumed that this lungworm, if still
in either
group, is at an extremely low incidence among the sheep, and
therefore, not important.
The larvae found in feces and stomach contents were difficult to
identify. Only a few of the larvae recovered werealive. This allows
for the separation of infective parasitic larvae from saprozoic
nematodes. Using the methods described by Shorb (1937) and
Wertejuk (1959) fordistinguishing between thesetwo formsitwas
found that all were free-living nematodes.
The female lamb reported in Table 1 was also examined by Dr.
Lynn A. Griner of the San Diego Zoo. According to Dr. Griner
there was a severe broncho-pneumonia involving the apical,
intermediate and cardiac lobes of the lungs with adhesions
between lobes of the lung and between the visceral and parietal
pleura. Lungs of the male lamb and adult ewe gave evidence of
red hepatization with sections of the lung exhibiting what
appeared to be a generalized broncho-pneumonia. Lungs from
the adult ram were not available for examination.
The apparent high mortality of lambs observed in latespring and
summer during this study cannot be linked to any form of
parasitism. Due to the pneumonic (non-verminous) condition
observed in three animals it is suggested that some other stress
associated factor(s) are responsible for the mortalities. Future
studies should be concerned with a critical analvsis of
relationships between respiratory disease, mortality and stress
associated with the increased densitv of animals at summer
waterholes, decline of adequate forage owing to grazing
pressure, quality of water and forage, plus the incursions of man
at some watering areas vital to bighorn during the spring and
summer.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE
FOOD HABITS OF
DESERT BIGHORN LAMBS
K. W. Brown, R. M. Lee' and R. P. McQuivey'
US. Environmental Protection Agency
Las Vegas, Nevada 89114

'State of Nevada
Department of Fish and Game
Las Vegas, Nevada 89158
Abstract. The botanical composition of the diet of four desert
bighorn lambs (Ovis canadensis nelsoni) collected in southern
Nevada during 1975 was determined by analyzing the rumen
ingesta. This examination indicated that young lambs will readily
graze on local flora. Grasses and forbs, which exceeded 73% of
the diet, were the primary vegetation utilized. Six different genera
of grasses were identified; squirrel tail (Sitanion hystrix)
comprised 15% of the total diet. Major forbs included wild
buckwheat (Eriogonum spp.) and hairy-pod pepper-grass
(Lepidiurn lasiocarpum).
The dominant shrubs species of consumed were great basin
buckwheat (Eriogonum microthecum), followed by blackbrush
(Coleogyne ramosissima), and four-winged salt bush (Atriplex
canescens).
The foods and habitats of the adult bighorn sheep, Ovis
canadensis nelsoni, which inhabits the southwestern parts of
California and Nevada (Manville, 1971), have been fairly well
documented. Perhaps the most complete description of habitat
types relative to food selected by desert bighorn sheep was
presented by Bradley (1964, 1965). He reported that the principai
food plants utilized by sheep on the U S . Desert National Wildlife
Range were found primarily in the blackbrush, pinyon-juniper,
and riparian plant communities. Other excellent investigations
that have identified local habitat are those reported by Breyen
(1971), Yoakum (1964), Ferrier and Bradley (1970), and later
compiled and summarized by Hansen (1971).Studies concerned
exclusively with the identificaticn of vegetation found in rumens
of harvested sheep have been reported by Barrett (1964),Yoakum
(1964), Russo (1956), and Brown et al. (1971), with the most
complete document compiled by Browning (1971). The
information obtained from these and other studies has
contributed t o a greater understanding of this animal's behavior,
and to better management practices.
Most of the data on food habits were obtained from adult sheep
with the bulk coming from rams harvested during hunting. As a
result, adequate data identifying both trends and seasonal food
preferences of bighorn sheep are lacking. This lack of data is
strikingly apparent to investigators studying the habits and
behavior of ewes and especially lambs.
Our lack of knowledge concerning both ewes and lambs,
however, is not absolute. For example, Wilson (1968) reported
that males generally utilize more shrub species in their diet than
do females, with larger amount of forbs being selected by ewes.
He attributed this difference in vegetative selection to differences
in the habitat being occupied by both sexes during specific times
of the year. He also observed that young lambs, estimated to be
from 3 to 4 weeks of age, apparently were feeding on the same
vegetation that was being eaten by their mothers. This early
utilization of vegetation by lambs also has been observed and
reported by Russo (1956) and Welles and Welles (1961). Both
reports indicated that lambs as young as 7 days were seen
grazing. Welies and Welles (1961) observed, as did Wilson (1968),
that lambs 2 weeks old were eating everything that their mothers
did. They further reported that at 3 weeks of age the lambs were
browsing over a distance of 3 to 5 miles per day.
The earliest utilization of plants by lambs was observed by
Hansen and Deming (1971). They reported that even though
nursing is the primary source of nourishment for young lambs,
they do, on occasion, eat solid food almost immediately upon
getting to their feet for the first time.
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METHODS
During the spring of 1975, as per State permit number 392, four
lambs were collected by the Nevada State Department of Fish and
Game for the detailed analysis of the diseases and parasites in
desert bighorn sheep, (a Pittman Robertson Federal Aid Project
W-48-7). The rumen ingesta was collected from each of these
animals and submitted to the U S . Environmental Protection
Agency's Environmental Monitoring and Support Laboratory in
Las Vegas, Nevada, for botanical analysis. The data presented in
this report are from these four lambs.
The lambs, estimated to be from 2 to 8 weeks of age, were
collected during the month of April in the extreme southern part
of Nevada in the McCuilough and Highland mountains. The
habitat and flora of this region have been documented by Bostick
(1973), Breyen (1971), and Ferrier and Bradley (1970).
A total of four samples was collected, one from each rumen. The
botanical analysis of the ingesta, using methods developed by
Leach (1956), was accomplished by examining the total sample
with a binocular microscope. The ingesta was washed on a fine
mesh screen before examination. After the plant species were
identified, a visual estimateof the percentageof each specieswas
made and recorded. No effort was made to physically separate
the plant species during examination.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1 shows the botanical composition and frequency of
occurrence of forage utilized by four lambs collected in southern
Nevada during 1975. These data show the average percentage
utilization of grasses and forbs in the total diet to be nearly
identical: 37.0% and 36.7%, respectively. The major grass
consumed was sauirrel tail (Sitanion hvstrixj, which accounted
for 15.0% of thetoial diet; unidentified g;assescontributed 15.5%.
The forbs. which contributed morethan one-third of the total diet.
consisted' primarily of wild buckwheat (Eriogonum spp.) with
11.0%, hairy-pod pepper grass (Lepidium lasiocarpum) with
6.0%, and unidentified forbs contributing 15.3%. Browse was well
represented by six species. The major browse species was great
basin buckwheat (Eriogonum microthecum) which contributed
an average of 14.0%. Three of the four rumen samples contained
more than 12% of this species with a high of 29% occurring in the
rumen of lamb number 4. Other browse species included
blackbrush (Coleogyne ramosissima), four-winged salt bush
(Atriplex canescens), and Nevada joint-f ir (Ephedra nevadensis).
An interesting observation, but certainly not a surprising one in
view of the current literature, was that these young lambs had
been grazing on a wide variety of the surrounding vegetation.
Apparently they had been grazing for a considerable length of
time, because each rumen was full. All of these animals were still
nursing to some extent, as milk curds were found in each of the
rumens.
A trend or an indication of food type preference based on sex was
not possible with this small sample. For example, animals 1 and3
which were males, 2 and 4 which were females, consumed
approximately the same amount of forbs. The amount of shrub
species utilized was mixed; male No. 1 and female No. 2 had
consumed quite a bit less, 13.O0/oand 8.0%, respectively, than had
male No. 3 and female No. 4 with 26.0% and 58.0% respectively.
Grasses made up a major portion of the diet of lambs 1, 2, and 3;
whereas, the rumen of lamb 4 contained less than 10% grass.

Table 1. Botanical Composition by Percent of Forage Eaten by Bighorn Lambs Collected In Southern Nevada

- 1975.

ANIMAL
1
Male
(rumen)

2
Female
(rumen)

3
Male
(rumen)

4
Female
(rumen)

AVERAGE
(O/O)

FREQUENCY

Sitanion hystrix
Other (unidentified)
Brornus spp.
Poa spp.
Hilaria Jarnesii
Festuca spp.
Orhyzopsis hyrnenoides
Total Grass
Eriogonurn spp.
Other (unidentified)
Lepidiurn lasiocarpurn
Euphorbia spp.
Erodiurn cicutariurn
Sphaeralcea spp.
Total Forbs

13.0
21 .O
17.0
1 .O
5.0
0.0
57.0

Eriogonurn rnicrothecurn
Coleogyne rarnosissirna
Atriplex canescens
Ephedra newadensis
Cowania mexicana
Other (unidentified)
Total Browse

13.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
T
13.0

'T = Trace (less than 1.0%).
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SUMMER OBSERVATIONS ON
DESERT BIGHORN SHEEP IN
THE BILL WILLIAMS
MOUNTAINS, ARIZONA

The topography is characterized by numerous mesas, talus
slopes, and ridges interspaced with sandy washes and rugged
foothills. The diverse topography combined with a relatively
sparse distribution of vegetation attributes a very barren and
sterile aspect to the terrain. The mouths of the larger washes
widen where they meet the flood plain of the Bill Williams River,
and it is on these alluvial fans that the cultivated fields of Planet
Ranch are located. The elevation of the study area ranges from
147 m (480 ft.) at the river to 600 m (1,958 ft.) at the highest peak.

F. Howard Golden and Robert D. Ohmart
Arizona State University
Tempe, Arizona 85281

The only water sources available to bighorns during the early
summer were from ground seeps in the river bottom and from
agricultural irrigation at Middle and Lower Planet Ranch.
However, as summer progressed irrigation was terminated and
the river dried, leaving a 0.20 ha. (0.50 acres) stock pond at the
Lower Ranch as the only known water sources.

Abstract. Observations were made on summer movements, daily
activities, and early breeding season behavior of desert bighorn
sheep in the Bill Williams Mountains, Arizona. Bighorns were
seen principally on steep slopes of ridges, peaks and mesas, and
heavily dissected foothills, but were seen in washes or on open
flatland on afew occasions. Foraging activitiesand watering were
greatest in the early morning hours, declining or becoming
intermittent as the day progressed. Breeding activity began in
early July, exemplified by a fight between two rams and a few
successful copulations, Interspecific interactions were not
observed between bighorn sheep and cattle or sheep and burros,
although bighorns were seen in close proximity to both species.
Desert bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) were first studied in
depth in Arizona by Russo (1956) who examined the range and
distribution, and general food, water and habitat requirements.
Later, McMichael (1964) investigated the relationship between
desert bighorns and burros (Equus asinus) in the Black
Mountains of northwestern Arizona. More recently, Simmons
(1969) conducted a study to determine the social organization,
behavior, and environment of the desert bighorn sheep on the
Cabeza Prieta Game Range.
The objectives of this study were to examine summermovements,
dailv activities, and earlv breedina season behavior of desert
bighorns in the Bill ~ i l l i a m s~ounltains,Arizona. Observations
extended from 19 May 1975 through 15 August 1975.
The study area is located in Mohave County approximately 40 km,
(25 mi.) northeast of Parker, Arizona. The area is situated among
thesoutheastern part of the Bill Williams Mountains (T 11 N, R17
W) north of the Bill Williams River, where it intersects the Lower
and Middle Planet Ranch. The area encompasses approximately
24 km 2 (15 mL2)(Fig. 1).

The plant community is best described as a transition of the
Mohave and Sonoran Desert associations. Dominant plant
species in the foothills and upper reaches of the study area are
creosote-bush (Larrea divaricata), burro-bush (Ambrosia
dumosa), brittle-bush (Encelia farinosa), yellow palo verde
(Cercidium microphyllum), ocotillo (Fouquieria splendens),
saguaro (Cereus giganteus), beavertail prickly pear (Opuntia
basilaris), and desert holly (Atriplex hymenelytra).
Plant species most common in the washes and alluvial fans are
yellow palo verde, velvet mesquite (Prosopis juliflora), catclaw
i ~ c a c i greggii),
a
desert salt-bush (Atriplexpolycarpa),'creosotebush, smoke tree (Dalea s~inosa),and ironwood (Olneva tesota).
Bermuda grass (~ynoo'on dactylon) and wheat - ( ~ r i t i c u m
aestivum) were the primary cultivated plants in Planet Ranch
fields. A variety of cured annual forbs, predominated by Indian
wheat (Plantago insularis), were common on foothills and slopes
over the entire area.
Species typical of the Bill Williams River vegetation are Gooding
willow (Salix goodingii), Fremont cottonwood (Populus
fremontii), salt cedar (Tamarix chenensis), arrow-weed (Tessoria
sericea), and velvet mesquite.
Climatological data from the Parker weather station showed the
extreme high and low temperatures during the study to be47.2OC
(117OF) and 9.4OC (4g°F), respectively. Precipitation totaled only
trace amounts for the summer, and occurred during July and
August (NOAA, 1975; Laboratory of Climatology/A.S.U., 1975).
The authors wish to express their appreciation to the following:
The Arizona Game and Fish Department, for funding this study;
Planet Ranch,forallowing access to their lands; the Roybals, for
generously providing useof a trailerfor housing; RickSeegmiller,
for his valuable assistance during the field portion of this study
and throughout the preparation of the manuscript; Dr. Allen
Stokes, for his helpful editorial comments; and Dr. Susan
Woodward, for producing the illustrations.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
The study area was surveyed daily by motorcycle and on foot.
Vantage points providing good visual coverageof largeareasand
one ewe fitted with a radio-collar facilitated finding bighorn
sheep. Full day stands were made at the Lower Ranch stock tank
when sheep could not be found. Generally, observations were
made from dawn to about noon and from about 1600 hrs. to dusk
due to theextreme mid-day heat, scarcity of shade, and the lack of
sheep movement at these hours. When bighorns were located,
time of day, topographic location, herd size and composition,
breeding activities, and plant species foraged on were recorded
(Altmann, 1974). Age and sex were determined by criteria similar
to those developed by Hansen (1965).
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Figure 1. Desert Bighorn Sheep Study Area In the Bill Williams
Mountains, Arizona.
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The animals became alarmed and fled if approached too closely,
so observations were usually made from distances of 90-100 m
(98-109 yds). Specific individuals were difficult to identify
because of observation distance. When the sheep moved out of
sight, it was often impossible to follow them over the rugged
terrain. It was especially difficult when the animals had been
frightened since, as McMichael (1964) found, pursuit seemed to
motivate the sheep to move away faster.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Population. Desert bighorn sheep in the Bill Williams study area
were scarce, which appears to be typical of this species (Russo,
1956; Hansen, 1967). Population size was estimated from
observations atthe Lower Ranch stock tank. Until the firstweek of
June, there were 7 ewes, 2 yearling rams, 1 yearling ewe, and 3
lambs. On 6 or 7 June, the radio-collared ewe's lambdisappeared
and was assumed dead, although a carcass was not found. From
then on, only one other lamb was observed on the study area,
suggesting another case of lamb mortality or emigration of the
lamb and ewe to an adjacent area. During the first two weeks of
July, two YZ to % curl rams moved into thearea,and onAugust4th
a full % curl ram was first observed. A total of 16 individuals used
the study area in this period, but never more than 13 at one time.

The adult sex ratio at the end of the study, within the breeding
season, was 0.43 ram : 1.0 ewe. The yearling to ewe ratio,
throughout the summer, was 0.43 : 1.0, and the lamb to ewe ratio
varied from 0.43 : 1.O early in the study to 0.15 : 1 .O after mid-June.
The yearling to ewe ratio in the Bill Williams study area was
slightly higher, while both the adult sex and lamb to ewe ratios
were considerably below ratios reported in other studies
(Hansen, 1967; McMichael, 1964).

The maximum distance bighorns were observed moving in a
single day was 6.4 km (4 mi.) within 3%hours on 6 June. A herd of
seven, in this instance, had not been alarmed and werefollowed
from distances of up to 0.8 km (0.5 mi.) away with the aid of radio
telemetry. Similarly, on 1 July, a herd of 3 moved 2.8 km (1.75 mi.)
in one hour. For the majority of observations, however, sheep
were seldom seen moving continuously for more than 0.4 km
(0.25 mi.) at a time.
The pattern of movement demonstrated by the herds on 6 June
and 1 July was typical of that observed in this study. It was
exhibited most often by sheep in their north-south travels
between fields or water sources and the rugged mountainous
areas. Bighorns were never seen traveling east or west for any
length of time, probably because the drainage pattern of the
foothills, ridges, and washes run generally north and south, with
the highest topography at the north end of the study area. The
sheep were seen principal!^ on steep slopes of ridges, peaks and
mesas, and heavily dissected foothills, but were seen in washes or
on open flatland on a few occasions.
Locations recorded for the radio-collared ewe and other sheep
accompanying her (Figure 3), indicate that bighorns ranged fairly
evenly over the study area for the first half of the summer.

Movements. Most of the desert bighorn's diurnal activities were
foraging and resting. Foraging was done predominantly in the
early morning hours, declining or becoming intermittent as the
day progressed. Afterforaging, thesheep usually bedded down in
the shade for periods of up to four hours chewing their cud and
resting. Sheep also spent much time gazing aboutwhilestanding
in the shade or occasionally in the sun.

Bighorn sheep herd size was stable only during foraging or
resting periods, since herd interchange occurred occasionally
between morning and afternoon and frequently from day to day.
Sheep moved about singly or in small groupsof 2to9animals ( i =
4.37) and there was no strong preference shown for a particular
herd size (Figure 2).
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Figure 3. Locations of the Radio-CollaredEwe (and Other Sheep
Accompanying Her) Designated by Month.

After mid-June water availability became more limited,
consequently they tended to stay closer to the Bill Williams River
and Lower Ranch stock tank and for longer periods of time.
Similar findings were reported by Blong and Pollard (1968).
Nevertheless, sheep did travel to the northern end of the study
area later in the summer, as evidenced by fresh tracks and
droppings.
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Figure 2. Frequency of Sightings of Desert Blghorn Sheep:
Solitary individuals and Herds of Various Slzes. Mean = 4.37;
Standard Error of the Mean = 0.2482; Sample Size = 84.
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Interchange of bighorn sheep between adjacent mountain ranges
was indicated when three large rams appeared on thestudy area
in July and August. They were presumed to have come from the
Aubrey Hills to the west or from the Buckskin Mountains to the
south, since there are no known permanent sources of water
farther north in the Bill Williams Mountains (Rick Seegmiller,
pers. comm.). At this time of year, when the sheep must regularly
visit water, censusing at water sites should be optimum, so it is
doubtful these rams went unnoticed on the study area in early
summer. For the same reason, it is very probable that the lamb
mortality or possible ewe-lamb emigration were correct.

Food Habits. Desert bighorns eat a great variety of vegetation
which corresponds to a great diversity in plant species found in
most desert situations (Russo, 1956). Forage observations in the
Bill Williams Mountains indicated that the most utilized plant
species was bermuda grass found in the cultivated fields.
However, since most observationsof sheep occurred atthefields,
especially as the summer progressed, there is some bias in the
heavy use of this species. Bermuda grass was raised by Planet
Ranch for cattle, although burros, deer and sheep spent a great
deal of time foraging in the fields. Bighorns ate bermuda grass
throughout the summer, but most heavily in July and August,
probably because the fields were close to water which was a
limited resource during this time. Trees, such as mesquite and
yellow palo verde, were also heavily browsed, and wereabundant
on the borders of the fields and lower alluvial fans.
Sheep frequently fed on forbs, principally Indian-wheat in cured
form, which covered the entire area in moderate abundance. The
primary shrub species taken were brittle-bush, catclaw and
creosote bush, all being widely distributed. When feeding on
shrubs, trees, and herbaceous growth, bighorns usually walked
slowly from plant to plant, bypassing some as if selecting for
particular parts, and pausing periodically to look around.
Ocotillo and barrel cactus (Ferocactus spp.) were both
occasionally eaten by bighorn. The sheep were seen stretching
up on their hind legs to reach the flowers of ocotillo, and
pounding their horns on thetopsof barrel cacti to getto the juices
and succulent meat.
Bighorns were never seen eating saguaro cactus in this study.
Some saguaros showed evidence of girdling from past feeding by
bighorns, and this has been documented by Russo (1956).
Watering. Bighorn sheep watered mainly at the Lower Planet
Ranch stock tank during most hours of the day (Figure 4).

However, a slight preference for morning watering was apparent
which coincided with greatest general activity. After 1100 hrs.,
shade is very limited and thetemperature remains quite high until
dusk. However, sheep appeared to be very capable of tolerating
such extremes, since they were seen on six occasions watering at
the Lower Ranch stock tank and feeding in the adjacent field at
mid-day when temperatures were as high as 43.g°C ( l l l ° F ) inthe
shade (NOAA, 1975). Sheep also were observed trotting and
running a few times under these conditions.
The sheep normally descended theslopeeast of the Lower Ranch
field, and fed on the leguminous trees or bermuda grass for 30
minutes to 1 hour before watering. Initial movement to the pond
was usually synchronous, although one or two individuals
occasionally moved independently. Lambs sometimes stayed in
the protection and shade of the slope just to the east. The
bighorns spent from one to ten minutes milling about the pond,
and each animal took from 20 to 180 seconds to drink. The sheep
then did one of three things: (1) walked back to thefield, foraged,
and periodically watered individually; (2) bedded down forawhile
and fed or watered again; or (3) left the area, via thesteep slope to
the east, and headed north across the low choppy foothills. While
feeding or watering in level areas, ewes and their lambs always
stayed close together and all sheep were especially wary.
The radio-collared ewe was seen in close proximity to water a
maximum of three consecutive days and was seen actually
drinking watera maximum of two consecutivedays. In most cases
she was seen at or nearwater on only one day between breaks of
several days and seldom for more than a few hours. These data
indicate duration and not frequency of trips to water. They should
not be interpreted as a representation of the watering pattern of
all bighorns in the study area, since regular waterhole surveys
were not made.
Breeding Behavior. The start of the reproductive period in the Bill
Williams population was signaled by the arrival of the two lh to %
curl rams in July. This coincides with Russo's (1956) findings that
the desert races have the longest breeding season of any bighorn
subspecies, beginning as early as July and continuing, in some
cases, into October.
Yearling rams were seen attempting to mount ewes as early as
June and throughout the summer, but these attempts were shortlived and always unsuccessful. Theadult rams, in contrast, spent
long periods of time following and sniffing thevaginaof ewesand
repeatedly attempting to mount. A ram usually concentrated on
one ewe at a time, often chasing her back and forth overthesteep
terrain while the others watched. The ewe often stopped abruptly
and urinated. The ram then smelled her vagina and urine,
extended his neck and tilted his head with the upper lip curled
back and nostrils flared in the typical flehman posture (Geist,
1971), and then usually continued the chase. Many mountings
were attempted by both of the lh to % curl rams, but the three
successful copulations seen were by the % curl ram on 7 August.
The adult rams were never observed attempting to mount the
yearling ewe, only adult ewes.
As herd composition changed, there was often more than one of
the three adult rams in the company of ewes.Theonly instanceof
fighting occurred between thetwo youngeradult ramson 15 July,
and they were never seen challenging the larger, thick-horned %
curl ram. In the presence of two ewes, the rams squared off, rose
on their hind legs and cracked headstogetheronce. Eachof them
then sniffed the vagina of both ewes and began to feed.
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Interspecific Interactions. Domestic cattle in the cultivated fields
at the stock pond were occasionally seen in close association
with bighorn sheep. On threeoccasions out of thirty observations
of sheep at the stock pond, cattle were within 92 m (100 yds.) of
sheep. They fed once within 9 m (10 yds.) of each other with
seemingly no concern for the others presence. However, the
bighorn seemed to wait for thecattle tomoveaway from the pond
before coming down to water. Cattle ate thesame plant species in
and around the fields as sheep, and also waded and urinated in
the water of the stock pond. Sheep never waded in the water,
although they did defecate and urinate along the banks.
Bighorns were observed within sight of burros on only three
occasions and never with deer. Yet deer were seen in these fields
on other occasions. Early in the morning on 26 July, four burros
and six sheep were seen feeding on bermuda grass in the north

field at Lower Planet Ranch. The individuals were 23-28 m (25-30
yds.) apart and showed almost complete indifference toward
each other. There was no evidence found of burros
contaminating bighorn water sources, in fact neither burros nor
burro tracks or droppings wereseen at thesewatering sites. It was
apparent, however, that burros were consuming similar foods on
the lower mesaslopes and foothills. Much of the herbaceous layer
and shrubs on this type of topography showed signs of over
utilization where burros and bighorns regularly foraged. The
same plant species found at higher elevations, where only
bighorns were observed, appeared in a more thrifty condition.
Burro damage on palo verdes was observed and evidenced by the
removal and consumption of large sections of the branches and
bark of the trees.
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BLASES IN BIGHORN
RESEARCH RELATING TO
FOOD PREFERENCES AND
DETERMINING COMPETITION
BETWEEN BIGHORN AND
OTHER HERBIVORES
Lanny 0. Wilson
Bureau of Land Management
Boise, ldaho 83706
Abstract: Three techniques of data collection to determine food
preferences of desert bighorn are discussed. Theseare observing
feeding bighorn and recording utilization of plants selected,
stomach analysis of harvested bighorn, and microscopic analysis
of feces. Biases associated with these techniques are discussed
as are biases which can result when making comparative studies
between bighorn and other herbivores. Recommendations are
given to reduce bias i n data collection and in presentation of data.

Anyone undertaking bighorn sheep research should be aware
that there are inherent biases in the collection and interpretation
of data. It is apparent that some researchers are not aware of
these biases. Following are examples of research biases and
recommendations that could help reduce the degree of bias as
well as some suggested methods of analyzing data. The term bias
as used in this paper is defined as systematic errors introduced
into sampling or testing by selecting or encouraging one
outcome or answer over others (Woolf, 1975).
BIASES I N METHODS OF FOOD HABIT STUDIES
Three techniques can be used to determine food habits of desert
bighorn: observing bighorn while feeding, taking stomach
samples from harvested bighorn, and microscopic analysis of
feces. All three methods have value; all three methods have
drawbacks.
The major problem with feeding observations is that the data
obtained will always be biased toward browse. An observer can
almost always determine browse utilization because when
browsing, a bighorn's head is usually more than six inches above
the ground and the species of shrub or tree selected can be
readily identified. When a bighorn has its head closer to the
ground whilefeeding on grasses, forbsand lowgrowing shrubs, it
is often extremely difficult to recognize the plants being selected.
Also, the position of the feeding bighorn's body, other bighorn, or
vegetation can obscure the observer's vision. Therefore, the
observer can record only segments of feeding time when sheep
are feeding on grasses, forbs and low growing shrubs, as
compared to almost the total time spent when feeding on large
shrubs (over 6 inches high) and trees.
Stomach analyses only indicate what a bighorn has eaten in the
past few hours. Therefore, use of these data is limited and
projections of these data can result in erroneous conclusions.
Also, considerable information may never be revealed if theseare
the only data collected. For example, in a two year study of the
desert bighorn in the White Canyon area of southeastern Utah,
sheep were rarely observed utilizing seed stocks and dried
herbage of lndian ricegrass, Oryzopsis hymenoides. Following a
three day period of rain and wet snow, bighorn were observed
utilizing all portions of lndian ricegrass rather than selecting the
green succulent sprouts around the base of the plants. For the
next two days they sought out areas having dense stands of
Indian ricegrass (Wilson 1968). In searching for Indian ricegrass,
the bighorn traveled over a ten mile area in two days. The rut was
well under way, but it was the search for lndian ricegrass that
dictated their movements. Obviously, the palatability of the dried
herbage was changed; it was saturated by snow and rain. Had a
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bighorn been collected during this time, an erroneous conclusion
would have been reached that lndian ricegrass was a key forage
item during the fall. In reality, the probability of a bighorn being
collected for stomach analysis during this two day period was
remote. Therefore, the fact that dried herbage of Indian ricegrass
is an important forage item when saturated by snow and rain
might have gone undetermined for years.
I n the past few years, analysis of feces todetermine food habits of
herbivores has been greatly refined. Todd and Hansen (1973)
concluded, "Microscopic analysis of the feces of bighorn sheep
and possibly other wild herbivores is a valid, economical indexto
food habits." Again, researchers must be careful with data
interpretation and recognize biases that can result if this is the
only technique used. A small sample size could result in
erroneous conclusions such as the lndian ricegrass example
previously given. Also, one must be careful in trying to correlate
food preferences to plant availability or vegetative types unless he
has observed the sheep for a minimum of 24 hours. Dr. Verle
Bohman. Chairman, Animal Science Dept., University of Nevada,
Reno, states the average time between consumption of a plant
and passage as fecal material for most ruminant animals is 24
hours. Some materials may not show up in the feces for as much
as 3 days (personal communication). Bighorn can move great
distances during a 24 hour period and therefore the feces
collected will indicate plant availability and bighorn selectivity
from the plant community from which the sheep came, not
necessarily the plant community in which the feces is deposited.
This is particularly true for rams during the rut, as I know of one
ram that traveled more than 20 miles in a 12 hour period through
four distinct plant communities. Also, I have observed bighorn
ewes traveling up to 14 miles i n one day to and from a waterhole
(Wilson, 1968).
There are other drawbacks of fecal analysis. One is cost. Most
research studies have limited budgets and cannot afford a great
deal of funds for laboratory analysis of any kind. The cost per
fecal sample for a Rocky Mountain bighorn population in ldaho
averaged $100 per sample. Unless the observer collects
droppings from individual bighorn, sex and age data cannot be
determined. A researcher almost has to collect bighorn fecal
pellets immediately afterthey aredropped if hewantsto insure no
bias, especially if deer inhabit the area. Bighorn and deer pellets
are extremely difficult to differentiate and often impossible.
Another drawback is that vegetative samples must be collected
for comparative purposes.

BIASES IN COMBINING FOOD HABITS
OF SEX AND AGE CLASSES
With few exceptions, mature rams of desert bighorn segregate
from ewes, lambs and immature rams (rams 1 to 3 years of age)
except during the rut. In some populations, mature rams occupy
habitats during the segregation period that differ from those
utilized by ewes, lambs and immature rams. Therefore,
combining food habit studiesforall ageand sexclassescan result
in data biases, but more importantly could lead to omissions
which might besignificant. I determined food habit preferences in
southeastern Utah by observing bighorn while feeding. Thus the
data collected were biased to browse. Nevertheless, differences
in habitat usage are apparent from the data in Table 1. The
differences in food habits between ewes, immature rams, and
adult rams reflect plant availability and abundance which
correlates with plant distribution and habitat types used by the
two sex and age classes. Noticethat Indian ricegrass ranksfourth
i n total plant use for mature rams and seventh for ewes and
immature rams. lndian ricegrass is the second most common
grass species in the area occupied by rams during the
segregation period and the fourth most cbmmon grass found in
the ewe and immature ram habitat.
Combining food habit data for sex and age class can result in
subtle omissions of data that can be significant. Close study of
Table 1 reveals that for the period prior to and immediately
following weaning (July 7 to August IS),themajordietof lambsis
grass and forbs supplemented by some browse, blackbrush.
From the period of August 15 to September 15, lambs prefer
browse and forbs supplemented by some grass.

Table 1. Comparison of Plant Species Preferences b y Sex and Age Class of Desert Bighorn Sheep i n Southeastern Utah
(Wilson 1968)

'Rank of Preferred Plants

Plant Species

EwesCommon Name
-

Scientific Name

Mature
Rams

Hilaria jamesii
Coleogyne ramosissima
Fraxinus anomala
Oryzopsis hymenoides
Salsola kali
Bassia hyssopifolia
Elymus salina
Bromus tectorum
Hymenoxys richardsoni
Symphoricarpos longiflorus

1
2
3
4
5
6
6
12
13
7

immature
Rams

Lambs
717 to 8/15

Lambs
8:15 to 9/15

-

Galleta Grass
Blackbrush
Singleleaf Ash
Indian Ricegrass
Russian Thistle
Fivehook Bassia
Salina Wildrye
Cheatgrass
Pinque Actinea
Longleaf Snowberry

No
No
No
No

No
No

1
2
use
use
use
use
3
4
use
use

6
1
4
7
2
No use
7
No use
5
3

'All the plants utilized by bighorns are not shown.
Only the five most selected plants by sex and age class were used.

Combining data on food preference by sex and age class can
result in other data omissions, thus biases, particularly when
trying t o determine degree of competition between bighorn and
other ungulates or between age classes of bighorn. Table 2
depicts the gross vegetative preferences of mature rams, ewes
and immature rams and lambs (0 t o 6 monthsold) in southeastern
Utah. Close study of the table reveals:
1. Browse is an important component of the diet throughout
the year, not just during the spring and fall.
2. Forbs, which make up the least amount of forageavailable in
the area, are extremely important to all sex and age classes even
after they are cured in the fall and winter. I know this from
personal observation, but the percentage of forbs would be
significantly lower if they were not selected throughout the year.
3. Grass is the most important forage component for lambs up
t o 6 months of age even though there are periods when browse is
selected over grasses.
4. Considerable difference occurs when comparing the
combined percentages against a specific age or sex class.

Table 2. Utilization of Major Plant Groups by Sex and Age Class of
Desert Bighorn in the White Canyon Area of Southeastern Utah
(Wilson, 1968).

Sex and/or Age Class

% Utilization of Major Plant Groups

Forbs
Mature Rams
16.6
Ewes-Immature Rams
26.1
Lambs
13.6
All Sex and Age Classes
Combined
17

Grasses

Browse

39.3
35.7
34.6

44.1
38.1
51.8

38.6

44.4

BIASES IN COMPARING FOOD HABITS OF
BETWEEN AREAS
Extreme caution must be used in making comparisons of bighorn
forage preferences between areas. Also, some bighorn research
has ignored food habits as it is assumed enough is known from
such studies in other areas. In taking these approaches, inherent
biases and erroneous conclusions may be reached. For example,
blackbrush, Coleogyne rarnosissirna, was found t o be thesecond
most preferred plant of all plants selected in the White Canyon
area of southeastern Utah (see Table 1). In studies conducted on
the Desert National Wildlife Range where blackbrush is common,
it apparently IS not an important forage plant (Yoakum, 1966) and
was not mentioned in Barrett's (1964) study.
Plants of thesamegenus and species can be extremely variable in
their palatability, depending on locality. Palatability studies
utilizing chromotographic comparisons of sagebrush concluded:
The two majorchromotographic groups, I and II, also show
a pronounced difference in palatability. Almost without
exception, collections from individual shrubs or
populations that normally show signs of heavy grazing by
deer and livestock, especially on winter ranges, are
included in group I. Grazing preferences have been evident
for many plants collected from widely scattered areas
under heavy utilization at the time of collection. On the
other hand, all collections.from populations observed to be
relatively unpalatable are included in group II (Hanks,
1973, page 17).
Intensive research of desert bighorn must include food habit
studies via one or more of the three techniques previously
discussed. There can be considerable differences in food
selection between bighorn populations in adjacent areas.
BIASES IN ANALYZING COMPETITION BETWEEN OTHER
UNGULATES
Many reports present conclusions which can be misconstrued
because thewriter did not thoroughly analyze his data and qualify
his remarks. Too often researchers undertake extensive studies
of food habits as a means of determining the degree of
competition between grazing ungulates and forget the important
factor of space distribution (Wilson, 1969). The following two
examples should serve to make the point.
Drewek (1970) found considerable forage competition between
cattle and California bighorn in Owyhee County in southwestern
Idaho. In comparing space relationships he writes the following:
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Domestic cattle were frequently encountered. Once the
sheep had assured themselves that cattle were no threat to
them, they continued their activity, taking an occasional
moment to stare at the strange animals again. Bighorn
were seen within 30 yards of domestic cattle. (page 40)
This statement has been quoted repeatedly to show that cattle
and bighorn are compatible on the same range. The previous
remarks of forage competition is rarely mentioned. When asked
how many times bighorn were observed within 30 yards of cattle,
the reply was once. When asked how many times bighorn were
observed where no cattle were present, the answer was probably
over 100. Had the data been analyzed from this point of view,
would the above statement have been written differently and
qualified?
I n a presentation on burro-bighorn relationships, data were
presented to substantiate that there was not competition between
burros and bighorn. When asked afterthe presentation, if thearea
occupied by burros was historic bighorn range, the reply was yes.
The question was asked, if the burros were removed from their
present range, would bighorn reoccupy the area? Again the
answerwas yes. When asked if a statement to this effect was made
i n the conclusions of thestudy, the reply was no. Conclusions of
this nature are biased since they can lead the reader to an
erroneous conclusion.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A combination of two of the three techniques to gather food
preferences of desert bighorn is recommended. Observing
bighorn while feeding, supplemented with microscopic analysis
of feces would give reliable data and conversion factors relating
t o browse and other biases could be developed. Harvesting of
bighorn gives limited data and several bighorn of all sex and age
classes would have t o be collected at various periods if
comparable data are to be obtained.

Microscopic analysis of feces to determine dietary overlaps
between herbivores has been refined to the extent that reliable
data can be gathered between species. Hansen, Peden and Rice
(1973) state:
We believethat a microscopic analysis of fecescan be used
to estimate the approximate amount of diet overlap
between different herbivores as long as comparable
samples are obtained by a standard technique. Correction
factors are not required to account for either differences
between the digestibility of different plants or for
differences between species of herbivores in the extent to
which they digest any single plant. (p. 105)
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Therefore, studies to collect animals for food preference studies
need not be undertaken in thefuture.This isnottosay that during
hunting seasons, stomach samples from harvested bighorn or
bighorn found dead at any time should not be taken and analyzed.
Researchers have the obligation to thoroughly analyze their data
from all aspects. Oncedone, their findings must bewritten in such
a manner that they cannot be misinterpreted, and qualified t o the
extent that their conclusions cannot be misconstrued.There is no
excuse to sacrifice clarity for brevity when reporting research
findings.
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THE FUTURE OUTLOOK FOR
DESERT BIGHORN SHEEP
IN NEW MEXICO
William 0. Montoya
New Mexico Department of Game and Fish
Santa Fe. New Mexico 87503
Abstract. As the result of the encouraging growth of the captive
bighorn herd at Red Rock, New Mexico, a research and
management program has been initiated in the State to include
life history studies of the remnant population of bighorns in the
Hatchet Mountains. Studies of food habits will be undertaken on a
parallel basis to establish the variation, if any, in foods utilized
from the San Andres Range t o the Hatchet Mountain bighorn
range. A complete evaluation of potential release sites for
bighorns will be initiated and completed within the next two
years.

The future for bighorn i n New Mexicodepends upon thefollowing
problems being resolved before new captive herds are
established. The San Andres, for example, has an estimated
population of 350 desert bighorns. They inhabit 10 to 15% of what
appears to be total potential habitat. What are the forage
differences, and to what extent d o they vary in these occupied and
unoccupied areas? How can we create migratory and roaming
characteristics within the herd to provide expansion into
apparently unoccupied range?Secondly, what are thesimilarities
and differences between the inhabited area and other potential
release sites such as the west side of the Sacramentos, the
Guadalupe, or the Alamo Hueco Mountains? What is required by
these animals for resting areas and lambing areas? What is the
past and present livestock competition, etc? Thirdly, is there any
effect on the Big Hatchet Mountain herd by the border fence on
the New Mexico/Mexico line and has it, in reality, lmited the
migration of t h ~ sonce healthy herd?
The answers to these problems will be sought by a graduate
student working on the San Andres Wildlife Refuge. This study
was established, using federal funds with the State matching
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share being provided by Game Conservation International. The
study encompasses a life history investigation of the population
on the San Andres, and will be directed toward identifying forage
variations within that mountain range. In the future, a computer
will be utilized t o compare this information to data gathered on
the Alamo Mountains, the west side of the Sacramentos, the
Guadalupe range, and, the Big Hatchet Mountains in
southwestern New Mexico. Data derived from non-inhabited
areas on the San Andres range also will be compared with data
from inhabited areas. The present study has proceeded to the
point of gathering information on vegetative type, topography,
and habitat types occupied during summer and winter months. A
vast amount of data have been obtained on the requirements for
resting areas, lambing areas, and waterduring variousseasons of
the year. For example, the study has shown that the lambing
season appears to extend from December until about June in the
San Andres (Sandoval, A. J., 1976. Desert bighorn sheep
investigations, Federal Aid Report, Project W-122-R, Work Plan 1,
Job 1, State of New Mexico). In contrast, the lambing season in
the Big Hatchets, was found to run from late October to May
(Gordon, S. P., 1953. Age classification, sex ratio and
reproduction of bighorn sheep, Federal Aid Report No. W-68-R-1,
Job 7, State of New Mexico). It has been shown that lambing
success during the summer of 1975 was 70 lambs per hundred
however, the ratio decreased drastically, averaging 27 lambs per
hundred ewesforthe fall of 1975 (Sandoval, op. cit.). Although the
precise cause of this high lamb mortality is unknown, limited
evidence suggests that disease and breaking down of family
groups might be partially responsible. Lambs have been observed
wandering alone, m ~ l e sfrom the nearest known sheep, in
September and August, 1975. It is suggested that these
wanderings are the result of rut activities of the herd during this
time of the year. Information gathered on the inhabited rangeand
the potential release sites will be analyzed by computer in an
effort to pinpoint major differences between ranges and possible
reasons for nonsheep use.
Looking further into the future, the Bureau of Land Management
has funds available under the Sikes Act for implementation of
research on bighorns. This will include complete evaluations of
all potential releasesiteson ELM controlled land. Initially, this will
be a one-year study but can be extended to a second year if
necessary. This particular study will be subcontracted to New
Mexico State University through the Department of Game and
Fish. We presently are working with a similar proposal to include
research on uninhabited Forest lands.

THE LAVA BEDS
BIGHORN - SO.WHO
WORRIES?

when salt blocks were removed from Jasper National Park." Be
apprised that we removed our salt blocks immediately upon
reading this quote!
Because our sheep were lost during a very short period of time,
and no sign was found of either the lambs or the one ewe, it is
possible that a cougar or other predator caused their demise.
Perhaps in their weakened condition, these sheep fell easy prey.
Then again, perhaps their carcasses were there somewhere and
never found. No carrion-eating birds were ever spotted.

James A. Blaisdell
National Park Service
Klamath Falls, Oregon 97601
Abstract. The Lava Beds National Monument bighorn soap opera
goes on with a constantly changing cast of several animals.
Produced and directed by enthusiastic wildlifers of five different
agencies, we are often dumbfounded in explaining our up and
down ratings. In other words, reproduction was up, survival was
down the past two years. Disease appears to be our worst enemy
although there may have been a culprit in helping us thin the herd
last fall.
REPRODUCTION
In glancing at my progress report for April 1975, 1 note that we
predicted an increase of six lambs for last spring. We got that
many (loo%), but it was real guesswork for awhile; births were
spread from May 22 to June 1, with one late one on July 21. All
breeding was accomplished by two yearling rams. No lambs were
born in April of 1975; all lambs born in 1974 arrived in April.
LOSS
In April, 1975, after the loss of seven bighorn to blue tongue
disease the previous fall, our herd numbered 15, including three
male lambs and one female lamb. That month also sawthearrival
of six new lambs (as mentioned above) bringing the total back to
21. During the late summerof 1975, when wethoughtallwould go
well and blue tongue would not strike again, we began to notice
that some of the lambs hadswollen sore lips.They appeared to be
experiencing trouble keeping the biting insects away and some
could not nurse well although this would not be entirely
necessary at that late time. We considered taking one animal to
attempt a diagnosis, but, the symptoms indicated to our
veterinarians that it was Ecthema o r soremouth. Domestic lambs
that contract this disease usually do not die, but recover quite
quickly. We did treat the drinking water with antibiotic (sul-met)
to prevent infection from the disease. We lost fiveof oursix lambs
plus one adult ewe in a very short time, bringing us back to 15
animals once more. We have held all 15 through the winter.
Unlike blue tonguevirus which is transported by thevector gnat
Culicoides, soremouth virus is a contact disease which is carried
by domestic sheep and cattle, as well as wild deer. Deer enter and
leave the pen almost at will. An article from the Journal of Wildlife
Diseases (Vol. II, January 1975) stated, "All infected herds (in
British Columbia) had prolonged contact with areas where salt
was provided artificially (i.e., salt blocks, highways and
campgrounds). Fewer infected sheep were observed annually
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COMPOSITION
Because we were unable to locate the ewe that was lost last fall,
we have lost count in our age grouping. We do know, however,
that we did not lose last year's yearling female. This leaves eight
adult ewes to lamb during the next month or two. Composition at
this time is:
RAMS
Age
Number

EWES

TOTAL

1
2 3
2 3-11
1 3 2
1
8

15

From the above, it is evident that we should consider moving
several rams away; I think we should wait until the late summer,
early fall danger period before this is considered seriously.
ESCAPES
This is a new heading this year although someof you have heard
of our ram escape-aids before. Last spring the two adult rams
were observed outside the pen. A round up was begun with men,
airplanes, helicopters, and trucks. The animals were seen 10
miles east of the pen, six miles west of the pen, and several points
in between. One drive moved them to within one-quarter mile of
the fence when we lost them. At this pointwegaveitup,andafew
days later they were back inside! Later, one of the yearling rams
escaped. We left him alone and he soon returned to the flock. To
this day, we do not know how they escaped or returned. Last
summer, outriggers were placed o n all the rock jacks that hold up
the Forest Service side of the pen, and a stile built of rocks
weighing several tons was built o n theoutsideof the fenceto help
the escapees return. This year we will not chase them.
LAW ENFORCEMENT
The trial of the Lava Beds ram poachers of 1973 is over. The silent
witness program, the excellent work by the California
Department of Fish and Game, and the State Department of
Justice brought to trial Dennis Russell Gomes, 23, and Johnnie
Ray Kearney, 24, both of Lodi, California. At the trial, Kearney,
Gomes' brother-in-law, turned State's evidence and told the
whole story. Gomes was convicted of a felony and is on three
years felony probation, is allowed no hunting license nor gun for
three years, must serveeight days in jail, and pay theState$3,000.
This was more of a sentence than we expected and a welcome
one.
Another year has passed, we have had ourgood news and our bad
news. The interagency Committee will continue the project with
optimism, and hope to be able to report better luck next year.

METHODS

NEVADA BIGHORN SHEEP
FROM PNEUMONIA
Robert E. L. Taylor
University of Nevada, Reno
Veterinary Medical Center
Reno, Nevada 89502
Abstract. Four desert bighorn lambs (Ovis canadensis nelsoni)
were sacrificed in southern Nevada to determine the cause of
pneumonias affecting young animals in wild populations. One
lamb had a beginning respiratory infection and another had
extensive pneumonia. Pasteurella hemolytica was cultured from
the respiratory system of these two and one other lamb and is
believed to be the cause of the condition. No viruses, chlamydiae
or mycoplasmas were isolated despite specific attempts to
culture these organisms.
Diagnostic procedures were performed on Nevada desert
bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis nelsoni) that were submitted to
the author between 1972 and 1975. Observations and necropsies
conducted during this period on bighorns from two enclosures
and from wild populations in southern Nevada indicated that the
major disease broblem was pneumonia (Taylor 1973). The largest
sample of the population was obtained from successful biahorn
huniers who submitted certain organs, feces and blob for
analysis. Unfortunately, since these animals represent an older,
primarily healthy segment of the population, their usefullness
was limited. ~ i c r o s & o ~ examination
ic
of lung tissue frequently
indicated chronic interstitial pneumonia which had been initiated
years before by a disease agent no longer present. Culturing of
tissue was also non-productive because frequently several days
elapsed from the time the animal was killed to the time the tissue
arrived at the laboratory.However, some very useful information
was derived; the incidence of lungworm infection was very low
(17% of the 26 lungs examined by the Baerman Technique in
1975) and indicated a different pneumonia problem than that
identified in Rocky Mountain Bighorn (Ovis canadensis
canadensis).
Additional information was obtained by hand raising ten bighorn
lambs during 1974 and 1975. These animals obtained from the
Corn Creek Enclosure were received at less than two weeks of
age and maintained until approximately six months when they
were returned to enclosures. Isolation of bacteria, antibiotic
sensitivity testing, and specific antibiotic treatment allowed all
ten lambs to be raised successfullv and atthesametime provided
an indication of the cause of the pneumonia problem. However,
because of the artificial environment it was not known whethera
similar situation existed in wild lambs.
Helicopter surveys by personnel of the Nevada Fish and Game
Department indicated that approximately two-thirds of wild
bighorn lambs died before they were one year old. Death loss
seemed to be distributed throughout the spring and summer
months and did not occur at any one time. Losses weresimilar in
known lungworm areas and lungworm free areas indicating that
this was not the problem. Therefore, it was decided to sacrifice
bighorn Iambs in the wild in an attemptto identify thecauseof the
severe lamb mortalities. This paper reports a cooperativeeffort by
personnel from the Nevada Fish and Game Department, The
university of Nevada, Reno, Colorado State university and the
San DieaoZoo to identifvthecauseof thesewild lamb mortalities.
This study was funded ihrough the Nevada Department of Fish
and ~ a m with
e ~ittman-Robertsonfunds, ~ e d e r aAid
l in Wildlife
Restoration. and with contributions from the Booneand Crockett
Club and ~ a t i o n aRifle
l
Association.

Contribution of the Nevada Agricultural Experiment Station,
Journal Series No. 326.
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A helicopter was used to locate and shoot four lambs and
transport the carcasses to a field laboratoryset up on the back of a
pick-up truck. As much blood was obtained as possiblefrom each
lamb immediately afterthe lambwasfirst reached.Each lambwas
examined, weighed, necropsied and the following samples taken:
a. Blood - with anticoagulant for routine blood work and
serum for antibody determination. Fresh blood was placed in
OPG media for preservation of bluetongue virus for futureanimal
inoculation tests.
b. Portions of any tissue showing pathology were:
1. Cultured in the field by swabbing on blood agar plates for
bacteria.
2. Frozen in MEM balanced salt solution on dry ice for virus,
mycoplasma, and chlamydia culture later in the laboratory.
c. All organs for tissue sectioning were placed in Karnovsky's
fixative or 10% formalin-saline.
Samples taken to the laboratory were processed as follows:
a. All bacteria were identified by cultural and biochemical
characteristics. Confirmation of Pasteurella hemolytica was also
obtained from the National Animal Disease Laboratory, Ames,
Iowa.
b. Virus isolation was attempted using bighorn sheep primary
kidney and lung cultures, primary bovine kidney cultures and
inoculation of OPG blood into susceptible domestic sheep for
detection of bluetongue virus.
c. Attempts to culture mycoplasmas and chlamydiae were
made from frozen lung tissue.
d . S e r u m was tested for IBR (infectious bovine
rhinotracheitis), BVD (bovine virus diarrhea), PI3 (myxovirus,
parainfluenze - 3) antibodies by serum neutralization and for
bluetongue antibodies by complement fixation.
RESULTS
The appearance of the four lambs is described inTable 1. None of
the lambs exhibitedany clinical signsof illness with theexception
of lamb No. 3 which displayed coughing spasms that lasted
several minutes after it ran from the helicopter. Lamb No. 2which
had an extensive pneumonia that would eventually have been
fatal appeared clinically normal. This pneumonia exhibited a dull
gray meaty consolidation with a cobblestone appearance which
involved the entire right apical lobe and portions of the right
cardia, right diaphragmatic and left apical lobes.
Table 1. Description of four bighorn lambs collected in southern
Nevada for determination of diseases.

Lamb
No. Sex

Weight

Behavior

1
2

34Ibs.
37 Ibs.

Normal
Normal

F
M

External
Physical
Appearance

Normal
Ticks in
both ears
Pronounced Ticks in
bothears
coughing

Normal

Ticks in
both ears

Gross
Pathology
None
Bilateral
Pneumonia
Exudate in
trachea &
bronchi
(Bronchitis)
None

Collection and .preservation of tissue samples was ideal for the
isolation of microorganisms. Despite this all culturesfor viruses,
mycoplasmas, and chlamydiae were negative. A pathogenic
bacteria, Pasteurella hemolytica, was isolated from the
respiratory system of the first three lambs. It was cultured from

the trachea and nasal passages of lamb No. 1, normal and
pneumonic lung, bronchi and regional lymph nodes of lamb No. 2
and from the bronchial exudate of lamb No. 3. All pasteurella
isolates were serotype 3 and represent the most common type
isolated from sheep pneumonias.
Tissue sections of most organs of all lambs wereexamined and as
expected only the lung of lamb No. 2 exhibited pathology. A
typical bacterial bronchopneumonia was observed. No
antibodies to IBR, BVD, P13or bluetongueviruswerefound inany
of these lambs.
DISCUSSION
Pasteurella hemolytica has been identified as the cause of severe
mortalities of Rockv Mountain Binhorn Sheep (Post, 1958, 1961).
This organism has-also been recognized as'an inhabitant of the
upper respiratory tract of healthy domestic sheep which can
produce pneumonia when stress occurs (Marsh, 1965).
A similar situation undoubtedly occurs in desert bighorns. The
organism is maintained in the flock in asymptomatic carrier
animals and newborn lambs are exposed at birth or shortly
thereafter. The disease is precipitated by some form of stress on
the Iamb which allows the oraanism to replicate in the respiratory
system and may eventually result in a fatal pneumonia. ~ a m N
b O.
3 was probably in the initial stages of the disease with the
organism replicating in the bronchi and exudate being produced.
Lamb No. 2 was in the advanced stages with considerable
functional lung tissue already destroyed.
The author has cultured Pasteurella hemolytica from several
lambs with respiratory problems, which were obtained from the
enclosure on the Desert Game Range as well as one other lamb
found dead in the River Mountains. This lamb weighing 12
pounds had an extensive bronchopneumonia similar to that
described previously which was estimated to be of four to seven
days duration. Therefore, the infection probably developed
during the first week after the lamb was born.
Lambs which survive the first six months after birth appear to
develop resistance to this disease. This has been noted in wild
populations and with lambs raised in enclosures. Judging from
the large populations of Nevada bighorns (estimated at 4,500 to
5,000 animals) and the limited habitat, this disease probably
serves to regulate populations to the available feed and water
supply.
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STATUS OF ZION NATIONAL
PARK DESERT BIGHORN
RESTORATION PROJECT
Henry E. McCutchen
Zion National Park
Springdale, Utah 84767
Abstract. In 1973, 12 desert bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis
nelsoni) were released into an 80 acre holding-propagating
enclosure in Zion National Park, Utah, as part of a restoration
program for thesub-species. Thestatus of this project for the year
1975 is discussed. By the end of 1975, the population had
increased to 17animals,seven of which were lambs. Lambing by a
16 month old ewe was documented. There were two ram
mortalities during the year. Mortalities and injuries have been
primarily due to intraspecific competition. Management
problems and release plans are discussed.
In 1973,12 desert bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis nelsoni) were
transplanted from Lake Mead National Recreation Area and other
Nevada areas to an 80 acre holding-propagating enclosure in
Zion National Park, Utah. Bighorns had been extirpated from the
Park since the early 1950s. The purpose of the program was to
restore desert bighorn to the Park, and to other areas of historic
bighorn range in southwestern Utah. This restoration program is
a cooperative venture between the National Park Service, U S .
Department of Interior, the Utah State Division of Wildlife
Resources and the NevadaStateDepartment of Game and Fish. It
has been suDDorted bvthezion Natural Historv Association and a
number of b'ther organizations and individials. Details of the
history and status of the project from its inception through 1974
were discussed in a previous paper (McCutchen. 1975). The
purposeof the present paper is to discuss theevents of the project
in 1975.
Acknowledgment is given to Park Superintendent Robert C.
Heyder; John E. Phelps, Director of the Utah Division of Wildlife;
Floyd Coles; Glenn K. Griffith, Director of the Nevada State
Department of Game and Fish; the Zion Natural History
Association; James A. Blaisdell, and to others too numerous to
mention here, for their continuing support of the project.
DISCUSSION
By the end of 1974, there had been four births (3 rams, 1 ewe)
within the enclosure. However, there had also been .four
mortalities (2 lambs, 2 rams) which maintained the population at
12 animals.
Reproduction. In 1975 lambing began on March 14 and continued
until May 13. Seven lambs (3 male and 4 female) were born and
survived through the year. Oneewedid not produceaviable lamb.
This ewe was observed on May 13 with a small amount of
placental material hanging from her bloody posterior. She
apparently lost the lamb at that time.
The highlight of the year was the birth of a lamb by ewe Number
13. This ewe was born in December, 1974. During the 1975
lambing season, she was unexpectedly observed nursing a lamb
on April 30. At this time, she was a little over 16 months old.
Assuming that she had had gestation about 175 days, she would
have been between 10 and 11 months of age when she was bred.
This appears to be a minimum breeding age record for a ewe of
this subspecies and suggests a reproductive potential not
previously known.
Mortalities. In September, 1975, the surviving mature ram within
the enclosure (the seven-year old Hawthorne ram) looked thinner
and in worse physical condition than at previous times. The ram
had been quite secretive in his habits for several months; this was
the first indication that he was physically ill. Robert Sigfrid,
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D.V.M., came to the Park and inspected the animal. The ram was
alert and ran when closely approached. It was decided to leave
him alone and see if his condition might improve. On October 6,
he was observed in much worse condition and appeared to have a
swollen eye and sores on his forehead. On October 8, with the
assistance of Floyd Coles and Rudy Drobnick, the animal was
captured. By this time, he had an open, flyblown sore on his
forehead exposing his sinus, and his right eye was swollen with a
crust tissue over it. He was placed in a darkened shed, his sores
were treated and he was given antibiotics. The first day after the
treatment he showed a favorable response but the second day he
died. It was known that he had received a wound between his eyes
during the rut of 1974. Apparently, this old wound had become
infected and created the general infection that had led to his
death.
During the illness of the Hawthorne ram, the 1975 rut occurred.
The only rams left to conduct the breeding were the three
yearlings. During the first week of October, theseanimals began
to have intensive clashes. These clashes between the yearlings
were awkward and unrefined. On October 6, one of the yearlings
was observed with a broken left horn. He could not be captured
for treatment and was found dead several days later. Hisskull had
been broken at the base of the horn.
Population. At the beginning of 1975, there were 12 animals
within the enclosure. During the year, therewereseven births and
two mortalities. This resulted with a population at the end of the
year of 17 animals consisting of two yearling rams, eightewes and
seven lambs.
Behavioral Observations. In 1974, it was observed that the two
mature subordinant rams apparently were suffering from
intraspecific competition with the dominant ram. This
competition led to the death of one by injury and itwas suspected
in the death of the other (McCutchen, 1975. Desert Bighorn
Restoration at Zion National Park, Utah. Desert Bighorn Council
Trans. 19-27.)
The observations in 1975 indicated a similar pattern of
intraspecific competition. In thiscase, it appeared to include all of
the sexually mature bighorns within the enclosure. The increase
of the population in 1975 may have contributed to this problem.
The death of the dominant Hawthorne ram indicated that he too
had suffered from agonistic encounters with the subordinant
rams during the rut of 1974.
Harrassment of theewes by theyearling ramsoccurred in 1975. In
addition to the rapid maturation of ewe number 13, the three rams
of her cohort also exhibited rapid growth and maturation. They
had exceeded the mature ewes in dominance at about lambing
time. Numerous dominance clashes occurred between the ewes
and the yearlings priorto lambing. During the lambing period, the
yearlings became somewhat disassociated from the ewes. These
yearlings appeared to be restless and were observed to pace the
enclosure fence as if wanting to get out. On April 22, one yearling
was observed to run at a rapid speed and collide with the fence
head on. He was catapulted back and rolled over in a cloud of
dust. He got up, shook himself and joined his two companions. It
appeared that these young rams were trying to satisfy the needs
for additional space at this time.
Toward the latter part of lambing, the yearling rams began to
force their association upon the ewes. They vied with them for
evening bedding sites and began to approach the lactating ewes
with rudimentary sexual displays. The ewes tried to avoid this
activity but there was no place for them to retreat within the
enclosure. On May 7, two yearling rams were observed to
repeatedly chase and mount one particular ewe. Although she
would run from them and lean against boulders to avoid being
mounted, they would paw, butt her and force her to move. Her
lamb, which travelled with her, was ignored by the rams during
this activity. Again, it is believed that had more space been
available, this activity would not have been so pronounced. This
particular ewe limped for several days afterward and she has
remained in poor condition to this day. In addition, itwas during
this time period that the last ewe to iamb suffered her loss.
Because of the illness of the mature ram, the ewes were bred by
the yearling rams. This could adversely affect the 1976 lambing
season.
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It is difficult to explain entirely what is occurring in the Zion
enclosure. The intraspecific competition is apparently creating a
syndrome of stress, excessive energy expenditures and/or
physical injury which can lead to mortality.
It appears that most components of bighorn habitat such as food,
water, predator escape terrain and bedding site variety are
present within the enclosure. One component that is obviously
deficient is space. Considering this, it would appear that the
bighorns within the enclosure cannot avoid intraspecific conflict
through the mechanism of spatial separation. Because space is
deficient, the animals have an increased frequency of conflicts
which lead to increased chances for injury, excess energy
expenditures and stress. Other factors may also be contributing
to this phenomenon such as physiological maladjustment to the
enclosure area.
At any rate, the population within theenclosure is increasing, and
lamb survival is high. This suggests that limiting factors are not
yet being applied too strongly on recruitment.
Flash Flood. On July 29, 1975, a series of heavy thunderstorms
occurred in Zion Canyon. One of these, which occurred in late
afternoon, created one of the worst fl,ash floods known for the
area. The hanging valleys above the Canyon collected an
enormous amount of water. The water was funnelled from these
slick rock valleys to form gigantic water falls which cascaded
2000 feet down onto the talus slopes of the canyon below. In the
enclosure area, water, mud, boulders and uprooted trees swept
across the enclosure and flowed into the rampaging Virgin River.
Although the flood gates of the enclosure held, they were soon
rendered useless by the mud and debris. About 200 yards of the
enclosure fence were obliterated in five separate places. As soon
as the storm was over, the gaps in the fence were manned to
prevent the bighorns from escaping. The fence was temporarily
repaired by nightfall. All of the bighorns were found present and
uninjured. Bedding sites, feeding sites, watering areas and trails
were obliterated. About 10 percent of the enclosure was
inundated by mud and boulders up to eight feet in diamater. A
number of new caves and hiding sites were created however.

Management. In 1975, water line was constructed from the park
residential area to the bighorn enclosure and a watering trough
was installed. With this addition, there were three watering sites
available to the animals. A new fire break was constructed within
the enclosure because the cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum) had
overgrown the old one and the fire dangerwas high in thecanyon
area during the summer. A temporary net trap was installed
around one of the water holes to condition the animals to its
presence and to be used in case it is necessary to capture one of
them.
A two acre area within the enclosure, which was previously an
abandoned, irrigated field, was fenced, disked and seeded with
native grasses. This pasture will serve to: 1) provide an alternate
supply of green forage when the remainder of the vegetation
within the enclosure has been cured out, has been sufficiently
utilized and needs rest. 2) Serve as an area to place a sick or
injured bighorn. 3) To serve as an experimental plot to determine
if native grasses can be reestablished on the area in lieu of the
exotic cheatgrass which was present.
Supplemental feeding was continued in 1975. In 1974 a rolledoats, cracked corn, grain mixture was provided for the bighorns.
They did not utilize it. During the summer of 1975, a 14 percent
protein dairy feed (Intermountain Farms, St. George, Utah) was
tried. The grain mixture was first sprinkled on top of the hay. After
a couple of weeks, it was placed in small grain troughs. The
bighorns utilized it. It was fed to them at a rate of about % pound
per animal per day every two to three days. Also during the
summer, alfalfa hay from a new shipment was given to the
bighorns. Three lambs developed scours after eating it. The
feeding was discontinued for about 10 days and then cautiously
resumed. No more scouring was observed.
Fairly heavy utilization of the perennial vegetation occurred
within the enclosure this year. The bighorn population is
expected to be about 25 animals in 1976 and release into the park
is being planned.

CONCLUSION
Although there has been evidence of overcrowding, particularly
among the rams, the bighorn population within the enclosure in
Zion National Park is still increasing. In 1975 there was an
excellent lamb crop and lamb survival. Lamb growth and
maturation has been rapid, indicating adequate maternal
nutrition. Because the enclosure is small, if the population
reaches adequate numbers in 1976, a releasewill be made intothe
park.

FERAL BURRO
MANAGEMENT AT
BANDELIER NATIONAL
MONUMENT, NEW MEXICO
Milford R. Fletcher
Roland H. Wauer
National Park Service
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
Abstract. Recently completed studies have shown that Bandelier
National Monument in north-central New Mexico is showing
severe erosion and vegetative changes. Vegetative trend
measurements show that more than 50% of the range is in a
downward trend. In February 1975, the National Park Service
placed a team of marksmen on the monument to reduce the
population of feral burros by approximately one-third. Fifty-two
burros were killed. Recent surveys indicate that the population
will have resumed its February 1975 level by summer 1976.

Introduced animals and plants have long been a source of
intensive discussions both pro and con. Proponents of the
introduction of exotics cite the ringneck pheasant, chukar, and
German brown trout as animals which enhance the sportman's
bag -opponents point to the house sparrow, starling, European
carp, and the feral burro as ecological nightmares (Laycock
1966).
The feral burro (Equus asinus) has been a component of western
arid lands since the early 1880s. They occupy ranges of varying
sizes in at least nine western states (McKnight, 1958). With large
predators exerting only minimum pressure on feral burro
populations, the primary control for many years has been by
individuals who shoot burros, either for sport orthrough a belief
that these exotic animals compete with native wildlife and,
therefore, should be controlled.
This form of control of burro numbers wascurtailed in 1953when
the state of California provided official protection to the feral
burro. In December 1971, Public Law 92-195, entitled "Wild and
Free Roaming Horses and Burros," provided strong protection for
horses and burros on most federally administered lands.
Although the National Park Service was exempt from the
provisions of the Act, until recentlv, no official control of feral
burro populations has been implemented since its passage. Feral
horses and burros therefore increased at an alarmina rate in
certain areas of the Southwest. Lake Mead National Fiecreation
Area, Grand Canyon National Park, and Death Valley and
Bandelier National Monuments all experienced substantial
impacts from feral burros.
At Bandelier National Monument, in north-central New Mexico,
feral burros were first recorded in the late 1930s. A 1940 report by
biologist W. B. McDougall (McDougall, 1940) stated that, "There
are 15 to 18 wild burros in the lower part of the Monument and
they are increasing each year. . .These animals are exotic and are
a menace to the native animals. In my opinion they should be
eliminated from the Monument."
A burro control plan was not acted upon until 1946 when 64
animals were destroyed in a period of approximately three
months. The National Park Service estimated that the herd had
been reduced by about one half. No other reduction programs
were put into effect during the next 25 years, although the
population was monitored on a piecemeal basis. In 1964 the
y attempted
sheriff's Mounted Patrol of ~ o s ~ l a munsuccessfull
os
to trap burros within the Monument. In December 1966, followina
a survey of the Monument, the feral burro population w&
estimated at approximately 80 animals. Helicopter surveys in the
late 1960s and early 1970s suggested additional increases in the
burro population.
In 1972 a Feral Burro Control Proaram IWauer. 1973) was
i
approved which called for, among oiher things, ~ a t i o n aPark
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Service funded research to quantify the extent of the damage
which was evident on the Monument. Two significant research
documents emerged in 1974 - a University of New Mexico
master's thesis on the extent of vegetative impacts and
comparative range conditions (Koehler, 1974), and survey of the
soil and range conditions (Earth Environmental Associates,
1974).
The results of the contracted research were not surprising, but
the magnitude of the damage was not anticipated. The study
showed that 0% of the range was in excellent condition, 22% was
in good condition, 31% was in fair condition, and 47% was in very
poor condition. In addition, trend measurements in the study area
showed 52% of the vegetation was in a downward trend.
The soil survey of the Monument indicated that severe erosion
was occurring due to both a drying climate and severe
overgrazing. The study indicated that as much as 35 tons of soil
per acre (78,000kilograms per hectare) per yearwas being lostto
erosion. In an area with low rainfall and light, volcanic soils, this
loss is a prelude to irreversible changes in both flora and fauna.
Trespass cattle were a problem on the Monument in past years,
but recent changes in enforcement of trespass laws, for all
practical purposes, eliminated cattle grazing on the Monument.
On the basis of the research findings and continued aerial
surveys, the National Park Service estimated the Bandelier feral
burro population at about 130 animals that ranged over the
southern two-thirds of the Monument- an areaof approximately
20,000 acres (8,100 hectares). The Feral Burro Control Program
(Wauer, 1973) revised in March, 1974 (Wauer,1974) to includethe
more recent data, was revised again in August, 1974 (NPS,1974).
A decision was made in mid-December to reduce the number of
feral burros by approximately 50 animals. A negative declaration
was filed to comply with the National Environmental Policy Act.
A word of explanation may be of value here. Considerable public
input was obtained following the preparation of the initial Feral
Burro Control Program. Comments were solicited from the New
Mexico State Planning Office, the New Mexico Game and Fish
Department, the Santa Fe District of the US. Forest Service, and a
variety of environmental groups. A "show me" tour was
conducted and wide newspaper coverage was given to the
problem prior to managementdecisions. In addition, local people
in New Mexico live quite closely to the land and are closely
attuned to (and, therefore, more sympathetic to) land
management problems.
In January of 1975 a notice of intent to reducethenumberofferal
burros at Bandelier National Monument was released to the
Associated Press, United Press International, every daily paper in
New Mexico, and weekly papers in the vicinity of the Monument.
On February 24,1975, a team of National Park Service marksmen
under the direction of Monument Superintendent John Hunter,
began a feral burro reduction program to reduce the impact of
these exotics on the local ecosystem. These employees were
instructed to sacrifice animals with no regard to age, sex or
physical condition. The only restraints were to use extreme
caution to prevent injury to humans, and marksmen were
admonished to be absolutely sure of a clean kill before firing. To
the author's knowledge, no wounded burrosescaped. Overa 2%day period, 52 animals were killed; 22 males and 30 females. The
cost of the reduction activities amounted to approximately $96.00
per animal.
In addition to the removal of 52 animals, 11 burros weredrugged
and fitted with color collars and ear tags. Eight additional animals
were fitted with radio collars in order to determine their
movements, group relations, range territoriality, and other
ecological information.
Although the primary purpose of the reduction was to alleviate
grazing pressure on the vegetation of the Monument, as many
scientific data as possible were obtained during the reduction
activities. Twenty burros were postmortemed. Besides the usual
measurements of physical parameters, avariety of tissuesamples
were taken by investigators from ArizonaState University and the
University of Arizona. The results of these postmortem
examinations will be presented elsewhere.
Research on the feral burro herd at Bandelier National Monument
is continuing. University of New Mexico scientists, under the
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direction of Dr. Loren D. Potter, are continuing their analysis of
vegetative impacts as well as deer-burro interactions. Arizona
State University scientists are investigating the behavior and
movement patterns of burros within the Monument and aerial
surveys are continuing on a intermittent basis to gather more
population data. To date the studies have revealed that a total of
26 young burros were dropped between the February reduction
and an October 20 aerial survey. Thesedatasuggestthatthe feral
burro population will attain its February, 1975 level by summer
1976. Final research reports from University of New Mexico and
Arizona State scientists are due by July 1976.
The National Park Service will then rewrite the Burro
Management Program Assessment to include new information
obtained by researchers. Alternative management actions to be
included will range from "No Action" to "Complete Elimination"
of Bandelier's feral burros. The Assessment will receive
considerable public review and a public meeting will be
scheduled in the summer of 1976. Following the public meeting,
action plans will be formulated.
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